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Rates or Advertising: One inch of space,
engrli of column, constitutes a “square.”
$. 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w -ek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continu-

every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week.$l 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, oue third additional.
Under head of “Am csements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in
every part
of the State) for £1 00 per square lor first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each
subsequent inser-

ing

tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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GAS
128

Street.
dim

~8. E. SYLVESTER, M. D.,
Homeopathic Physician & Surgeon,
No. 334 Congress St.,
PORTLAND, ME.

«e15

dtf

_

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS
179 Commercial St., Portland.
Sole agents In Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Haroinett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,

^ilkerbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna,

and Pittstoa
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of Now York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
rt of shiiuncnt
auy point desired.
t£apr27

W. C.
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HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
AT

LAW

30 Exchange St.,* Portland.

No.

a

Formerly of the U. 5. Treasury Department and
Aturocy m all the courts in the District of dumbia.
will attend to the prosecution of iairas tetor? the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
Washington.

octll-tl

aul
^
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PORTLAND

(FORMERLY C.

STAPLES

SOX,)

&

Marine, Stationary and Portable
STEAM

ENGINES,

Steam Boilers. Bleach Boilers anil Tanks, Shafting.
Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings of
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
attended to.
and Second-hand Engines lor sale.
Highest casli prices paid for ola Iron.

p^**New

branches, as the place must lie sold to close an estate. Apply to WM. H.
JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
PortlaI»f-

oeGdtf&wlt

_

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.
FINK residence one-half mile from the Railroad
IleiiolR, PoRt-oftice, good Schools and Churches
six miles from Portland; House and Eli two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.* witli marble
mantles, Wood-house anil Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x00 on the
premises; grounds contain 15 j acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, £ aero choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This js one oi the finest residenccs In the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook,
mar21tf

A

FOR

Portland, Me*

aprlttf

mar28

From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

The “Limerick House,”
FOR

For Sale.
house

Street, occupied by the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.

THE

PAINTER
STREET,
jyl7d3m

MRS. PAULDING.

MEDICAL
X

CLAIRVOYANT,

346 Congress
(Bourn 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.)

o

se4

St.
2m*

I.

A Desirable Country Residence for
Sale.
So. Paris, Me., known as the Widow Morse

AT

property. The house is in good repair, has 15
rooms, bathing room, water on 1st and 2u floors, and
is carpeted and furnished throughout. Two stables
ami barns on the premises, and a young orehaid of
100 trees. The lot contains y acres and is beautifully
situated oil the Little Androscoggin River, witiliil
ten minutes walk of ti e Depot and in the immediate
vicinity ot churches and schools. The property will
lie sold with oa without th- furniture. Price low
and terms easy Apply in person or by letter to F.
G. PATTERSON, Portland, or 0. W. BENT, So.
Paris, Me.
se2Udlm

45 Danfortli Street. Portland, me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
oclGtf
Billing*, Principal. Send for Circular.

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

6

MAY

STREET.

Portland. Me.

Jyn«_
DR. LUDWIG
resumed practice. Office hours from 10 to 11
A. M., and from 1 to 3 P. M.
1*3dlf

HAS

JAMES

O

DONKELL,

COUNSELLOR
has

AT

LAW,

removed to

NO. £4 1-2 MIDDLE STB! JET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

PORTLAND, MA-IISE.
CourtttMioncr of deeds for the several States.
feblO

____

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

ROBERTS,
Is prepared to receive Pupils in all the principles of
Practical Elocution, and Voice Culture; either in
class or private. For terms &c., apply personally or
NO. 8 CASCO STREET.
by letter to
References—Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.A.
K. P. Small, Rev. Charles B. Pitblado.
ocldtf

IostoFTeaiTcC
in

J. H.Cliatlwick &

1229.]

U MIDDLE, COR., EXCHANGE ST.,
rOHTLAND, MAINE.

Pure

While

Dry nn<l Ground in

Our Pure White Lead, b oth dry andground in oil
warrant to be Mtrictly pure, aud guarantee
that for .fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by auy Lead in the market, either foreigu or
American.
G£Ir*In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our tiade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our JPurc Feat!. None genuine wituout It

W. F.

Phillips

&

C©.,

4G & 48 MIDDLE ST.
feblft

Smits, Lounyes. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
Lonuges,

En-

ameled Cliuirrt, &c.
r.^* All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-*60TT&Stf
boxed and matted.

laud in the County of Cumberland* ainl State
of Maine on the twenty-fourth day of March A. I).
1873 by bis mortgage deed of that date worded in
the Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 390 Page
220, conveyed to Samuel F. Merrill of Portland aforesaid a certain lot of land with the improvements
thereon situate In the town of Cape Elizabeth in said
County of Cumberland and bounded as follows viz:
Beginningr at the most South Western corner of
Thomas Robert’s homestead lot, thence running
south 44$ degrees west, ninety-nine rods by land
which the said Parker sold to Silas Skillins to other
land owned by said Skillins; thence south-easterly
by said Silas land to tho Murry road thirty rods;
thence north 7G degrees east by said road, seventy
rods, to land sold by the said Parker sold to W, H.
Skillings; thence north 19 degrees west ten rods;
thence north 75$ degrees east by said W. IT. Skillins
land, eighty rods to the Long Creek road; thence
northerly by said road to Silas Skillins mill privilege; thence by said mill privilege to Thomas Roberts
land: theme westerly by said Roberts land to the
first bounds: containing fifty five acres more or less;
with authority incase of breach of the condition in
said mortgage to sell said premises at auction ard
ftvni the iiroceeds to pay the debt secured thereby
ami all expenses incurred in the collection of said
debt; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken by said Parker;
This is to give notice that said lot with the improvements thereon, will he sold at public auction on
said premises on the 10th day of January A. D. 1874
at 11 o4clock in the forenoon lor the reason and purSAMUEL F.

MERRILL,

By Bradbury & Bradbury,

oc7d3m__Ids Attyp^-

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 152 Middle Street.
POBTI.AND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Kembrants, Medallion,
and the retouched
Be Porcelain, of Mezzotint card,

we get rid of freckles
cart, by which new process
of the shin. Call
moles,wrinkles and ail imperfections
und judge for yourselves.
Bf^Molto—Csod work ut Moderate

Price..

Aim

to

E;I>

l*lrn.e.

M

J. H. McCOY & CO.
ROOFERS.
Manufactures and Sole proprietors, in this State
—

OF THE

Tbrec Thonsaml Jlile.i Away, in another
hemisphere, sparkles the Seltzer spring. In every
drug store in Amorica you may obtain its equivalent,
put it in your pocket and carry it with you to the
world’s end, if you choose.

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
is simply the living fountain of health, in the form of
a powder capable of being converted into n bubbling,
flashing fac simi/c of the liquid product of nature in
Armed with this antidote, ail climates
one minute.
As a remedy in malarious tevors stomach
fear.
complaints, irregularities of the bowels, nervous di.-*
orders, mental depression, headache, an overflow of
bile, dropsicsil ailments, nausea and constipation, it
lias no equal. Sold by all druggists.

ANY
by calling
the
paying

Comity, Town* and Individual Right*

P

For Sale at this Office.
boxes of prepared cement lor repairing leak

descriptions re-

28 Spring Street.
se22d3m

Hie.

p' °' Box 14l3t

A Fine Business Openinp
roan of nnexceptionaa young or middle aged
and one

°M, eKsa«r.
Far

Experienced accountant

COPARTNERSHIP

THE

BARNES &

‘popular

cooking,

can

Free street.

apply

understands
Winter street, or 64

MUSIC

The

REIMS,

FRANCE,

enlarged,

BARUfUM’S
NEW

Moat

aug9_

Diuolntion of Partnership.
TVTOT CE is hereby given that the firm of Scribner
J\ & Andrews Is hereby dissolved by mutual con*ent'

R. G. SCRIBNER,
SILAS D. ANDREWS.
All demands of the late firm will be settled by eith-

parties.
Otisheld, March 10th, 1673,

er of the above

au23dtl

Durable

with all modern improvements; rooms
suite and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,
<£c. Location unsurpassed, being in the very centre
of fashion and brilliant New York life. In proximity
to Churches and places of amusement, ana Lord *&
Taylor’s, Arnold «£ Constables* and J. & C. Johnson’s Dry Goods palaces.
The hotel is under the
management of A. S. Barn urn, formerly of Bam urn’s
Hotel. Baltimore; I. N. Green, of Dayton, Ohio, and
recently of New York, and Freeman Barnum, of

Complete

en

;
1

au20d2m&wl0w34

Barnum’s Hotel. St. Louis.

Hotel Brunswick,

New York City.

oc9

WEED
Sewing Machine!
The BEST Family Machine in the WORLD. A1
so, Genera! Agent for

Articles.”
Sect. 31.

therefor.
Portland, Me., April 21, 1873.
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STREET.

Mr.

guaranteed.

au27dly

choice

some

BREAD with them

0C^_____lw

Imperishable

&

LANMAN’S
CELEBRATED

or

not,

BROWN

as you

FLORIDA

like.

The

NOTICE!
undersigned have formed an Association to be
known as (.'handler’s Band, for the purpose of
uinishingmusic lor Babs. Parties, Concerts, Levees, &c after Sept. 1st, 1873.
Chas. Grimmer,
0. M. Richardson,
J. Tyler,
E. M. Gammon.
All engagements must be made with D. H. Chandler. Leader.
Id^Any number of pieces furnished.
[Advertiser copy.]
jy‘-8tl

ANDREW

Hard Pine Timber

—

39 CENTRE STREET,
BETWEEN FREE AND

at

se29

Capt. Kelley.

No. 4 Portland Pier.

■

For

«. L. BAILEY,
•4.8 Exchange St.
Agent for Dn Font’s Gunpowder.

freight apply to

J. NICKERSON,
IdS Commercial Street, Portland.
oc8

sel.3

3t

for the Superior Wnltbnm Wntchrs,
which maintain their well earned reputation
for timekeeping and reasonable
price. In every variety ot gold and silver cases—open face and hunters
Kev winders and stem winders.
myl2-d9mo

Hair

Dressing Saloon for
Sale.

For satisfactory reasons I < tier my Furniture, Fix
tures and Tools in the well-known

Hair Dressing and Bathing Rooms,1
100 Exchange Street.
Connected with this shop is fivo nice Bath-Tonms,
well supplied with hot and cold water, which will be
let with the shop lor a reasonable pries'.
oct7dlw
J. P. SMITH, Portland.

Clothing

Cleansed !

J.

S.

any

I<

tt

ANOTHER RICH DISPLAY
—or—

FALL

GOODS
—AT—

W, C. BECKETT’S.
137

MIDDLE

STREET,

d^Tlease call and examine.

sel8d3w

“shipping

fish.

(One Thousand} Quintals, packed to
-|
lUuvl der, and lor sale by
AAA

ROBERTS,

Jnnin

CURTIS

tl

Cheapest

TAiHLOR
~~

191 COMMERCIAL STREET.

&

or-

DAVIS,

133 COH.HEKC1AL STREET.

Book Store

oc.10

_lw

Cole’s

IN THE UNITED STATES.

H. McVEY,(Fosters Scotch Dyer),
No. II Plum street.

and

Band

Quadrille

man-

sonic

prompt

tion

faithful atten-

tociist Gall
the birds."
jyl7dtf

anl

with

WILLIAM BROWN,
Federal Street,

sep20dtf

Near the Park.

Sanford’s Improved

quired,

01 EXCHANGE

deports of
ALLmence
interest
following

the

ono
on

ST.

dollar and upwards
the first day of the month

date of deposit.

on
c..
on reason.'ible

occasions

terms.

re-

Applv

to J.

COLE,

Leader, Portland Band. No. 16 Brown Street, or at
se26dti
Band Headquarters, lity Market Square.

Portland Savings Bank,

Refrigerators. NO.

excellence which I claim, are,
The threo points
1st; constant and thorough circulatton of pure air;
2nd; ryness. no dampness nionld nor taint; 3rd; no
Intel mingling of odors; purity and aclive air, the
elements of its success. Call, or semi for circulars
Manufactured and lor sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
& Co.s Ice House, Portland, Me.
JeSdtf
ot

tics,

for this Fall we shall *‘go South
ALBERT COLBY & SONS.
119 Exchange St., Portland, Mo*

soon

o

fjjuZd
j

com-

|

Bituminous Coal.
TonsCnpe Breton Coal, a superior article

lots to suit

ocTdlw

or house purposes.
For sale in
GEO. H. STARR,
purchasers by
No. 30 Exchange street.

for steam

PIPES !

PIPES !

PIPEsT^

KAA" Boxes Scutch T D Tobacco Pipes now land- i
iug per Barque “Mlgnon” from Groenock
PRINTING promptly and neatly «<* I via Boston, Forsaloby
GfcO. H. STARR.
1
euted at tbii Office,
<fc7olw
No. SO Exchange street.

vnay29-dtf

JOB

FRANK XOYES. Treasurer.

of

the subtle

beauty of nature is clear and flue, and
produces it in delicate, telling touches,
example, in “The Pilots’ Store:”

lie reas

for

Alt the soft, damp air was full of delicate perfume
From the young willows in bloom on enter bank of
tlie river,—
Faint,delicious fragragcc. trancing the indolent senses

In

luxurious

a

dream of the river and land of tho

Bailey

&

Noyes.

.tlarjorir

III* and Other People. By T.
Aldrich.
Mr. Aldrich has
fairly won the title of the
prince of story-tellers, and the volume under
B.

consideration embraces nine of the best short
stories which have appeared in American literature. They are marked by a finish which
is French, a fine humor that is essentially English. and a plot which is—Aldrich. They
are nearly all “surprise
stories,”—that is, the
denouement is entirely unexpected aud quite
out of the range ot conjecture. To those
who have not read these tales the pleasantest
of all reading is in store, tor the acquaintance of charming Marjorie Daw, of Miss Mehetabel's shadowy son, of M’lle Olympe Zabriska and of “Quite So,” very
ple, is yet to be made.
Published

by Bailey

by J. R. Osgood
Noyes.

&

deligbUul

peo-

* Co. For sale

Child World. By Onil Hamilton.
Miss Dodge has enriched the world

by ten
children, which are
collected in this volume. The art of juvenile
scory-tclling is of ail arts the most diflScult,
exquisitely told stories

for

hut the author of the work under consideration has succeeded admirably. As in all
good
tales and sketches of this character the book

will be found very entertaining reading for
“children of a larger growth.”
Published by Shepard & Gill. For sale by
Loring, Short & HarmoD.
The Turning of the ride. By Elijah Kris

log#.
This book is one of the pleasing “Whispering Pine Series,” and will be gladly welcomed
by those boys who know what a delightful
story-teller the author of “Spartacus to the

Gladiators” is. The present tale turns upon
the uses of misfortune in shaping character.
Published by Lee & Shepard. For sale by

Bailey

&

Noyes.

The Childhood ot the World. By Kdward
Clodd.

The Childhood of the World, is an attempt
simple language the story of
man’s progress from his early appearance on
earth to the period ol authentic history.
The book is written for children and is quite
successful in coating the pill of useful instructo narrate in

tion.

Published by Shepard & Gill.
Loring, Short & Harmon.

For sale by

Xew Kooks.
FROM

A NOTES!
A novel.

BAILEY

Wonderful Woman.

A

By May AgFleming, author ot “Guy Karlseourt’s WHfe,”
Terrible Secret, Ac., Ac., Ac. M4 pp. G. W

nes

A

A Co.
Farmer’s Alminax for 1S74. By Josh Billings. G. W. Carleton & Co.
FROM LOSING, SHORT A HARMON!
Fireside Maims. Mr. Caudle's Breakfast Talk
and other papers. By Douglas JciToid. Sow first
collected. 357 pp. Lee A Shepard.
Stories of Inanity
I.unien History of a
Comet—In Inliaily. By Camille Flammaiion,
author of “The Atmosphere." “The Plurality ot
Inhabited Worlds, Ac., Ae. 28T pp.
Roberta
Brothers.
Bed-Time Kiories. By Louise Chandler Moul
ton. With lllussrations by Addle Ledyard. 239
pp. Roberts Brothers.
The Taming of the Tide, “or BadcliOe
Rich and hia Patients. “The Whlaperln
Pine Series." By Elijah Kellog, author, of “Lio
Ben,” Ac. 288 pp. Lee A Shepard.
Child World. By Gail Hamilton. Illustrated by
Billings, Bush A Merrill. 233 pages, gilt edges.
Carleton

Shepard

A Gill.

The Childhood of the World.
count of Man in early times. By

A Simple AcEdward Clodd,

lotus.
F. R. A.S. 128 pp. Shepard A Gill.
I
Not yet out of the west the roses of sunset wore
FROM C.R. CHISHOLM A Bno’9.
wirhered. * * •
The Waster of Greylunds. A Novel. Bv
And on the shore beside us the cotton-trees r. sc in
Mrs.
the evening.
Henry Wood, author of “East Lynne” Ac. Ac!
Phantom-like, yearningly, wearllv with the InscrutaPrinted
from
the
author’s
and
advancble sadness
manuscript
ed proof sheets, purchased from her. 280
Of the mute races of trees.
pp. T.
B. Peterson A Brothers.
the
shorter poems, many of them
Among
The Bead Secret. A Novel. By Wilkie Collins,
exceedingly beautiful, we particularly select
author of “No Name," Ac., Ac. Paper, 1« pp.
‘The Mulberries,” as admirable in
T. B. Peierson A Brothers.
design
and finish—this
sketch of Venice,'this

thought of America.
But loveliest, brightest,

original of all
the poems in the volume is the pastoral “Bopeeps.” It is airy, fanciful and quaint as a
fairy tale told to a child; the coloring is soft
and pure, the outlines are graceful and
piquant as those of a painting of Greuze.
The poet tells us how .the little shepherdess
lay asleep.
most

Upon the «oft, enamored grass
I* the wooing shelter of an apple-tree,
And at her feet the tranced bro«»k is glass,
And in the blossoms over her the bee
Hangs charmed of his sordid industry.;
For love of her the light wind will not pass.

And when she wakes to knowledge of her
and goes in search of her stray lambs—
what could be more exqusite than this graytoned night scene:
Bv many a pnuil, where timorous water-bir.l*
With clattering ci lee and throbbing wines srose,
By many a pasture, where the soft-eved herds
Looked shadow-huge in their unmoved re:>ose,
Long through the lonesome night that sad one goes
Anil fills the solitude with wailini words.

Or more tender and

imaginative than the

stanza:
So that the little flold-monsc dreams of harm
Snuggled away from harm beueath the weeds;
The violet, sleeping on the clover's arm
Wakes, and is cold with thought of dreadful deeds.
The pensive people of the water-reeds
Hark with a mute and dolorous alarm.
The poet has skillfully interwoven other

Does Advertising Pay?—There Is no In.
stauee on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in ad-

vertising.”—Bonner.
“Advertising has furnished me with a
petence.”—Amo* Lawrence.
‘I advertised my productions and made

common-

ey.”—Nicholas Lonyworth.
“Constant and persistent

advertising is a snro
to wealth.—Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business.’*
—A. T. Stcicart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I bav„
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.— Barprelude

num.

For Loss of Appetite. Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Depression of Spirits and Ueneral Debility, in various other forms, Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya made by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York, and sold by o/l

druggists,

is the best tonic.

A*

stimulant;

a

tonic for patients recovering from fever or othsickness, it has no equal.
If taken during
the season it prevents fever and ague aud other

er

intermittent fevera.

se20-4wt
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princess, the bride of the son of King Cole,
that genial monarch of nursery legends; and
little Boy Blue blows his “horn of Elfland,
and tends he fairy sheep that have all come
back to find their dreamy shepherdess; and
the merry “fiddlers three” play at the wedding of Bopeep.
Mr. Howells’ command of language is admirable, and his verse is.alwavs smooth and
musical,
The public will, we believe, recognize at
once the value of the present volume, and
give it the warm welcome that it deserves.
Published by J. K. Osgood & Co. For
sale by Bailey and Noyes.
North American Review.
October
873.
The current number of the Review con-

predecessors during

the year.

The

the

objections

raised

against

Darwinism

Mr. Fisk holds that the all important contrast is not between man and other primites,
but between civilized man and primetive
He thinks we are mislead by comparman.
ing the brute with-i the intelligent Caucasian
rather than with the Australian. The difference between the latter and the anthropoid
is less marked than the difference between
the two races of men. The paper is an able
and exhaustive one abounding in stronglinked logic and plausibly drawn inferences.
“Universal suffrage under Napoleon III” is
a vivid picture of the bastard freedom of the
third Empire. A thoughtful paper on “Our
Electoral Machinery” takes ground in favor
of the district as oppose 1 to the general system. An article on Taiuc’s philosophy ranks
the brilliant Frenchman high as a meta-

physician, hut takes exception to many of
his logical methods. The sixth paper is
based on Miss C. E. Stephen's inquiry into
the reasons for and against the establishment
of religious sisterhoods for charitable
purposes. The book reviews are, as usual, ex-

cellent.
Published by J. R. Osgood & Co.
The Tourmaline. By A. C. Ilnmlin. It. B.
Dr. Hamlin has surely of all specialties
the most delightful.
There is something
inexpressibly fascinating in the study of
the
precious stones and in the history of
on
most noted cf them. The present work
that ill-understood mineral, the tourmaline, I
is the work of a lover, whose deep knowledge

0,000

Copies of the

“The

traditions with that of his pretty pastoral
maiden; and takes leave of her—a happy

have its

the lowest cash prices.

Portland, Dec. 30.1872

point.

tendency.
perception

ing

__ocG(iGt

or

of this

Howell’s

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White

RELIABLE

l^rlivercil hrre

Mr.

initial paper is a chapter from John Fiske’s
work on the doctrine of evolution. In meet-

at

Railrsad Sleepers for
Sale by the Cargo.

examples

HAVE the largest and best srock ot Ship Knees
in the State. Also best quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and nan furnish

young Man can hear of a good
chance to engage in a tirst class business that
will
pay 100 per cent. References exchanged. Security given. Address
Gf-O. WEBSTER,
p, 0. Box 842, Boston, Mass.

A

what the manner ol other poets whose works
he has enjoyed. It can surely be no dispraise
to say that when Mr. Howells is most bimself
without suggestion of any other writer—he
The sombre mask of Heinrich
is at his best.
Heine, distorted and cynical, is too transparent to conceal the face of this poet, whose natural thought and sentiment are thoroughly
sound, true and sweet.
“Feuerbilder,”
“Pleasure-Pain, “The Snowbirds,” etc., are

tains fewer articles of general interest than

and Knees

Oak Timber and Flank

83000 TO 85000.
Excellent Business Opportunity.

adopt some-

■

I

COUNTRY PEACES.

Robert Morris Copeland, Lorn Jscape Gardenei lias
made plans for 12 Park and
Camp Meeting Towns,
L<?meterieg, and 5u0 Pubi c and Private Estates
tiimishes advice, plans and supuintenuenc- fo
hinds oi suburban and rural improvements*
19 City Exchange, Boston. Mass., 705 Sanson
ot., Phila.. and Ridley Park. Del. Co. Pa. au30eod3m

him at times to

desirable,leads

The

dtf_

Ship Timber

Park and Seaside Towns.
CEMETERIES,

SEATER,

CONGRESS.
tf

A fresh importr.fieri of Doubl and Single GUNS,
RIFLES, REVOLVERS and PTSTOLS. Also all
kinds of SPORTING GOODS. Wholesale and retail.

Philadelphia.

Packet Schooner SAML. GILMAN,

ugQdtf

WM.

—

d2w

E. CHURCHILL & CO.,

-BY—

AXD

Ranges & Walker Furnaces

GOODS!

For

WATCHES,

OFFICE

COOKING STOVES,

FULL ANNORTHENT OF DENfRA-

FOR SALE BY

St*

MULNIX,

PARLOR,

and Dock, First, corner of E Street
State street. Boston.
my3codty

be

with the

°f ht<f mistress Las only served
to Inflame his
The book will be a
revelation to
many of us who have given to the emerald
and other stones the praises which
properly
belong to the tourmaline. The work is written with special rcfereuce to the crystals foun
at Mount Mica in the to iu of Paris in this
State,the most famous locality in North America. it is written in a very enteitaining style,
andjis an exhaustive treatise on the subject.
Published by J. B. Osgood <& Co. For sale by
passion.

succeeding

DEALER IX

HOARDS.

AUD STEP

charming

loss,

On hand and sawed to dtmcn01yn9.

sep27

Spectacles and Jewelry,

of al

most delicate
tne

ou

As there are Imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Florida Water whtoh has ou the bottle,
on the label, and on tlie pamphlet, the names of
IT1 IT It KAY & 1a ANm AIV, without v liieli none
in genuinejyl oldaa8d23w

BLE AND USEFUL

OI Foreign and American Make,

WATER,

lasting, yet
perfumes, for use

most

AT TI5E TOIEET,
AND IN THE BATH.

D. H. Chandler,
J. M. Mullaly,

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

Chronometers and Clocks,

richest,

Hi NDKLRCIIIEF,

THE

65^Wharf

Exchange

Fragrance.
MURRAY

tf

ner.

H. McVEY late otFoster Dye House of
this
City, has reopened tie Sebago Dve House No 17
Plum St., where lie is reary to do all' kinds of
dyeing and cleansing of gentlancrrgarmon' s. Satisfac-

tion

fi.—Take

Ofllee. No.

a

Sebago Dye House,
17 PLUM

10 CUPPS BLOCK.

his Bakery,

at breakfast time and save the unpleasant task of
rising before you arc ready and hurrying to tbo bak-

All Choice Grocery,

54

co.,

Cleaned
Repaired at short notice,
and all kinds of goods dyed in
IN roadnoss to furnish music (any number
thorough
stock in the State and lowest prices.
rg CLOTHES
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
LARGEST
Also
lrom the Portland Band) for Balls, ParISpieces
Farms and Timber I^and without regAll orders will receive
«
and
where music is
A
And
nil

a o

NO.

at

GOOD i

can
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QUART,

Cienfuegos,
found
Sagua la Grande, VICKERY & LEIGHTON’S
Caibarien Molasses,
153 MIDDLE STREET.

| H AGENT

Lh

C-c.

THE

DRY

A

?

^

Bg«

DAVIS &

—

Now if you wish to try them, you can by sending
n your order have them brought right from tliq oven
to your door any morning during the week. Or, if
you say you want them Sabbath morning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will have a fresh lot ready which
he will send you Saturday evening. Then by putting: them in your own ov<n you can find them there

Barbadoes,

A

4

?-3E

WHICH

Hard Pine Plank, hard **ine Flooring

Porto Rico,

3

m h
d~£*

selling BY

PORTLAND

and

We remain, respectfully,

w

a*; ®

SI I

St.,

"molasses.

Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
shall cause every cask or other vessel thereof to be
so inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector. And

if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has net been so inspected and marked as unsafe for Illuminating purposes, he shall pay a fine
not exceeding Fixe Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments

Beans.

have been tested and pronoun cod

Knc. DEMOREST’S

Portland Kerosene Oil,

Worsted,

for Ladies, Misses and Children in
groat variety.
These goods arc worthy of special attention. We
nave added to our stock this season an
assortment of
1 horn son Perfume and Toilet
Soaps.
inviting an early call, md assuring all that we
oner a larger stock and better variety of
goods than

W. €. COBB

A

The prevalence of a large quantity of inferior "and
dangerous oils in the market, at a en ap price—many
of wliich arc little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmers, hat some notice should t>e taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard of our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the tire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the tire lyst of which is 125
degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

do,

THOSE BAKED DEANS

RELIABLE PATTERNS.

Kerosene Oil Company
Would inform the public, that they continue to
*v
Manufacture

Middl

ever,

IMPROVED

j.v26-3m

WORSTED !

oar own
we are at
times able to oiler a greater variety and the
We desire our customers to remember
our Worsteds are all ot Bcrgman*N cele-

HOSIERl

apl5

S. IV. EATON, 13 Free

THE PORTLAND

y

Those Baked

P.

General Agent for State of Maine.
se3
d&wtf

dPt

Pp

B. F. f.IBRV, Lo. ‘i-52 Fore Street, cor.
Cross* St., in OelenoN Mill.
G. E. HOOPER, Cor. York Ac
Maple
Street**.

’W'litchrs, JnrrTry,
MC DCF FEE, Cor.

as wo

do other

best goods.
that
brated inannfactnrc. Also Wor.-ted Embroideries, such as Slippers, Ottomans, Slipper Pockets,
Cusnions, Towel Racks, &c. Also Worsted bv the
Knot for shading, together with Canvas of all kinds.

Stair Builder.

Ac II. H.
JV.nion
Sts.

we

ery.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

Will open Oct. 1, 1873, greatly enlarged and
entirely renovated, as a Hotel Homo for Transient Guests and the Traveling Public.
The Hotel Brusxwick embraces the entire block
on Fifth avenue overlooking Madison Square, and
presents the unrivaled advantage of a frontage on
three streets.
All the rooms are well ventilated, well

ALL

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

give the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to metal or other wooden Pumps.Made by accurate machinery, perfect in all their parts, raising a large
amount or water with little labor; durable and reliable. they'‘are acknowledged, after years of thorough
trial, the Feat and the Cheapest Pump made. Send
or a circular.

26th St., 5th Avenue and 27th St.,
NEW YORK CITY.

lighted, supplied with bath rooms and all mod- !
ern conveniences, and the Furniture andApPOINTMENTS are all the best.
For Rooms and Terms, address the Proprietors.
J. Ji. iRITCHEIiL and F. KIAZLER,

Impoiting,

Silver and Plated Ware.

WOOD

nor

BBUN8WICKr

HOTEL

WORSTED !

ABNER LOWELIi,301 Congress Street.

Use.

They neither Rust, Poison

have the

desirable makes.

Roofers.

Cheapest Pnmp in

and

we

together with the Thomson, keeping as

N. McCOY Ac CO„ JIS Spring Street.

SIMPLEST,

YORK.

OK DOTH AilERICAK <t EUROPEAK FLAKS.

rale at No. 140 Exchange Street by the im-

If. PE1BET.

THE

all qualities, of which

Exclnsi ve sale and every Pair Warranted,

—

PUMP!

HOTEL.,

Cor* Cumberland and Frank*

Real Estate Agents.

Is

Cor. Broadway & Twentieth Street,

in

Street.

J.
Ac C

The author of this

so

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

J.

Recent Publications.
Poems. By W. D. Howells.

from the sentiments and associations that art
and literature suggest to his mind. His sympathies are quick and delicate, and this trait,

sx'wal

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

Celebrated

CUCUMBER

LO'CKfS

JAMES MflliCKR, No, ftl Federal Street.

tf

The

Proprietor.

a>

IN Ql'AKTS AND PINTS,
For

C. H. DITSON & CO.,
B’dway, New York.
d&w2w

_

rapid, exaggerated existence of
great degree recognized as distinctively American. Mr. Howells
is a scholarly man of elegant culture; and he
draws his poetical inspiration less from material nature and untutored passion than

Plumbers.

P. FEENY,
I in Sts.

Tommy has always felt a hesitancy borchring close upon compunction, at chalking le*
spectable people on Fools’ Day. But the sermon last Sunday on “Mark the perfect
man,”
has quieted his conscience and he now avers
that, should another April find him above
ground, he will give every well-dressed party
the benefit of the doubt, and mark him accordingly.

the west—has been to a

-O

■

“N’o, Townsend,” quickly replied the
invalid statesman, “it .doesn’t; it is my disappearance that troubles me.”

port

CO., Wo. SO middle Street.
LAmSON.133 middle St.,cor. Cro.«.

711

my!3

WJI. F. HUSSEY,

§

■ ■

PORTLAND,

been
remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
boarders at rates ranging from live to
dollars per weok.

A1JAV O ,iST i<:

$2.50

HAVING

HOTELS.

c>

A. H.

the latest improved machinery (by the aid of
wbi« h we are enabled to get out our woik
accurately
and expeditiously,) we are now prepared to take contracts of any size in the building line. Plans and
sj'ecitications prepared at a reasonable price. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnish the window and door frames and all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erectingsea side houses please take uot6 of the sfjove.
We have superior facilities for Lhe manufacture of inside blinds, and will furnish them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of building
and setting up machinery, and would be liappy to receive calls from parties using power who contemplate
a change of quarters, or that may need any service in
this line. We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture of patented articles on more favorable
term8 than any one in the city.
WILLIAM BCRROWES.
J. W. BCRROWES.

St., Portland.

being a speciality we offer

A. S. DAVIS Ac

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,
Dotcn’s Planing Mill, foot of Cross Nt.
enlarged our shop and fitted it up with

unfur-

GLOVES

Photographers.

50

Eighty eight ladies have entere'd Michigan
University. One reason why this institution
is so popular is that the hazing is done by the
lady students blindfolding the young men
and then kissing them. A handsome young
man named Gates, from
Worcester, Mass.,
was nearly smothered in this manner recently.

volume has
already won a very high repi tation among
American writers for tho clearness, grace and
refined humor which characterize his works.
As a poet he displays the same traits; his talent is not of the rough, vigorous and eccentric school which—though peculiarly en rap-

•1. ICross, Portland.

BURROWE8 BROTHERS,

u

s

35

Pattern and Model Maker.
BA ROOITR, 352 Fore
Street, Toot ol

75

oc8

remark upon these goods.

48 Market St.

Sreet and

Collection for Reed Organs.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
Boston.

KID

LOTIIROP,DEVEI«S & CO,, 61 Ezoanxe

Neat, Complete, Perfect. For Social Meetings.
All are Choice Books.
Already in great demand.
Sent post- paid, for Retail Price.

y
n

to

We continue to offer every desirable shade in Ties
Ruffles all the popular makes.

Masons and Builders.

$1.50

Emerson’s Latest School Song Book.
best

us

and iu

W. E. BEDLON, 333 1-3 Consent. St.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

Devotional Chimes

by the—

jylPdtf

is needless for

Fancy Ties and Neck Ruffles

Carpet-Bags.

BANNER Church Music Book of the Season.

Undeniably the

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

mavl4tf

It

Carpetings.

THE ORGAN AT HOME

WMTFD

without board.
E. B., 37 Brown

for Ladies, Misses and Children.

KEITH.

$1.00

CHEERFUL VOICES

Philadelpjia Pa.

or

•

Unequalled in Variety. Unexcelled in Quality.
A Sab ath School Song Book by 40 composers.

Lock Box 55 P. O.

or

$1.00

and Seminaries'.

THE RIVER OF IIFE

Wanted.

Rooms Wnntcd.
pleasant part of the city, furnished

A. MERRILL.

For High Schools and Seminaries.

GOOD Girls of all nations, for housework
town and country; table girls for Saloon.
Laundry and Kitchen; girls for Hotels, Summer and
Beach Houses; Cooks, Chamber, and Scrub girls.
Forest City Employment < dike.
MRS. L. HOVEY. 314 Congress St.
seplTdlm

IN
nished, with
Address

High

Schools

THE STANDARD

to

at the Office ot the City Treasurer
sum oi one dollar for each lot, w ill incaro tor the same by the Superintend

JUST RECEIVED FROM

Jo

J. R. DDRAN Ac CO., 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

L. O.

Jys

ABNER liOWEItL, 1503 Congress Street*
Axeuta for Howard Watch Company.

BOOKS !

CHOICE TRIOS

500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia*

—

MERINO UNDERWEAR

Jewelry and Fine Watclies.

DITSON & CO. publish 1.000 Music Books suited
to every taste, and every occasion. Descriptive Catalogues sent free. Among the most recent and best

For

LIVE

gTbis

repairing

possible manner by IS.
No. log Fore St.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yaliscs and

HOUR OF SINGING

Agents, to take orders for RUBBER
STAHIFs* for business men and others doing
their own printing. $> to $10 easily made dailyAddress COOKE. KVIITIV & CO.. 41 State
S reet, Boston, manufacturers of Rubber Dating,
Bank and Business Hand Stamps, under letters
patent. Send /or illustrated catalogue.
N. B.—Beware of imitations made of
compoglue
sition. represented to be made of rubber.
se23
1th

jyHtf

tlie best
VOL'IVG A- CO,.

and everything desirable in Dress
and Cloak Trimmings.

are:

Wanted.

AN

Horse Shoeing and Carriage
Done in

good-humored, affable, discreet, forgiving, patient and joyful, with respect to each other’s
frailties and perfections, to the end of their
lives.—Addition.

you.”

Braids !

and

othei’s mutual comfort and entertainment,
have, in that action, bound themselves to be

courage him, semarked, “Well, Hickman, I
can’t see that your appearance need trouble

J. A. Ifl GRRILL & CO., 139 middle St.

oc7*lw

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this: r
represent one of the oldest Life Companies
the country. Address with reiereuGes

done to order.

Two persons who have chosen each other
out of ail the species, with tbedesign to be each

_

Fringes,
Buttons,

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

Newest and Best

Wanted*

Furniture and Upholstering:.

EXCHANGE STREET,

Syracuse they annul a keeper’s license
They insiit that a
man occupying a responsible position in the
community must maintain a good character,
aud set a moral example.

It is said that shortly after Hon. John
Hlckman’i recent illness, Hon. Washington
Townsend called on him, aud wishing to en-

Yak Laces,

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of UpboKs eriugand
Repairing

O’BRION,’
—

Passementeries,
Ornaments,

HOOPER & EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
E. F. HOVT, No. II Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

AT

Laces, real and imitation,

Fed-

and

J. F, SHERRY, Wo. 9 Clapp*. Bloch
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

NO. 30

MAN to drive a Bread Cart. One used to the
business preferred. To a good man a steady job
fair wages will be given. Good references reRICE & CALDKRWOOD.
quired.
oc6tf
No. 22 Anderson St.

eight

copartnership

Two doors north of Merchants’ Exchange.
C3T*Tliey represent several First Class Companies,
and havii g superior facilities ior placing large or
small liness, will be pleased to receive the patronage
of the insurance public.
B. BARNES, Jr.,
THUS. L. O’BIUON.
ocOtf
Portland, Me., Oct. 8, 1873.

A
and

a

a

and Retail.

COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
IS 1 roe -Street.
CEOR«K A. WHITNEY, No. jjfc Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Exchange

GOODS !

Claiming, as we do, to be able to
offer for inspection a larger variety and better goods than any other.
We invite especial attention to our
New Stock of Goods, both USEFUL and ORNAMENTAL.

Dye-IIouse.

cor.

—

op-

General Insurance Business

who

one

at 54

MEAN!*, Pearl Street,

for the transaction of

—

Cook Wanted,
GOOD capable GIRL,

A

Park.

po.ite

eral Mtrecta.

NOTICE.

undersigned have formed
under the firm name of

In

Unusual Attraction for the Season Offered.

Portland Me.

Carpenters and Builders.

WHITNEV

AND

WINTER

Confectionery.

BKNJT. ADAMS,

INSURANCE.

Agents Attention!

ONE

Plum

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods-

INSURANCE.

of the most progressive and
American Lite Companies, being about to
re-organize
their Maine Agencies desires to
correspond with
gentlemen of experience in relation thereto. A suitable party is desired at Portland as General Agent,
who will be afforded unusual facilities.
Local
Agens throughout the State, with or without experience will tic liberally dealt with.
Address confidentially wit full narticulars,
INS U li AN CE SU PERIN TEN DENT,
oc9d&w3w
P. O. BOX 126, Amesbury, Mrss.

JAS. BAILEY, )
J. S. PALMER, [ Trustees.
C. E. JOSE,
)
DOCS—Any Dogs found in the inclosuro after his
date without the presence of master will be in peril
JAS. BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE.
mv18dtf

POrtCr’

Tin and Shingle Hoofs Painted.
Portland

^_septlldtf

WANTED I

the best of
cut for the current year; and any person paying the
sum ot twenty-five dollars w ill secure the care ox
their lots by the city lor all time.

sure

and

Wanted.

green Cemetery.
person owning lots in Evergreen Cemetery,

ami

comer

floor, elegantlv finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

—

FALL

—

^®RKIIVS manufacturer of plain
fancy C'audicH,
Congress St,

and

1878

if he gets intoxicated.

SHACKFOKD,Ns.»}

Furniture-Wholesale

Rackleft Block,
of Middle and Ceureh streets—basement
A large

COMFORTABLE tenement of five or six rooms
situated within ten minuteR walk of the CusHouse by a small family of three. Any one havsuch
a rout can hear ol a careful tenant bv ading
dressing RENT, P. O. Box 1*39, Portland. oclOdlw.

Life

Ac

Street.

LET.

first

A
tom

Notice to Owners of Lots in Ever-

ELASTIC SOAPSTONE ROOFING.

Alfio

ner

TO

brick store in the

GIRL to do general housework in a family of
hut tbiee person?. Apply to 141 Brackett, corBramball street.
oc18d3t*

Tu&S&w2w41

oc7

C1IA

—

room and gutters.
Slate roofs and leaky roofs of all

for swlf and two children.
BOX 35, Gorham, Mo.
*3t

We quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being ‘‘Inspection and sale of Manufactured

and every atmospheric change may he meed without

lamsosT

.1. n.

pleasant

a

.MADE

SATURDAY HORNING, OCT 11,

The planetary census was increased on
Monday by the discovery, at Dusseldorf, Germany, of a new planet of the tenth magnitude. That is pretty small, but it may
grow.

Book Binders.

POSTER'S Dye Hoom 84 Union Street.*

STORE

Wanted.
A

William Parker of the City of Port-

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

Bed

room

oc10

lvTT&S

UPHO LSTEREE

Pntcnt

sunny furnished
Address

Lead! HAVING
Gentlemen
Oil*

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, &c., &c.

OF

NEW

Street.

jn24»lw then tf

ONE

IN
\

Spring street.

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
mar24tf
No. 40 Exchange St.

Found.

^iL

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, POKO & BREED, No. 91 Middle

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
families or single gentlemen.

52 Free Street.

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,

J.H. HOOPER,

MANUFACTURER OF

and .'10 Pearl Street.
between New Cu*(om
Office, near the Market.

tf

WITH
for
At

the pity a sum of MONEY. Tne owner can
liave the same by paying for
advertising and nrov
lug property at 91 Federal street.
oc9alw

Board Wanted.
LADY wants good BOARD and

3H

se30

CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO REJECT
El) CASES._eodtf
at>r5

nuDonongb

A

Invited !

OPENING

® UOBJB, No>.
direct route
iy1
Moi,*c a*td Post

«*UINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Mt.

LARGE FRONT ROOM at

THE PRESS.
Gossip aud Gleanings.

Bakers.

To Let with Board.

oclOulw__

Co., Ag’ts,

BOSTON

Inspection

Kepairiug.

oc3_

near the Chinaman Tea Store.
The tinder will
be rewarded by leaving it at my store.
AU FOO FGNG,
333 Congress street.

MANUFACTURERS OF

pose aforesaid.

patent agents,

Parlor

ON

LET!

WITH BOARD, A FRONT CHAMBER, at
NO.
53
SPRINGSTREET.
dtf

Lost.
Saturday, Sept. 27th, an Ivory headed CANE

“PENN”

MRS.

WHEREAS

PAINTER,

FRESCO

11Y a young Gentleman, PUPILS in vocal and
instrumental Music. Those taking Vocal leswill nave the opportunity of singing before, and
hearing Mrs. Fannie Frazer Foster, of Boston, and
thereby gain much both In style and expression.
1 would also l:ke a situation as organist, in or near
Portland.
33 FRANKLIN STREET.
Portland, Oct. 8,1873.
ocl0<!2w*

tely.

ST. AUGUSTINE’S SCHOOL,

[Incorporated

TO

sons

EDUCATIONAL,

AGEKTS FOB THE CO„

KEILER,

for Sewing Machines.

—

A

oc4dtf

MISCELLANEOUS.

W. *. DYER. No. 8J8 Middle Ht. All
ks»«i« of Machines for sale and to let.

TWO

lw*

Estate

gress and Brown Streets.

SAMUEL II. JOSE,
AJVO BITI.DEB,

W.

sepl9-tl

Money lo Loan.
first class Real Estate Socuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought ami sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Cor. Con-

ABCBIIKOT

IVo IBColton (Slrfel PoTtlsnil.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks ami Hard
wood Doors, made to order.
sel(l*lmtheutf

eod2tv*

Wanted.

we

MAINE.

attended to.

pleasant

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can loo accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free Btreet.
oc7tf

BOSTON

CEO. I). dOST

promptly

1872.

G. Patterson’s Real

F.

ARTIST,

PORTLAND,

oclO

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Get rid of Freckle*. Mole* and other imFor all of which no
of
the
ttkin.
perfection*
extra charge will be made. AH work warranted to
for
mchlgdtf
and
examine
yourselves,
Call
•please.

All orders

State

Portland, Sep. 18th,

310 CONGRESS STREET,
var ious styles of Card
Picture*, Rembrnnt, Medallion, Arc., from

134 MIDDLE

on

ALLEN HAINES.

Is prepared to make all the

FRESCO

SALE.

The suo.-criber oilers for sale his ITotel
proi' rtv in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a ^rst-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner.
JOSEPH O. HARMON,
marlSdtf
Limerick. Me.

GEO. E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

a

Rooms To Let.

Q. Q., WOODS'ORD’S CORNER.

SALE.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 11M
feet deep, and plans have been drawn b How, for a
block of seven or n'ne genteel and convenient residences, ami adapted for flic same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,

215 Commercial Street,
W. H. FESSENDEN.

A

one

School of elocution!

MACHINEWORKS

Agency

GENTLEMAN and wile can secure
with board, at 62 Free Street.

A
oclO

or

OUNSELLORS AT L A W,
BOSTON.

Board,

DESIRES A HOME.

YOUNG LADY with good references desires
to give her child, a bright BOY, one year and a
half old, to some gtipd family where he will be kindly
eared for. Aedress

raro

a

TAMES F. PICKERING,
WILLIAM HOBSON,
35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

BUSINESS directory.

room

SuM,UI It offers
only
m'de°frn^rtpi°r
imlc>from Plymouth,
opportuuitv
either
to engage in farming
{JL"?®
fvlshts
keeping Yh0
boarders, and very excellent
for both

ON

WATER

COUNSELOR

vear!

BULLETIN.

Trmplc Ml..

AND

bugar Orchard offuo trees,

cut twenty-live tons of
hay this
An atiundimceof woud and water.
This farm is situated in the town of
Cnuipton, N. H., which is a fiA Boarukes. Is
four

Cl,ARM,

FEDERAL STREET,

103

■|««JlftidLa»Ke

A CHILD

chance.

A

KINNtlAN,
Exchange

0c7

rare

containing ion
K***B*&A acl9s of good land, well divided; has

FIXTURES!

J.

A

—A first rate

TO LEI.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Exrliungc

4Fo(f"‘h2LPr“nertJ'Farm,

JL

Terms* Eight Pollan* a Year in advance
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in
vance.

SATURDAY

new

Weeklly Paper,

Boys Own/*

SOLD IN

TWO

DAYS BY

THE

Wcw England News Company.

MOTHERS,
FATHERS,
BUY ONE

COPY

FOR

YOUR BOYS.
ALL NEWS DEALERS HATE IT.
Two specimens sent ANYWHERE,
postpaid, for
Address
CHAS. F. RICHARDS, Publisher,
rclOd't_122 Washington St,, or Box 1338,

10 cents.

J. M. DYER &

CO.,

Have made large additions of Autumn and Winter Moods, to their

stock,

and will sell them at

un-

usually low prices.
STRAJiGERS visiting the city, and
Families making their winter pnreliasea
will find it to their advantage to examine
our Stock before purchasing.
A full assortment of Trefonsse’s first
quality Kid Gloves, direct from the Im-

porters.
NO. 6 FREE

ST., BLOCK.
eodlw

_

Gentlemen’s Garments
CLEANSED
—OR—

Dyed Brcwn, Black. Blue-Black
and Bine,
nml Pressed Rcnily for
Wear
So Ripping required.
■rno.'M Hi A St r

Warranted

not to crack.
UVK noiTSK.

_Colon

Muwat.

SALMON, CODFISH, Ac.,

Just Received and for sole ol Lowest
Rales.
fine No. I Salmon, Flu** and Napes,
\ A Smoked
Halibut, Shore and Bank Cwwh
ami Pollock; also 40 BbU.bloated No, 1 Mackerel,
very fine. Will be put tip in packages a* desired for

family

use.

oelOdlw

CURTIN A DlVW«
I5J Co—ww|al street.

CHANGE.
,

J: Hair
r

Uuit^i

kit
’and^krnnu^ettinonwrfcThat^hie^uu*
Preble Home
Kooms at the

n7«
V Hair Dre»H,n
lintel, where ho would

and

Room, ol th.
b«

pieured

to

__M. X. SNOW._
Dlaint Savings Bank.
No. IOO Middle turret, Portland.
this Bank on the first day
on Interest th* same day.
day, begins on interest tbe

deposited
of any month b.^ln*
MOSE1
1
other
In

deposited
any
ctav of the following month.
A. M. BURTON, Treasurer,
junlTd&wtf
on

first

"*

the pbessj
SATURDAY MORNING* OCT. It, 1878
re-i'jlar attache of tbe Pbsms

furnish**!
with a card certificate countersigued by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat anl hole
managers will confer a favor upon ua by demanding
•redenti&ls of every person claiming to represent our
Journal, as we have information that several “bummers" are seeking courtesies iu the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even pastlvely, a party to such fraud
EvJiRS

lb

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all

cases

bnt

indispensab

e, not

necessarily for publication

guaranty of good faith.
W 3 cannot undertake to return
municauouh that are not useu.
as a

com

reserve

or

of the Northern Pacific Railroad.
The failure of Jay Cooke & Co„ who were
the finaucial agents oi the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company has natuially excited a
great deal of attention and no littie anxiety
as the bonds of the company are extensively
held by thousands of people of moderate
Two years
means throughout the country.

Prospects

ago Berlin capitalists sent a commissioner to
this country to examine the condition of the

road,

nature of the

the

country through

which it is laid out and the

probabilities

of

The report of the commissioner
published in this country and
just
contains matter that will be of in'erest to
Mr. Haas, the comanxious bondholders.
missioner confines his report to a consideration of three questions: First: Are the
its

that the measure to have
cive to the interests of the

been

provided for the construction oi the
adequate to complete the line? Second:

means

road

Does the finished line offer the necessary
guarantee that its income will be sufficient to
pay the stipulated interest on its bonds?
realized from the sale
the bonds at ma-

Third:

Will the

of lands

suffice to redeem

turity ?
In reply

sums

to the first

question

the commis-

slener finds that, the construction estimate is

road; but concludes that the estimates for working capital
and interest on capital during construction is
ample

butlu

to

a

fiist class

far too small.

question relative to ti e income ol
the road, he is in greater doubt. On the completion of the road,the interest to he paid will
On the

$7,800,000 annually, to pay which
gross income of twenty millions a year will
be required, as the average working expense
of A tnerican road» is sixty-five per cent, el
the total income. To furnish this income,

adopted several years

been

since.

The movement of the old Catholics in Germany is declared by come journals to promise
to be more important in its consequences
than that of Luther. While its leaders do
not take sides with the Protestants, they are
in

essentially

harmony

with them.

The financial situation is reported to be
improving. Gold made a still further fall yesterday to 1.08 3-8—the lowest since the commencement of the war of the rebellion except
December 23d, 1871, when it was the same.

special says that the apparent opposition to the re-election of Speaker
Blaine has subsided in the West, and that
A Washington

Maynard

Mr.

will

_

The Liberal Republicans of New York
made up t'neir ticket from the candidates of
both the Republicans and Democrats, the latter

predominating.
yellow fever
Louisiana,

The

crease in

type.

appears to be on the inand to be of a*very fatal

_J_

Current Notes.
What adds to the agony of the Pennsylvania democracy, Forney says, is the persistent free-trade clatter of the Nesv York
World.
The Boston Post is

impatient

to hear “the

The Post will
dealh-knell of liberalism.”
There is
have to wait a bit, however.
another funeral in progress at present.—

Springfield Republican.
Spades are trumps, this fall,

and no mis-

This is the artful way in which Col.
William Allen, the old man vociferous, begins his addresses to the Ohio yeomanry:
"From the silence and solitude of a fanner’s
take.

many years, I ogaiu
eoppear in the midst of the people at their
;
“quest to join them in consulting for the
public welfare.7'

life, protracte

What
Don

to

Congressman Beck of Kentucky said
Piatt, the other day, on foreign
“The day is not distant when the

shores:

a

-tones that have been hurled at Gov. Cooke

that the

population along the Northern Pacific under the mo-t fav irable conditions, will
not be likely to exceed a million and a half at
the expiration of ten years. Such a population, he concludes, wifi not furnish an income sufficient to pay the interest; and furthermore be does not think that the trans-

continental trade will be

very large item for
a number ol years, since the commercial ;elations between Asia and this country have
teen so intimately formed with San Francis.
Co

that it will

require

a

a

long interval

to

di-

a part of the trade to the northern route.
As to the question of the ultimate ability

tect

of the

Company to pay its bonds through the
lauds, Mr Haas estimates that its
gtaot of fifty millions acres can be made to
realize $125,000,000 within the thirty years
fixed for the redemption of the bonds. On
the other band, he thinks the sales of the

sales «of

lands will be slow and for a number of years
the bond-holders will not realize their interest.

The publication of this report has called
out a letter from the President of the Northern Pacific, in which he states that the com-

missioner has reached wrong conclusions because

he is not familiar with the

rapid

set-

tlement along railway lines in the western
country and the consequent unusual development ot railroad business.

Indeed,

be con-

siders the report on the whole, as most favorable to the enterprise as it establishes the fol-

lowing important points:
1. That the estimated cost of the construction of the road is entirely reasonable, and that
the chief engineer of the company is a welltried man of a reputation for honesty, experience and capacity beyond question.
2. That the lands are sufficient to redeem
the entire issue of bonds at 10 per cent, premium, and leave a handsome surplus of these
at the minimum price—at which Mr. Haas estimates them—and that, as compared with existing land grant roads, the amount of the
sales may exceed by three or four times the
issue of bonds,
3. That the region of country through
which the Northern Pacific railroad is building,
in one of the most fertile on the American
continent, and is in every respeut suitable foi
colonization.

Judge Rice, one of the Vice-Presidents of
the Company, is now or has recently been in
the State. We understand that he reports
that the business over the part of the road
completed is unexpectedly large and it is estimated that ihe income of the eastern part
will reach two million dollars anotner year.

Of the direct line five hundred miles of the
eastern section to the Missouri river is completed where it will connect with steamboat navigation extending a thousand miles. Of the
western sod, a little over one hundred miles
have been

completed,

which, with a line o(
Pacific controlled by the
Company, realizes a large amount, of bnsin<*«s
from Nevada and along the coast. Judge
Rice takes a hopeful view of the situation
steamers on

the

and thinks that the trouble of

Jay

Cooke &

Co., will not permanently affect the building
o!' the read.
The principal question
present time is whether or

of interest at the.
not

the

Company

will be able to pay the interest on its bond-when it fails due.
Should it (ail to do so.
the completion of the toad will be indefinitely postponed, as no company can expect to
11 bonds or succeed when it fails to pay interest on money it has already borrowed.

St

A Cobbe.^ponlent informs “Toby Candor” of the Boston Journal, that the Swedish
colony will prove a failure—that the Swedes
aro not industrious or
enterprising—that the
men compel the women to do the bard work
—that the young yntople leave and hire out
elsewhere when thpy get old enough to worts
and predicts that the whole
colony will leave
when the State withdraws its aid. Mr.
Lang,
another correspondent Mates that the colonists are doing well, and are adapting them
to the conditions of a new country, and
the success of the people at New
Sweden. We have seen several of the party
that recently visited New Sweden and thev

selves

predicts

speak hopefully of the prospects of the
new colony.
The Swedish immigrants have
furnished the State hundreds of good laborad

that have been found useful in many departments. They have brought to the State
ers

and

particularly

to

Aroostook,

other

capital

than their labor, which is invested in
many
cases in property that is taxable, and if the
handful of colonists at New Sweden do not
turn a wilderness township in to fine farms in
three years, they have a right to ask lor a fait
trial and not over
ha3ty judgment. The assault, however, was probably intended to reflect upon other parties titan the Swedes.
In his annual
report, President Orton of
the Western Union

Telegraph Company

says:

The wires of the Western Union
Company
extend into thirty-seven
Statesfand nine Territones within the limits of
the.United
and into four of the British Provinces States
In Vii
of them our property is more or
less'subiect to
the action of the national state, and
authorities, and the judicious use of comnli
mentary franks among them has been Hie
means of saving to the Company
many times
the money value of the free service performed.
The frankness of Mr. Orton would be more

muiioinai

the general public if he would
satisfactory
explain what he considers to be a “judicious
use” of franks. Perhaps, however, it would
not be quite so well for the other
party.
to

TriERE is

a

prevailing opinion that there

sort of sentiment in a
traverse jury.
opinion should be
as such
no

changed,

is

This

jury in a
neighboring county, not only
acquitted an
unfortunate woman of a
grave crime, but
made her up a purse of $50.
Hereafter those
who can t get to be
jurymen may envirously
dec are that those who
do, have no sort of
the plaCC’ but truth
forbids
tha
^
^ ^
without 8al-

‘fi,Catf°r

lantryhey

Fearnought failed to
appearance, and Palmer Knox, for
the pleasure of the spectators, trotted a mile in
2:42, over the meanest track in the State. For
the three-minute race there were eight entries
and six starts. The starts were made in two

Shepherd by iudignant citizens of
Washington will be gathered by the same
people to build monuments to their memory.
It may be that they have expended moie
money than they should have done, it

and Aleck

ana

ness

genuine pa'riotisro, Washington,
people, owe more

and indeed the American
than they can ever } ay.”

The Albany Journal announces that the
Republicans of the State have inaugurated

not,” it says,
adversary was going to do, but have started in as though they
mean to win and had all confidence of doing

the

“They

campaign.

‘waited to

see

have

what their

it.”
Mr. Boutwell has rendered the State good
service in publicly slating at an agricultural fair
that he considered agricultural colleges impracticable, as they did but little toward making

farming successful.—Boston Transcript.
The Press has never given much encour-

agement to what is known in the newspaper
world

as

as

interviewing,

nor

has it

thought

join in the hue and cry against the
custom. It is reasonable that an honest inbest to

terview, wherein what a public man has to
say is set down in his own words, is fairer
toward him than when the reporter writes
the account after his own fashion. Inter
view's, like most things else, may be abused.
There may be bogus interviews as well as bogus reports of the regulation order, hut we
fail to see how the genuine interview' deserves
all the ceusurc heaped upon it.—Philadelphia
Press.
If there exists any remnant of the ancient
prejudice that a man who writes verse

good, practical common
Stedman, the broker-poet of
New York,ought to pass for a living and lively refut: tion of the fallacy. The statement
that he made in New York on F'iday, in the
fiercest heat of the Black Friday furnace, conacute discernment and good
tains more of
judgment than all the non-poetical brokers of New York could develop in a generation.—Chicago Tribune.
Captious readers of the Columbia (S. C.)
Mail may complain of the editor’s inconsistency in acknowledging the receipt of milk
punch in one column, and publishing a “Temperance Department” in the next. But that
gentleman, believing in a fair and amicable
labor, explains that the “Editor of
divisior^of
the Mall has nothing to do with what goes
abandons the field of
sense.

Mr. E. C.

into the temperance column of his paper, nor
have the gentlemen who conduct that department anything to do with what goes into the Editor of the Mail

“A majority of the grangers and anti-monopolists,’’says the Davenport (Iowa) Gazette,
“have long been, and now are, the earnest
nipporters of Repnhlican principles, and will
not be led away by Demo-Liberals, when it is
patent fact that they can accomplish no
rood by such a course.”
It is very creditable to President Grant that
he chief anxiety he has shown about the

money stringency has been in regard to its effect on the demand for

labor, and the liability
to loss of employment by many workmen just
■in the eve of wiuter.
He has expressed the
strongest desire to do everything possible to
irev< nt the closing of manufacturing estab'ishments and the discharge of hands.—Louisville Commercial.
The

Brooklyn Eagle argues that if Chrisopher Columbus had not discovered America
•some one el«e would have,” and that thcreore there is no need for the proposed monument.

Pennsylvania Constitutional Gonvenion, on motion of Mr. Buekalew, approved,
•n Committee of the Whole, the
following
constitutional novelties: The practice of
shall
be
defined
and
boring
punished by law,
The

arid shall include any corrupt solicitation of
members of the General Assembly, or of
public officers of the State, or of any muniijial division thereof, and any occupation or
practice as a common bore lor or against the
he passage or approval of laws. The punishment tor the offence shall be by fine and

imprisonment.

There is one point, at least, concerning
which the Republican and Democratic parties
would seem to be agreed. Democrats protest
bat they have not the slightest wish to revive “dead issues.” Neither have Republicans.
And Democracy, is about the deadest
issue of the nearly
completed century.—Pitts-

burg Commercial.
The

Quincy Herald urg s the Democracy
sacrifice everything for the good of the

io

party.

Other Democratic

generally urging

papers are very
the sacrifice of the party for

ood of the Democracy.
The Democratic party is

the

the subject *f
which seem Very

very many jokes, just now,
much like kicks bestowed on

a

man

that is

down The St. Louis Republican says that it
is difficult to tell whether the present low
state of the Democracy is owing to Democrats leaving the party, or the party leaving
the Democrats.—Albany Journal.
Chicago sends to Cincinnati for stone for
her postoffice, but Cincinnati sends to Maine
for hers. Which is proof that stone is not
without honor save in its own country, and
that the government is bound to get its
material from a distance whether or no.—Detroit Post.
There may be sharp criticism of the Republican party, and by unwise and reckless
action its hold upon the country may be relaxed; but so long as the alternative is the
Republican party or the Democratic, the Republicans are secure. Mr. Greeley learned
that truth last year, and it broke Iiis heart.

—Harper’s Weekly.
The Coin Congress,—The Coin
Congress
which has recently fiuished its session at
Vienna has recommended as the universal
metrical unit of value the dollar of 150 centigrammes fine gold,as the piece which would best
accomodate itself to all the leading coinages of
the world. The United States dollar is
nearer
this than any other coin.
A gold unit of the
va ue of about 5
2
Austrian florins, 4
fraucs,
marcs, 4 shillings, SI, U, rouble in
gold,l duro
1 Porteguese nnlreis,
florins, should be
20)utch
recognized as the international denominator
as it would be equivalent to the
dollar, which’
in gold or silvei and of different kinds, is used
alreadv by half mankind, and because the
pieces which might be coined upon the system
of such a unit would approach within a' fraction of the value of twenty seven principal coins
now

existing.

The Chinese have a temple in New York
where 500 of them assemble to worship a wooden image of the
god Fo.

in the second.

two

FIRST CLASS.

C. P. Wiggin

names g g
Drew names s s

Thomas
T. W. Gilpatrlck
S. Gowen names

dis.
G dd Finder, 111

Magor, 3

Little
2 3 2
2.51J, 2.45.

names e g
c m K tte,

Winning time, 2.55,

4

Dick,

SECOND CLASS.

So the first money was awarded to Dick Turpin and the second to Gold Finder.
The well-known horses Black Ralph, Messenger Boy and Gold Finder are entered for the
2:45 race this afternoon.
Bradlauoh

on

Ireland.—Bradlaugh,

the

English radical devoted his second lecture in
New York to the consideration of the question
do for Ireland?” and
answered it by advising them to give up secret
conspiracy and devote themselves to cementing
Mis conclusion
an equal union with England.
scarcely seemed warranted by his premise-, for
Fox
with
that “If we
he at the start agreed
cannot rule Ireland by love, liy her interest,
and by her hope of prosperity, we have no right
He saw no difference
to rule her by force.”
between Ireland and Poland and Hungary.
Ireland was now held by England as a garrisoned country and by the force of military
power. “How does it happen” he asked “that
what was patriotism in Poland is retribution in
Ireland, and what was revolution in Warsaw is
He spoke of the discontent
treason in Dublin.
of Ireland as far more formidable now than
in
ever before
consequence of the back-bone
given to the movement by Irishmen in this
country. “I am here,” concluded the speaker,
I am against the separaas an Englishman.
tion of Ireland from England. Neither are
strong enough, ft will not blot out the past,
The shame
and it cannot help the future.
against which you war is that against which
Ireland should, however, have
we struggle.
tiie right to govern herself, hut her separation
from England can only be accomplished by
force. It cannot be done peaceably.
■‘What

can

Irishmen

Specie Payments.—The

Philadelphia Ledg-

of the 7th says:
The difficulty experienced in obtaining currency to pay wages by large employing parties
has iuduced at least one party here to resort to
the use of gold. The employees agreed to take
tlie coio at the quoted market difference betwceu market checks and due bills, which is
about ten per cent. That is, 90 cents in gold
for $1 in checks and due bills. This is unquestioi ably a step towards the way of resumption
of specie payments, and as the difficulty in the
way of readily obtaining a supply of currency
is increased, the more general will a resort to
the use of coin become.
er

News and Other Items.
The

population

of Minnesota has increased

45,000 during the present year.

Hon. Moses Giddings has been elected delegate by the Bangor Board of Trade to the National Board.

The Reporter says on Wednesday last while
Mrs. Varney M Estes of Harmony was riding
Main stream the horse became unmannear
ageable, and she was thrown out, which resulted in breaking both bones of the left leg at the
ankle.
The Reporter says on the night of the 30th
ult. a Mrs. Dearborn was found by the side of
the main road near the foot of the Foster Hill,
with severe cuts or gashes in the scalp. Dr.
Lowe of this town was called and found the
When found,
bones of the head uninjured.
the team was a few rods off, and she could give
no intelligible account of the cause of the accident.
Ik B. Dunn, esq., states there is no truth in
tie report that he had contracted with the B.
& M. road to operate the Somerset Railroad.
When ready the Eastern directors have agreed
to come down and look it over.
A trader in Norridgwock is rejoicing over the
first car load of flour received over the SomerThe masonry on the railroad
set Railroad.
piers was completed the first day of October.
WALDO COUNTY.

WASHINGTON

There are five vessels

COUNTY.

the stocks in Calais.

on

YORK COUNTY.

The store of O. W. Davis of Berwick, was
broken into last week and a barrel of flour takThe Times says Thursday night Saco was
stirred up by reports of an attempt on the part
of a woman to smother her illegitimate child
The woman is a servant in a family in that
cjty, and Thursday evening stowed the litt!e
waif away among some clothing in the attic
and attempted to go about her work as usual.
The gentleman of the house and the girl heard
the child cry and the latter started up stairs.
She told her employer the chi*d was dead and
begged him not to expose her. The City Marshal was called and an investigation shew the
child to be still alive, but not likely to survive.

in increased carefulness and attention to business.
The Indians of Bed Biver, Wisconsin, have
raised this year 3000 bushels of oats, 1000 of
corn, 2000 of rutabagas ahd 300 tons of hay.

New Life for the Languid.
Perfect health is vouchsafed to few. Probably
ninety people out of every hundred who call themselves healthy have their “turns” of languor, ex-

haustion, depression of spirits and bodily pain. At
these times a wincglassful of Hostetter’s Stomach
Bit ters is

refreshing as “the shadow of a rock in a
weary land.” It invigorates and rests the system
and cheors the mind. The effect of the Bitters in
cases of nervous debility, produced either by undue
physical exertions, over-study, intense anxiety, or
as

choiee selections and
tions in

Will open

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

wife with as many children as he will then
and there exhibit. His wife is 26 years old,
was married to him in 1863, and
is the mother
of 12 children, among whom eight are twins.

a

Residence Preble
sellsn6ni

CUSTOM
MAKCOAT
ERS WANTED
—

©BIN

AT —

&

IIAWKES

CO.,

390 &
393
CONGRESS
ST.
oc9sn3t
COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
BEAT. ESTATE MORTGAGES.
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

CHARLES M. IIAYVKES,
90
junl3

MIDDLE

STREET.
sntf

NOTICE.-

Religious Intelligence.
Rev. Mr. Malvern closed liis labors with the
Free Baptist Society in Biddeford. last SuDday,
and left for his new field of labor in Chicago

Monday.

Rev. J. P. Tavlor,rector of St Paul’s church,
Brunswick, has resigned, and Intends leaving
the town.
The Dexter Baptist church is still without a
pastor. M. T. F. White, of Colby University,
is expected to take charge of the church in
November.
The Catholic Society in Calais, have purchased a lot at a cost of §3000, on which they
intend to build a cathedral at a cost of $60,000.

POPLINS,
CAMEL’S HAIR,

REDINGOTE§,

A series of meetings of the Advent persuaone week’s duration,
has been held at
Uuion Hall iu Searspurt.
The attendance was
was quite large,
with some speakers from
abroad.
The Friends have appointed a general meeting at So Durham, to commonce the 18th inst.
Prominent ministers from the west are expected to be present.

FRINGES, Ac.
FOR THE

—

UL

L.

Regular Meetings of the Mercantile Library Association, for l'terarv exercises, will be held every Saturday Evening, at their rooms, Congress street
commencing Saturday evening, Oct. 4th.
Library room open for the delivery of books every
day and evening.
J. W. BANKS. Recording Secretary.
ocTsnlw

GOLDTHWAIT’S

CIGARS!

AND

The thirty-eighth annual
meeting of the
Maine Association of
the New Jerusalem
Church, was heldin the Swedenliorgian church
in Bath, commencing Saturday forenoon and
The several churches
continuing over Sunday.
in tiie State were well represented. Rev. S. F.
Dike of Bath, called the meeting to order and
presided over its deliberations.
The four religious societies of Ellsworth have
within the past three months settled new pastors.
Rev. Mr. Garretson takes the place of
Dr. Tenney, after a pastorate of nearly forty
in
the Congregational Society.
years
Rev. W.
A. Keese is the pastoi of the Baptist, whose
last, minister was Rev, W. C. Holman.
Rev.
Mr. Lyon succeeds Rev. Wm. H. Savary who
was eight years the
of
the
pastor
Unitarian,
and in the Catholic church Father Coffey succeeded Father Herbert.
At the Catholic Church in Augusta a few
Sunday’s since, was performed the very imceremony of confirmation, tiio rite
eing administered to some sixty young ladies
and gentlemen of that city, by the Rt. Rev.
Bishop Bacon of Portland.
The Maine Annual Advent Christian Conference, will commence in Biddeford in the Advent Chanel, Tuesday, Oct. 14th, at 7 o’clock
p. m., to hold through the week. A general
invitation is extended to all.
The York County Conference of
Congregational churches will meet with the First Church
Itev.Wm A. Merrill, at Kennebunkport, on
Tuesday aud Wednesday, Oct. 14th and 15th.
Sermons by Rev. Joseph Kvte of Alfred, and
Rev. James Freeman of York.
The East Kennebec Sunday School Association lias been formed at Weeks’ Mills. China,
with the following officers:
President, Wm.
Percival; Vice President, J. C. Tucker; Secretary, A. L. Brown; Treasurer. J. C. Tucker;
Executive Committee, J. P. Chadwick. John
Reed, J. C. Tucker.
The receipts into the treasury of the Maine
Missionary Society during the month of September amounted to S802.06.
Rev. E M. Shaw, of Rockland, a member of
the last class which graduated at
Newton, was
ordained pastor of the Baptist church in AnN.
30th.
trim,
H., Sept.
Union
Congregational Conference will hold
its next senn-annual meeting in Hiram on
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 28th and 2atb.
The Lincoln Congregational West Association meets Tuesday, Oct. 21st. at ten o’clock a.
m.. with Rev. W. F. Obear, Newcastle.
Rev. E. P. Roberts, who has been supplying
the church at Springvale since the
departure of
Rev. Mr. Ilsley, lias accepted a call to the
pastorate there, and will be ordained next week.
‘Vr' Sanderson baptized three persons at
the Methodist church iu
Augusta, ou Sunday.
The Sunday School Convention for the
southwestern portion of York
county, will be held in
the Methodist church at Eliot baekroad
commencing ou Tuesday morning, Nov 4th and
continuing until Wednesday afternoon.
A Freewill Baptist quarterly
meeting will
he held the Iasi Saturday and
Sunday of this
month at Bridgton, commencing on

Eressive

Saturday
J

Eastern and Maine Central Railroads.
The Passenger Trains on both of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Btatisn, Commercial Street) foot of State
Street.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
anlSsntf
Portland, Aug. 11,1873.
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NEWS.

FOB THE

Henry Clay Concha,

I

9.50Jper lOO

•

I

17.00 per lOO

Regalia,

FREE

they

can

be

KENNEBEC

snlw
oc7_
WOOD’S, ESTEY’S and SMITH’S

CIGAR

justice.

Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars, Acthe best qualitv, ana all kinds of
Musical Insiruments and Merchandise, Wholesale
and Retail by
C. K. HAWES.
7* Middle St.
Particular attention given to orders.
sn3mos

sel2_

EASTMAN
ABE

BROS

Emery Street, just finished with all
the modern improvements; Bath Room,Sebago, Gas,

—ALSO—

AT

the Premises.

sep25sntiJAMES A. TENNEY.

Clairvoyant

PERRY

J3P“Examination by letter.

PAIN

STREET.

OAK

Consultation Free.
snlw*

IN CIGARS.
Rather Sacrifice in Price than Discharge

And

JACKETS

This is the amount of goods in
Cigar Store Corner
Middle and Exchange Streets, and at Workshop 1G
Market Square.
GfcP“*Come and satisfy yourselves.

E, PONCE.
snlm

EVERYBODY SATISFIED
when they purchase goods at

after thirty years trial, the ‘‘PAIN-KILLER*
be styled the great medicine of the world,
no region of the globe into which it has

not found its way, and none where it has not been
largely and hi ghly prized. Moreover, there is no climate to which it has not proved itself to be well adapted
tor the cure of considerable variety of diseases; it is

_

becanse he has

stock of the

a

ularity.

In

displaying

As

an

Thirty Years

external and internal

medicine,

the

long enough time to
the efficeDcv of any medicine, and that the
'AIN-KILLER is deserving of all its proprietors
frove
claim lor it, is amply proved by the unparalelled
are

certainly

a

every year. Its healing properties have been full}
all over the world, and it need only to be
known to be prized. Be sure you buy none but the
genuine, manufactured by Perry Davis & Son,
Providence, R. I.
se30sneodlm&w
B^~Sold by all Druggist.

JULES L. morazahv,
OF PARIS,
Instrtuctor in French at the High
School.

SILKS

BORTX.-A.ISrD, MAINE,

the

wearer

and

delight

Purely Medicinal
8,1 Prnsrgists.
S-'l®

Sationa1
FOB SALE BY

Al''1

®*LGGI8TS.
8Ld&w3m39

AND

door above Brown. Portland, Me.

au26sntf

—

This splendid Hair Dye is the best In t\e world
The onlv True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tinls or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill
fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natural Brown, and le'aves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
v*cnclor. Sold by all Druggists.
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C.
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Colder & Co.»

FREE
—

LYONS

sdlm

POPLINS

C.

GOLDEK

ON

—

9th,

ELEGANT

open

on

ets, Fringes, Ac.

IN-

CLOTH

new

importation, in Salta, Cloaks,
Shawls. Redingotcs, Jack-

will
—

Will open their ehofee selection, and

COM

&

SHADES.

THURSDAY,

9th.

Oct.

FOB THE FALL AND WINTER SEASON.

fK’^____ snlw
sypien«> call and set

EASTMAN

oar

Prices.

SPECIAL

English Walking Jackets in all the latest

BROS,

patterns, Foreign
Domestic.

339 CONGRESS 8T., PORTLAND.

006

’_snd&wtf
WHITE’S SPECIALTY
For Dyspepsia.
This is the only prompt, efficient, and safe master of such symptoms as los9 of
appetite, heartburn
palpitation of the heart, dizziness, sloepl ssnosa’
melancholly, costiveness, wind, mental and physical
debility as well as many others which if neglected
will

soon

place uthe house

we

live in” bevond the

*1

overtaking,

,hooW

PER

<fc

5

FREE

STREET.
snlw

ocT_
A.

PARSONS,

Has removed to
13

MARKET

marriki

jg^-SPECIALTY—Administration

of Ether for
purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
JonM
sntf

OPENING

OF

to’flnd

way
'*

(Unless you como in open day,)
possibly, ono may be found
Who, “on e goose is always sound
And sells a Walnut Chamber
Set
As low as Painted
Pine, “you )et-”'
At Merriam’s
Store, near Woodman Bloch
WhCr° 3 °“ wlU flnd a
splendid Stock.
au3
And

sntf

9TH,

OCT.

In Stripe, Lo ng and Square, Common
Wool, Ottoman and Scotch Felt, Cashmere open am]

filled. Scarlet and Black

Centre. Sqno

and Long.

re

j^“Al! the nr .velties in Scotch
DWIGHT
&

5

C.

Shawls.

GOLDEB

FREE

oc7

&

CO.,

Oct. 2, Edwin Sam sell Morse of PortHalifax N S.
sett and Miss Ella
2,

fc. Newell ot
andXfKittle
Jas. S. Brad
Oct.
Phillips,

K'ln Belfast, Sept. 20, Rnfns E. S«

avey and Miss Eva

Belfast. Oct. 6, William Ffcb ering, Jr., and Miss

Helen S. Welch of Belfast.
In Watertown. Mass.. Get. G. by Rev. F. P. "ft llson.
Robert G. Cleaves and S U»s Abl .ie E. Dennett, both
of Brldgton.

PIT

IP._

In this citv. Oct. 9, Elizal *th D. Cloudman.
In West Falmouth. Oct. to. Mrs. Mary E. Leighot E. H.
ton. wife ot Henry T. Leigh ion and daughter
Starbird. aged 30 years 3 mi inths.
sendees
on Sund my atteraooai at 1 o clock,
[Funeral
at her late residence.
of
In Denver. Cal., Oct. 1, E mcy Etta, oldest child
mged 10 years and 11
John D. and Martha C. Bes

months.

STREET.
snlw

mothers, mothers, mothers,
Don’t fail 'to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUV for all diseases incident to the period
ot teething- in children. It relieve* the child from
by
pain, cures wind colic, regulate0 tbe bowels, and the
giving relic!"and health to the child, give* rest to
mother. B c sure and call for
“MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.”
For sale bj all druggists.

In

_

and bids

the search's not o’er;

Iii Frvcanic.

land

0

SIIVWLS

—ON—

IS THURSDAY,

>.

SQUARE,

the

from pure

BOTTLE.

THE

M. I*.,

jy7MWS6m

Almanac.
Sun rises.6.08 I M«

..October 11.

ITIi mature

Hi

2*95
tfh *atet.. 3.00 rJl

MARINE

NEWS.

Sun sets.5.24

I

POST Off PC

no

rises..

AND

CALL

...

iRTLAN®.

Friday, Oct. 10.
ARKIV ID.
Steamer City ol Portland
Pike, Boston for East1
port and St John, NB.
_

AT

—

—

Or in Ilawkcs &
Merchant

Co.,

Tailors,

290 & 292 Congress St.,
All the novelties in

Fall and Winter

Fancy

Overcoatings,

Worsted

Coatings,

Mixed and Plain

Suitings,

Fancy Trowserings,
Silk & Cashmere Testings,

Elegant Weaves

and

COLORS

(SUPERB

Textures,
SHADES.)

AND

Finest Assortment of Imported
ever shown in the State.

Woolens

ty1-Every description oi garments made to order
notice, and those in want of first class work

at short

will do well to entrust their orders to

us.

oc*4d2wis

OPENING!
1873.

OF

1874.

Fall & Winter Goods.
MRS. T, LOBENSTEIN
Announces to her friends, patrons and the public,

AN OPENING

Goods, Hosiery,
TBinnnGs akd BiTro.vt,

Litres—Real and

Imitation, &c.

Every lady is respectfully Invited. An Inspection
without regard to purchasing is solicited.

T.

—

AT

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER 7th, 1873.

LOBENSTEIN,
No. 4 Herring Block.

oct«_

—

is2w

Fall and Winter Styles

Co veil & Company’s
OLD STAND,

—OF—

Congress, Coiner Brown Streets. HATS & BONNETS!
WHERE

and a choice stock of

Low Prices Prevail.dtf

MILLINERY GOODS,

ocll

that the subscriber ha*
himself the
been duly appointed and taken up«"*n
of the
♦rust of Administrator with the Will anu*®xed
of
estate
id ARY A. CLEAVELAND, late of Brunswick,

NOTICE

Is

to be

Vn the County of Cumberland, deceased, an;/ giyen
All persons havJ”k "f*
bonds as the law directs.
™
mauds upon the estate of said deceased, are requ.roa
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to sa.d
estate are called upon to make payment to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN. Adm’r,
I
with Will annexed, of Portland.
octldlaw3w*S
Brunswick, Sept. 16,1873.

EASTMAN &

HOME

A..BEUT EVANS, Executor.
oclIdlaw.SwS*

Portland, Sept. 16,1873.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Subscribhas been dulv appointed and taken upon
the trust of Administrator of the estate of

NOTICE

Hotel

Building.
dtt

SECURITY.

The Subscriber, offer for Sale

8100,000
OF

JOEL ALLEN, late of Portland,

In the County of Cumberland deceased, and has tak
en upon hismelf that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit tbe
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make jiayment to

S.

8AFE INVESTMENT.

that the subscriber ha*
Executor of the will of

been

CUTTS’,

No. 1,
ociO_
U.

given,
appointed
NOTICEdulyhereby

er

found at

hereby given

is

To Let.
commodious four storied Bi ick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate p- jsession given.
ELIAS 1H0S1 IAS & CO.,
of
Inquire
4
No. 90 C owmercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Casa 1 National Bank.
Or of
86Dtl2sntf

DENTIST
NO

NOTICE.

STEAMER EXPRESS hereafter tHP. make tw
trips daily to Peak’s Island, leaving era of Custom
House Wharf at 8.43 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. and Jones
Landing at 9 A, M. and 3.30 P. M.gep30sn2w

and

WOOLENS

Ladies' Fancy Goods, Furnishing

Ties,

THAT

STREET,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

DWIGIIT

—OF-

House Furnishing Goods,

CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., J>. T.

ldaw_

Dwight

IATE ARRIVALS

of the most superb assortment of Goods
appropriate
to the season, consisting of a
large
and ele ant variety of

DOMESTICS

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

KOHLING,

seCO

—

ocll*3t

179 Middle street.

fm

Neck

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECk* &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street

NO. 99 EXCHANGE STREET.
—

Wanted.
GENERAL AGENT for the State of Maine for
Stitch Sewing
right man great inK. BAKER,
of
L.
ducement will be ottered
Inquire

SHAWLS,

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A «OTT ^E*

4

II.-

AR FOO FOXG,
3.°»3 Congress street.

one

For
DRESS GOODS,

A safe and sure remedy for rem>
Moth Blotches. Freckles and En'yuona from the
to it
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and
a MARBLE PURITY.

BARGAINS.

w.

my

of the best selling Lock
A
Machine* in the market. To the

MEDICINAL*

PURELY

eTen

SILKS

by leaving

oclldlw

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Tonic Bitters,

vingTan.Pimples,

the beholder.

will

near

SPOKEN.
Oct 5, lat 46 37, Inn 53, barque Alexander McNeil,
from St Nazaire for St John, NB.

.imparting

please

the Chinaman Tea Store. The Under
OX
it at
store.
rewarded

be

FORTH.
Ar at Shanghae Aug 20, ship El Dorado, Winding,
Burrard Islet.
Ar at Lisbon 14th ult, barque Jennie Cushman,
Smalley, Boston, 20 days passage.
Ar at La Have NS, 2d inst, sch Alpha, Saulsbury,
Boston, to load for Hayti.

aut? __»°tt
NATIONAL TONIC BITTERS,

these Goods and his

critical customers can find no
the goods he offers for their inspection
this Fall, knowing that they are satis*
fled that the best articles are the cheapest.

For

FOREIGN

3 APPLETON BLOCK.

For

he takes especial pleasure, knowing that
none can present better.

Schooner

Lost.
Saturday, Sept. 27th, an Ivory headed CAXE

WasTiington,

LANGUAGE.

FRENCH

OVERCOATINGS
than he has before displayed. Also Pants
Goods, which for beauty, strengh and
stylishness arc the admiration of all.

packet

Capt. Kelley.

J. NICKERSON*

land.
Ar 10th, brigs Milwaukee. Strout, fm Cherryfield;
Win Robertson, Magune, Round Pound for Charleston, SC, (sails split Sth); schs Wm E Drury. Rawley,
Baltimore ; Willis Putnam, Noble, and Fairfield,
Alley, Calais; Rocket. Warr. do; Xylon. Mitchell.
Eastport: Melbourne, Hunt. Dresden; S J Gilmore,
Chase, Bluehill; Grace. Alley. Eastport; Eliza Aim,
Humphrey, Damariscotta.
SALEM—Ar 7tU, scbs Grand Island, Miller. New
York for Bangor; Kossuth, Warren, Bangor for do;
Geo A Pierce, Kelley, New York.
Ar Sth, brig Abby Thaxter. Parker, Philadelphia
for Bangor; sell Ida May, Drisso. Philadelphia tor
Saco; Oregon, Miller, Rockland tor New York.
Ar8th. schs Savoy, Pray, Calais; Miuetta, Herriman, Frankfort.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 9th, sch L M Stewart, Stewart, Bangor.
Sid 6th, sch Ward J Parks, Bogart, Darien.
Below 9th. sell* Geo Brooks. Lindsey, Boston for
Portland; Sterling, Lewis,do tor Wiscasset; William
Carrol), Magee, Hoboken for Belfast; Jas freeman.
Rellar, fm Boston tor Tboinaston ; James A Crooker,
Brown, Vineyard-Haven for Hallowell; T R Hnghlett. Eaton, Portland lor Boston; Winslow, Doaue,
Bangor for do; Celeste, Reed, Boothbay for do; Pres
Rowe, trom Georgetown for do; Orizon,
Fletcher, Bath for do; James R, Grant, Rockland for
Haverhill; Banner. Smith, fm Lamoine for Boston;
Robt Woodruff, Lewis, fm Wiscasset for Gloucester;
Boxer. Lewis, Boothbay for Boston; Mercy Howe,
Thurston, Rockport for do; Northern Light, Orue,
Boothbay for do; Diana, Onie, do tor do; Geo Shattnck, Thorndike, Thomaston for New York; War
Eagle, Frisbee, Bath for Boston; Charlie Morton,
Davis, for Windsor, NS; Hattie Lewis, Coleman, fm
Rockland.
BANGOR—Cld 9th. sch John Douglass, (new, ot
Bucksport, 190 tons) Parker, Barbadoes.

Pain-Killer stands unrivalled.

GGODS

that can be found in Portland. His selections are from the Choicest Sample's
in Boston and New York. He has just
received a larger and Better assortment
of superior

Philadelphia.

128 COMMERCIAL. STREET.
ocll3t

BOSTON—Ar 9th.
Kendnskeag, Mitchell,
Musquash. NB; Emily, Jordan, and Ratan, Connor,
Ellsworth; Harry Lee, Mayo, New York; Margaret,
Clark, Millbridge; E A Elliot. Sproul, Riebuiood.Mc;
Cape Ann, Wooster, Hancock; Pemaquid, Fossest.
Damariscoita.
Cld 9th, scb9 Aurelia. Colson, Bangor; H P Blaisdell. Wood, Savannah; Tornado, McIntosh, tor Port-

Coughs and Colds, Canker, Asthma, and Rheumatic
difficulties, it has been proved by the most abundant
and convincing testimony to be an invaluable mediccine. No article ever attaiued such unbounded pop-

NEWEST AND CHOICEST FADE
«

Line for

On
TUESDAY,
SAML. GILMAN,
freight apply to

_

schs

tested)

KOHLING’S,

(

_

New York.

popularity it has attained. It is a sure and effective remeuy.
It is sold in almost every country in
the world, and is becoming more and more popular

OP'Thesc goods will be made up in a manner to
give style to the young and comfort to the older, to

honest man is wanted, more
Than when thy trembling
footsteps Sought
*
Among the gloomy shades, for r.ught
That would a slight resemblanr.-e
bear
To him, who is honorablo and fair
In all his dealings with
manUind
And whom you sought iu vrdn
Now, bring yuur lantern down this

I

KILLER!

|
iny Workmen.
suited lor every race. It has lost none of
300,000 Cigars to be sold at from admirably
its good name by repeated trials. T>ut continues to
5 to 7 per cent, at wholesale, lower
occupy a prominent position in every medicine chest;
than iny usual low price, and in
and is still receiving the most unqualified testimonals
to its virtues, from persons of the high st character
ictail a come down of from lO to
and responsibility. Physicians of the first respect30 per cent. Splendid Imported
recommend it is as a jiost effectual preparaCigars irom $60 to $130 per Thou- ability
tion for the extinction of pain. It is not only the
sand. Domestic from $14 to $75 best remedy ever known for Bruises, Cuts. Burus.&c.
per Thousand. Why buy Cheroots
but for Dysentery or Cholera, or any sort of bowej
and pay $1.10 per box, When you
complaint.it is a remedy unsurpassed for efficiency and
rapidity of action. In the great cities of India and othei
can gel a box of Cigars for $1.40
hot climates, it has become the Standard Medicine
per box. Fine donble thick Navy
for all such complaints, as well as for Dyspepsia,
Tobacco from 40 to 50 cts. per lb.,
Liver Complaints, and other kindred disorders. For
wholesale,

_

Despatch

PROVIDENCE—Sid 9tb, schs Robin, Strout, and
Mary F Cushman, Walls. New York.
BRISTOL. Rl—In port Sth, sch Grace Cushing,
Bailey, lor Calais or New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 8th, sch Flying Arrow, from an
Eastern port.
In port 8th, Leader. Rawlev, Calais for Narraganset Pier; Abby Gale. West, fm Rondout for Boston;
Abigail Haynes, Smith, Vinalhaven for New York;
Grecian, Fidier, trom Harrington for do; Porto Rico,
Wentworth, Rockport for do- R F Hart, Coombs.
Providence for Alexandria; II H Fisk, Wixon, Richmond for Baltimore; C W Dexter, Dunton, Gardiner
for orders; and others.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 8tli. sch Adcliza, Huntley,
Fernandina.
Sid 8th, schs Adeliza, Huntley. Fernandina; Ivy
Bell, Case, Philadelphia; Lizzie L Mills, Armstrong,

DAVIS’

may justly
for there is

GREAT PAN IC

Board of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
Oct 6. 1873.
that the City Clerk <*ive notice to the
Gas Company, the" Portland Water
Company and all other personb, tint any and all exciv.itioiis to be made in any public street or way
within the City limbs, for purpose of laving Gas or
Water Mains, or making Connections' with said
mains, or any public or private sewer, must be commenced on or before November 1st, 1873, and be
completed before the 15th, of November 1873.
Approved October 10, 1873.
A true copy.
A ttest,
II. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
ocll
d3w
In

_

d^RDERED
v/ Portland

New York.

Magnetic Physician.

31

Enforced.

son.

;

BARKER.

and

FALL RIVER—Sid 8th, scbs Nellie Doe, RichardPhiladelphia; Gen Scot, Hopps. New York.
PAWTUCKET—Sid 9th, sch Scud, Hallo well, for

SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF

his
fan t with

AMERICAN

LONDON—Ar 8th, schs J W Woodruff, Haskell, Georgetown; Ellen Morrison, Dodge, NYork
tor Salem.

on

KOHLTNG is confident that

—

DECIDED

1873.

OYER 30 YEARS,

1840.

^PORTLAND.

Notice ia hereby given llmt llic followiug
order of the City Council will be Strictly

Boston.
NEW

& etc.

REDINGOTES.

BLACK

sntf_

Extant

Medicine

on

me

AND

Popular

CITY OF

york

ew

Sclilotterbeck’s Moth apd Freckle lotion

ADAPTED TO THE SEASON".

—

Most

SQUARE.

oct4

The

GOODS

CLOAKS, DOLMANS,

MARKET

A true copv of Petition nna Order thereon.
Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
dlaw3wS

ocll

Cld 6th, sch E A Hooper, Hooper, Jacksonville, to
load for Pawtucket.
RICHMOND—Sid 7trh, sch G M Partridge, Bunker,
Providence.
FORTRESS MONROE- Passed in 8tb inst, barque
Monitor, Eaton, from New York for Baltimore.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Sth, sch Redondo, Smith.
Bluehill.
Cld Sth, scbs Abbie Wasson, Gray, Charlestown;
Omaha, Wooster, Wilmington.
Also cld Sth. brig Hyperion. Clark, Havana; sch
S P Brown, Tinker, Savannah.
At Delaware Breakwater 7th, barque City of Bangor, from Rotterdam.
NEW YORK—Ar Sth, scbs Maud BaTbour, Davis,
Georgetown SC 10 days; Harry Lee, Mayo, Calais;
Eleanor. Neagie, Portland.
Below 9th. barque Jonathan Chase, Chase, from
Bordeaux, for orders.
Sid 8th, ship Ellen Southard, for New Orleaus.
Passed througn Hell Gate 8ili, scbs Ned Sumpter,
trom Port Johnson for Boston; Wm Dnren, NYork
for Danvers; Eureka, Norwood, from do for Boston;
Palos. Hoboken for do.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 8tb, sch May Day, Adams, for

GEO. F. GOLDTHWAIT,
II

copies

Liverpool.

learn prices before yon buy.

SALE.

RECEimG

DRESS

of re-

are

jfive

SAVANNAH—Ar Sth, sch Kenduskeag, Wyatt,
Providence.
Sid 8th, schs Gertie E Merrow, Nichols, for Portsmouth; Pei o, Kellev, St John, NB.
CHARLESTON—Ar 4th, ship Marcia C Day. Chase

Don’t fail to see these Goods and

Per order.
emit

FALL SUITINGS,
NEW

*

(or CASH.

ap29__

New Houses

LA-

lor GENTS,

AT THE COURT OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS begun
and hidden at Portland, within and for the County
of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of dune. A.
D. 1873, to wit: at an adjournment thereof on the
first Tuesday of September A.1873.
On the foregoing Petition it Fteing satisfactorily
shown to the Court, tha* the Petitioners are responsible and that a healing is expedient, it is hereby
OKl>*KEI>, That the ( «> nty Commissioners and
the Mayor and A Mermen <d the City of Portland,
will meet at the County Commissioner** Office in
Portlan 1 on Wednesday the 12th day of November A.
I). 1873, at ten o’clock A. M.,and that the petitioners
notice to all persons interested by causing attested copies of said Petition and this Order of
Court thereon, to be served upon the Town Clerk of
the town of 1 leering and upon the city Clerk of the
of the
City of Portlaud, and also by pisting up
same in three public places in each of said Towns and
publishing the same three weeks successively in the
Portland Daily Press, a
newspaper printed In Portland the first of said publications, and each of the other notices, to be at least
thirty days before the time of
said meeting; at which time ami
place, (after it has
been satisfactorily shown that the above notice has
been duly given,) the Commissioners and Mayor and
Board o. Aldermen, will proceed to view the route
set forth in said Petition, and other routes and road*
connected therewith, and alter such view, they will
give a hearing to the parlies and their witnesses,
at some convenient place inthe vicinity, wheu ana
where all persons and corporations interested, may
appreai and show cause, ir any they have, why the
prayer of said Petition shonld not be granted.
Attest:—I). W. FESSENDEN,Clerk.

DOMK8TIC FORTH.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 1st. ship Dauntlc3S, Wilbur. Liverpool.
Cld 2d, ship St John, Scribner, Liverpool.
GALVESTON—Ar 4th, barque Heiress, Caulkins,

em-

offered at the very Lowest Prices
tt

FOR

before,

as-

liable manniaeture,. and will be

STORE,

To tlie Public.
The Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the
Society.
The public are therefore lequested to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict

Sh et

An

I

ever

larger

dren’s wear, all of w'hich

360 CONGRESS ST.

cordeons, Strings of

Diogenes,

and

a

DIES, BUSSES, BOYS and CIIIL-

at a great Reduction.

REED ORGANS.

THE SEARCH.

COUNTY.

Oddison, who is violently insane, and a few days since threw herself out
of a window, injuring her
hip,

Thursday*

October 9th.

jy26sn MW&S3m£w32

The rise in the Kennebec river has carried
away the temporary bridge and derricks used
by the Maine Central road in constructing their
new bridge at the
Naarrows between

Fairfield
Walerville.
Officer Frank Pratt took to the
Insane Hospital at Augusta, Wednesday, a Swedish
girl
named Christine

&c.

FOR SALE Bf ALL
DRUGGISTS

have been put up at the Bridgton corn factor this season, says the News.
The Baldwin and Sebago Cattle Show and
Fair will be held at Sebago nest
Thursday, the
I4th.

than

sonable Goods

had at BOX PRICES by the 1000

Fringes, Ornaments, Loops, Fonrrageies,

PRICE ONE DOLLAR

cans

offering

bracing all the latest styles of Sea-

my-By tlic purchase of 10 Cigars

STREET.

Elegant line ot Trimmings in Gimps.

&rs!’yn"t8sale’ail

.Tosiah Munroe of Harrison, was injured
about the bead recently, says the News, by falling under the wheels of his carriage.
Between eight and nine hundred thousand

now

am

sortment

of the above Brands

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland, ss:

by

12.50 per lOO

Partagas La Gloria,

GOLDER & CO.,

*or
^“JEEC-LTY
merit and virtue alene is fast Dyspepsia,

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

WINTER.

FALL AND

11.50 per lOO

‘‘Carolina,”

(Boston.)]

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Lewiston and Auburn shoe
shipments
for the week are 1781 cases to 1903 for the week
preceding, and 1112 for the correspondin'* week
of last year.

RUBBERS.

AND

$11.00 per lOO

Figaros Prenrado,

STEBBIJVS’

OF

STOCK

YOUR

SHOES

ship by every Steamer some of
Those I have now on hand are

the choicest brands.

G.

reach of ny remedy.
[From tte Boston Journal.]
“Dyspepsia.” White’s Specialty for this aggravating complaint has been thoroughly tested bv
thousands who have been benefitted by it. and are
*
010
willing to testify to its efficacy,”
[From the Congregationalist

Arrangements are being made for a County
Sabbath School Convention, to be held at
Skowhegan Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 28th
and 29th.

IN

,nd

AMOS PEASLEE,
and SO others.

Vineyard-Haven

In connection with my own manufactured Cigars,
now made arrangements with one of the best

I have

Cabana

LAY

Portland

duly 1st. A. D. 1873.

9IEHOBA5DA.

well shod? If not, go to

clnzeus ot

undersigned,
I)ee,ing. That the

to accommodate the increased travel over
that wav
That their is a mill on said Bridge, that the Street
Railroad occupies a large pari of sal 1 Bridge and
that a Steam Railroad crosses the same on the Pott
laud aide. Wherefore they [.ray that said way be whl.
ened at and along the said bridge.

A dispatch from Philadelphia states that the brig
J Polleao, which drove ashore at Delaware Breakwater in the gale of the 8th, is breaking up ami will
be a total wreck.
Large quanties of wreck stuff,
casks, &c, have drifted ashore. The cargo consisted
ol 360 lihds 51 tes 20 bbls molasses and 112 bin Is sugar, on Philadelphia accouut, and was fully insured.
The vessel registered 366 tons, was built at Pembroke
in 1862, and owned in Portland, and is well insured.
Brig Agenora, Prince, from Fictou for Portland,
which was taken into Ship Harbor alter being ashore,
has effected temporary repairs and was ready to sail
She was taken on the ways without
on the 2d inst.
discharging and a new keel put in.
Brig Benj Carver, (of Scarsport) Williams, from
Port Johnson for Salem, with coal, broke from her
9th inst. and drifted
anchors at
ashore at the head of the harbor. She lost boat. Vessel tight.
Sch Delmont. from Portland, which got ashore on
the Gridiron. Hell Gate, 3d inst. is found to have sustained no injury, except the loss of lore foot and keel
started. She was expected finish repairs aud come
off the dock lltb. At the time of the disaster she
was in company witli the sclir E E Stimpson, from
Portland, when the wind suddenly died away and
the current. The
the Delmont was taken ashore
other vessel narrowly escaped going on too.
Sch Emblem, from Bristol for Boston, with lumber,
lost sails oft' the Salvages daring the gale of the 8th.
and filled with water. An effort was made to get her
into Gloucester bv a steamer, which faihd, and during the night she was driven ashore at Gay Head anil
is a total loss. No insurance. Crew safe.

For cold and wet weather,—that is, are your feet

IMPORTED

HAVANA

READY

YOU

ARE

A*

City

the

highway leading from the City of Portland to Peering over Det ruig h Bridge." so called. iH too narrow

Shin Freidlander, Capt Emerson, which arrived at
New York 9th, made the passage from Liverpool in
16 days, one of the quicktst trips ever made by a
sailing vessel This ship is new, was built at Kennebuuk, and registers 1638 tons.

Also a very large assortment of medium cost goods
in Poplins and Alpacas, from $12 to $20. oc7snlw

snlw

oct7__

p”ttZVirr

Ah

yard,
S F

REPS, dec*

—

FALL and WINTER SEASON.

T« (he Honorable (he
County Catntnle•louen or thr
CountT of Cumbrrluud.
*"d
of the
of

Launched—At Brewer 9th inst. from McGilvery’s
a ihree-masted schr of *280 tons, named the
Seabury,—owned bv Webster Treat aud others,
and to be commanded bv Cant E M Trinmi, late of
sch Nellie Treat. She is to load for Cuba.

BR1LLIANTINES,
CASHMERES,
DIAGONALS,

JACKETS,

sion, of

a. m.

choice soclectlon of Ladies Suits In,

ALPACCES.

oc7

Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
House.

CO.,

SERGES,

ROOIHS

*

9th,

5 FREE STREET,

very

SHAWLS,

OCULIST
3011-3 CONGRESS ST., Room No. 6.

dt

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

_

SILKS,

CLOAKS,

DR.
DR. JAMES A. SPALDING,

cran-

enforce the law or resign.
The latest aspirant to the honors of a championship is an Alabama freedmau, who offers
a premium of $10 in gold to
any one of his race
who will have ou the fair grounds at Eutaw,on
the second day of the Fair in October, as young

at ten

a

importa-

new

SUITS,

Apply

seen

berries and two tons of wild rice.
The Bepublmans of Fairfax county Virginia,
will not nominate a sheriff, owing to the existence of a law authorizing the whipping of
convicts for petty offences.
Any Eepublican
chosen to the shrievalty would be compelled to

on

ON THURSDAY Oct.
DWIGHT C. GOLDER

sep25

ployees of the Grand Trunk Bailway in Canada, proves a success thus far, and the effects of

They have also gathered 1600 bushels of

will open

their

Sch Helena. Potter, Canada Creek, NS—wood to
AD Whidden.
Sch Promenader,(Br) Davidson, Hantsport NS—15
toDS plaster to order.
Sch Mary Ann, Blake. Brooklin. Me.
Sch Oreg >n. Duutor, Boothbay.
Sch Dr Kogeis, Harr. Calais for Boston.
Sch Ann Alaria, Jameson, Wood Island.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chase, Mangnra, New York—Henry Fox.
Wm
K
Brig
Sawytr, Mitchell, Millbiklge—Bunker
Bros.
Sch M J Laughton, Laughton, Providence—Bunker
Bros.
Sch Janet S, (Br) Somerville, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Sea Lion, (Br) Dean, New Brandon. NB.
Sch J G Hall. Johnson, and J G Troop, Fash, for
Thorne’s Cove, NS.
SAILED—Barque Oder, and a large fleet of coasters.
Barque Archer and brig Ernestine sailed 8tli.

NOTICES.

n.

such hats and carry as many canes as they
please, and has entered its protest agsiust the
barbarous custom of hazing in every form.
The temperance movement among the em-

are

CO.,

&

STREET.

On THURSDAY OUT. 9th

houses in Havana to

A two story brick building in the rear of
Phoenix Row, Belfast, occupied by the Howard
Manufacturing Company for steam planing and
other purposes, was burnt Wednesday. Loss
$2000. The stores on High street were in imminent peril and only an adequate supply of
water prevented an extensive conflagration.

possesses medicinal properties which entitle it to the
rank of an article of prime necessity, and it should
be kept on hand in every dwelling, and promptly
taken as a remedy for all the minor ailments as well
as for more serious complaints.

it

OOLDEK

FEEB

4 Or

A trot takes place in connection with the
Sagadahoc Fair, at Topsham, on the 16th inst.,
open to all horses owned in Maine. The purses
are $160 and $80.

of Boston will

city

4.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

be in the vicinity of thirty millions of dollars
when consolidation takes effect.
The Providence Journal says that the class
of ’76 has voted to allow the Freshmen to wear

new

5

Sc

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

any other cause, is wonderfully reviving and invigorating. In fact, this healthful vegatable restorative

The net debt of the

C.

PVIOIIT

SPECIAL

SOMERSET COUNTY.

4 2 3

H. P. Tarbox names b g Butcher Boy, 2 2 2
E. G. Berry names blk g Dick Turpin, 111
Winning tim6.2.52, 2.50, 2.43.

may be that some of it has stuck to the fingers of the cou tractors, but the fact remains
hat to Cooke and Shepherd’s energy, bold-

The Register says on Tuesday evening, as the
river was rising rapidly, C. 8. Brown, Marshall
Strout and A. K. Harvey went over on the
Canton Point ferry to
rope with a small boat at
remove a snag from the rope, the boat tilled
them
leaving them clingand sank from under
ing to the rope with the cnrreut running at a
fearful rate. In this perilous position they remained until persons went to their aid with
the large boat.

an

classes, four in the first and

through

amount to

the road draws the business of 030,917 squai.
miles which in 1870 had less than one inhabitant to the mile; and Air. Haas concludes

announced contestants.

put in

not carry all of the South

with him,

success.

has

State, should have

SPECIAL NOTICES.

OXFORD COUNTY.

The York County Races.—There were
Strange as it may seem, our remarks reseven entries for the three-minute race Thurshave been conlaw
a
railroad
specting general
day, fiix horses starting. The horses were in
strued by some to be a declaration oi opposi- two
classes, four in the first and two in the secI
lor
Press
has,
The
tion to the measure.
ond
2:59 was the best time made. Major,
and does
s -veral years advocated the measure
owned by P. C. Wiggin, took the first money.
its
views.
to
change
not now see any cause
Yesterday afternoon the stallion race was
s
paper was only
The rema-k in yesterday
Palmer Knox and Fearnought being the
called,
been most condu-

CITV
G

P JI R

LEWISTON,

CENT,

BOND

S

The Bonds arc payable in 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure of
the City after ten years.
A strictly first class security, as
good as the best.
A

chance for

rare

Savings Banks and Trust Funds.

M. PAN SON & t O„

H.

himself
HIRAM F. RICKER, late of Portlond,
and given
In the county of Cumberland, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. Al! persons having demand*
w-e
required to exsaid deceased,
upon the estate of
«hibit the same ; and all persons indebted to said
to
tate arc called upon to make payment
of
Westbrook.
Adm'r,
M.
RAY,
FABIITS
Portland, Ocl. 7, 1873.

32 EXCHANGE STREET

hereby riven, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon herifclt
of the estate
Administratrix
of
the trust
ASHUR W \RE, late of Portland,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. Ail persons having demands
to exhibit
upon the estate oi said deceased are required
the same; and all persons indebted to saUl estate

Real Estate Secctuties. paying 8 to 10 per
cent, tnetrest tree of Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest
and nrinclpal collected without charge. Guarantee
perfect title and ample security in a 1 Its Real I>Real Estate investment and
tate loans.
improvements made on commission and on shares.

_nclldlaw3wS«

NOTICE

b

called upon to make payment to
EMMA G. WARE,
Portland, Oct. 7, 1873.

are

Administratrix.
oclldlaw3w»S

A few first class Lady Coat Makers,
where steady work and the best prices
will be given. Apply immediately to
F. W. SCHAAKE, Merchant Tailor.

Lawrence, Mass.
ocll_dlw
Wanted.
to travel.

SITUATION

as

at 68

Wanted.
housekeeper by

American woman.
land P. O,

$20,000
To loan on first rlnss Mortgages in
Portiand and Vicinity in
sums to suit.

Bankanlo paper bought and sold.

G. R.
Real

WANTED.

Middle
Apply
SALESMEN,
Exchange Street, Portland,
MILLIKEN <fc CO.
oclltf

ocl_PORTLAND._dtt

cor.

a competent
Address MRS. C. E., Port9«H*2w

s

DAVIS,

Loan Agency
Brown’s l^lock.
Estate

and

id p eodly

16

BEANS

BAKED
—

BBOWN

AND

—

BREAD.

Be ready for yonr Hot Baked
Beans and Brown Bread when you
hear W. C. COBB’S Bells coming
SATURDAY EVENINGS, between
five and seven o’clock.
DClO

W

j——i—————^,

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY

A

MORMKG, OCT 11,

yesterday
tended by the following gentlemen, who composed a committee on tke part of that portion
of Cape Elizabeth desirous of being annexed to
this city: Ferry Village—Col. Smart, B. W.
Pickett, A. V. Cole, John Brewer, W. B.
Thompson, D. W. Kincaid, Dr.Lowell; Knight-

18J3

ville—Nathaniel Shannon, B. F. Prichard;
Turner's Island—Cyrus Cole, E. H, Watson,
Chas L. Litchfield, M. W. Fickett; Ligonia
Village—Wm. Atwood, G. R. Garden, John
Thomas.
The city was represented by the joint special
committee appointed at the last meeting of the
City Council.
The meeting was called to order by the

CITY AND VICINITY.
Advertisement*

To-Day.

Mayor, who read the order of the City Council

authorizing

a committee
to confer with the
committee from Cape Elizabeth. He then called upon Col. Smart of the cape committee, who

^

AUCTION COLUMN.
Administrator’s Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Sacred Concert—City Hall.
Am 1 Probably Long Lived?—Dr. T. S. Lambert.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
For Shawls, &c—Co veil & Company.

responded as follows:
Mr. Mayor and Gentlemen:—The committee
from Cape Elizabeth have at this stage of af-

Wanted -L. R. Baker.
To the County Commissioners.

Wanted—Situation.
Wanted—Millisen & Co.

Wanted—F. W. Schaake.
City of Portland—H. I. Robinson.
Legal Notices 4.

Despatch Line for Philadelphia—J. Nickerson.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Smith’s B’lth Rooms.
Business meeting of the Class of ’72.
Religion* Notice*.
First Parish.—Dr. Thomas Hill, pastor. Mornservices
at 10*; Vesper services at 7 p. m.
ing
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
Pastor.—Services at 10* a. m. and 3 p. m.
Portland Spiritual Association, Temperance
Hall, 35H Congress st. Conference at 2 P. M. Subject : The bible of the tuture.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Conference meeting at 10* A. M. Sunday
School at 2 p. in. Preaching at 3 p. in. Sunday
School Concert at 7* p. m. All are cordially invited.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilinot. Rev. Win. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Sabbath
School 1.30 P. M.; Preaching 3 P. M.; Social meeting
at 7. P. M.

Seats free.

First Second Advent Church, 353* Congress
Elder Win. Bodge, of Barnstead,
H., will
at the usual hours. Seats free.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rec-

street.

preach Sunday

Sunday Services at 10* a. m.; and 3 p. m. The
sittings in this Church are free to all.
Bethel Church.—Sabbath 10*a. m., 3 and 7* p.
Prayer meetings on Thursday evenings at 7.45 p. m.
All from sea and land are iuvited. Seats free.
tor.

Williston Church.—S. S. 10* a. m. Preaching
service at 3 r. m. Sittings free. Social meeting at 7*
P. M.

St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. II.
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine.—Snnday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7.30 p. in. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting daily
at
M.; Wednesday and Saturday Evenings at 7|

8^A.

St. Paul’s Ciiurch, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.
and 3p. m.
Bay Side Parish (Union).—Rev. B. F. Pritchard
Pastor. Sabbath Schoolai lp.m.; Preaching at2and
7* p. m.
Preaching at. Knightville at 10J a. m.;
Sabbath School at 5 and Social meeting at 4 p. m.
Casco St. Church.—Rev. A. a. Smith, Pastor.
Preaching at 10* a. m. Sabbath School 12 M. Prayer Meeting at 7* p. m.
Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—Pastor, Rev.
C. W. Mossed. Social meeting at 10* a. m. Preaching at 2* and 7* p. m. Sunday School at 3* o’clock.
Congress St. M. E. Church—Rev C, B. Pitblado
Pastor; Preaching at 10* a. m. bv Rev B. Freeman,
and 3 p.m. by Rev. O. M. Cousins.
State Street Church.—Service in forenoon at
10* o’clock. Evening Service at 7* o’clock. Sabbath
School at 3 p. m.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. Fredrick Palmer of
Boston will preach to-morrow at 10* a. m. and p. m.
3 P. M. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.

Oak Street Chaple.—Friends Church, Service

Sbnday

at

10*

and

7*.

Christian Church, Union Hall.
St.—Preaching next Sunday by Elder J. Whitman,
of Paris. Prayer meeting at 9 A. M.
New Jerusalem Church—New High street.—
Rev. Mr Ha>den will preach to morning, on the lamb
for a continual burnt offering; Ezek. xlvi. 13, Communion service a 3 p. m. Evening meeting in the
Testry at 7*.
Spiritual Fraternity, will meet On Sunday at
Advent

3 p.

m.

Union.

87 Free

at the Library room No. 9 of the A. & N.
All are inveted to attend.

Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.

India St.

Bicknell,

pastor.—Sunday

Preaching by

School at 10* a. m.;
the Pastor at 3 p. m.; Sunday School

Concert at 7 p. m.
West Cong. Chapel—Sunday School at 11 a. m.,
preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. Mr. Small ot Fiee
street Church; Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock.

High Street Church.—Rev. Edwin Burnham
from the 1’remont Temple, Boston, will preach forenoon, aitemoon, and at 7 o’clock in the evening.
Poison^ having no seats in otter churches are invited
to attend.
St. Baptist Church.—Preach ng at 10* a.
m. by the pastor, Rev. A. K
P. Small. Sun jay
School at close of morning service. Young people’s
meeting at 6* p. ru. Social meeting 7* p. m.
Park St. Church.—Rev. Jame* De Normandie of
Free

Portsmouth will preach to-morrow.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Class
and Conference meeting 2.15 p. m.; Sunday School at
3. Lecture in the evening by A. W. Wood to young
men.

Temperance meeting Monday evening.

Congress Square Universalist Society.—
Rev. W. E. Gibbs. Pastor.—Morning Service 10* a.
m; Evening Service, 7 p. m; Sunday School 3 p.m.

Superior
OCTOBER CIVIL TERM,

Court.

1873. 8YMOND8. J., PRESIDING.

Friday—Isaac Emery vs. Henry R. Stickney.—
Assumpsit upon au account annexed to the amount
Account in set off filed amounting to
of $740.20.
$44G.75.
The jury found that the amount due on the plaintifFs account is $483.04, and that the amount due on
the deiendant’s accunt in set off is $218.74, leaving
a balance due the plaintiff of $264.30.
Strout & Holmes for plaintiff.
J. H. Williams for defendant.
Henry Hanson vs. Charles L. York. Assumpsit
upon an account annexed for one set of grave stones,
$60. Extra lettering and boxing of same $3.74. Defence—that the agreed price was $50, and that plaintiff agreed to allow a debt due from Hanson to York,

amounting

which

to

barred

by bankruptcy;

$36,
and furthermore that the stones were not made in a
workmanlike manner. On trial. Testimony all out.
Vinton for defendant.
Carleton for plaintiff'.
Court adjourned until nine o’clock Saturday morn-

ing.

was

__

Municipal
BEFORE

Court.

JUDGE MORRIS.

Firday.—Thomas Flynn.

Intoxication.

Fined

$5. Committed.
AIodzo Turbler. Truancy. Reform School.
Martin Burke. Search and seizure. Fined $50.—
Brown.
Appealed.
_

County S. J. Court.
PETERS J., PRESIDIKG.
TnCBSDAY.—Daniel Sullivan vs. Boston & Maine
Railroad Co. This action is to recover damages for
York

rough usage by a baggage master on defendants road.
Defendants justify their acta by saying the man was
drunk and refused to pay his fare, which is totally d0_
nied

by Daniel.

Jury out.

Yeaton.
Friday.—Daniel Sullivan vs. Boston & Maine
Railroad Co. Verdict for the defendants.
A case assigned for to-day. having been referred,
the court adjourned until Monday morning.

Copeland.

The work

on

Brief Jetting*.
the marginal way is

progressing

finely.

the Oxford Central Railroad
hearing
case before Judge Virgin is adjourned to November 1st at Paris, when the decision will be
The

Annexation.
held in the Common Council
afternoon at four o'clock, at-

was

room

THE Pit ESN
b* obtainwl at the Periodical
Depots of Ke»sendeu Bros., Maraius,
Robinson, Brunell & Co.,
Andrews, \\em worth,
IlenderGlendenuiiig
Moses,
on, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run ont of
the ity.
A.t Biddeford, of
Pillsbury.
At Saco ot L,
Hodgdon.
At Waterville, of .J. s.
Carter.
At Gorham, of News
Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. .Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebunk. of C. E. Miller.

New

meeting

on

announced.

j

fairs very little to offer.
The question of annexation has been agitated among us for only
about six weeks.
Our first move, after some
little talk amoug individuals, was to call a public meeting. The meeting was well attended and
was addressed by
Judgo Kingsbury, who had
been invited to be present.
The next week
Judge Kingsbury, upon invitation, repeated his
address at Knightville.
The following week a
similar meeting was held at Tumor’s Island,
addressed by several gentlemen interested in
the movement. The week after the meeting
met at
Lijjouia. At each meeting a committee
was raised to represent the village where
the
meeting was then held.
The second move was to invite the agricultural portion of the town to meet and advise
with the committies already formed. This invitation was not responded to, and people from
that portion of the town held a meeting of their
own on Town House Hill.
Subsequently at a
meeting of the several committies, a sub committee was appointed to confer with the city
government and we are here for that purpose
to-day. Our purpose is to annex certain portions of Cape Elizabeth to Portland. The Col.
then gave statistics showing what it is proposed to annex: Ferry village with 214 polls, 4G7
scholars, and a valuation of $235,613 ; Knightville with 111 polls, 240 scholars and a valuation
of $186,211; Turner’s Island with 98 polls, 160
scholars and a valuation of $166,921; Ligonia
with 99 polls, 166 scholars and a valuation of
$122,105; a portion of district No. 2 with 78
polls and 65 scholars. Total valuation $810,850,
population 1,200, scholars 1.100. If the Rolling
Mills, Dry D ck and Point Village are added
it will make the valation ovenun $1,000,000.
The valuation of the whole town is $1,514,421,
with 1,780 scholare. $1,106.72 school money.
Mayor Weseott inquired what steps the Col.
thought should be now taken. Col. Smart re
plied, that they had a plan to propose if it was
thought best to present it. Mr. Wm. Atwood
of Cape Elizabeth, on being called upon said:
There are two plans talked of. One defining
the boundary line as the inside line, beginning
at Fort Preble and running north of the North
Congregational church, crossing the Ocean
House road just northerly of the Brewery and
thence ruuuiug in a direct line so as to strike
the P. S. & P. Railroad about a mile east of
the Scaiboro*line;tliencerunning in a northwesterly direction, striking the end of the Mussey
road near Clark’s Mill and continuing on to the
boundary line between Westbrook and Deering.
The second plan was to begin the line at the
point where the P. S. & P. Railroad left Scarboro for Cape Elizabeth, and run it straight
across the town to and including Cliff Cottage.
This latter plan makes a fairer division of the
town.
The,question of annexation is a very
important one and is essential to the interests
of Portland.
Portland is already cramped on
her harbor front. Annexation will give her
four or five miles of additional harbor frontage,
with more than double her present facilities.
Every interest of the villages along the wa*er
lino demands annexation.
The taxes in the
city and town are about equal, anil there is no
desire to call upon the city for additional expenditure of money for improvements. The
only desire is to create a common interest and
briug all under one government. Those who
desire annexation represent over half the valuation of the town.
The Mayor inquired of Col. Smart if there
was anything in the statutes that would enable
the city and town to unite without an act of
the Legislature. The reply was, that the Leg
islature might pass an euabling act. or they
might refer the matter back to the towns. It
would be necessary to appeal to the Legislature and if the town should go there
strongly
endorsed by the city, the legislature would
probably grant their request without any further action.
Mr. Atwood referred to the cases of Limerick and Limington, and of Bunker’s Island,
which were acted upon directly by the Legislature last winter.
Upon inquiry by the Mayor
Col. Smart stated the debt of the town to be
$54,060, aud iu the part proposed to be set off
there were six school houses, new and in good

repair.
Mayor Weseott stated that

far as he knew
the citizens have tittle idea of the matter. This
will
out
ft maybe
bring
meeting
opinions.
well to adjourn this matter so that they all
might become better posted on the subject, and
then by and by call a public meeting anil see
what the sentiment of the people is. For himself, he should drive over the territory proposed
to be anuexed and get some idea of it.
Mr. G. R. Garden of Ligonia, said there was
one question discussed at the
Cape to which he
would call attention, and that was where should
the lines be run so as to be acceptable to the
city? Dr. Shannon of Cape Elizabeth, said:
If you don’t want us we don’t want to come.
Mayor Weseott thought it ”ould be a good idea
for the best writers at the Cape to publish their
views on this question iu the daily papers.
A member of the committee suggested that
it would be a good plan to notify some of our
leading citizens to meet with the committees at
their next meeting and bear their views. If it
is thought best, after learning how this matter
strikes their miuds, a public meeting can be
called, then there would be an opportunity to

get

at

so

public opinion.

The meeting then adjourned,
call of Mayor Weseott.

subject

to the

lessness of one of his assistants while engaged
in performing a delicate surgical operation in
the New York hospitals. Indeed he has been

incapacitated for the discharge of the duties of
his profession, and has been spending his time
in camp life, hoping thus to regain his health.
It gives us great pleasure to say that the Doctor has now fully recovered and will very soon
return to this city. He will be welcomed back
by a host of patients and friends.
The Y. M. C. A. have invited ou the solicitation of a prominent gentleman ot this city,
Ttcv. Edwin Burnham, the noted Baptist Evangelist, to come from Boston, where he is now
laboring at Tremont Temple, to this city and
spend a Sabbath, He has accepted the invitation and will speak on Saturday evening in the
hall of the Y. M. C. A. Sunday afternoon and
evcjing he is to preach at High street church.

Ex-Adjutant General John L, Hodsdon
Bangor, sailed from Boston on Tuesday last
the Cunard steamer Atlas, for Europe.

of
in

Rarity of the Atxosphere.—The last storm
from the north-east and raged with unus-

was

ual severity. Ordinarily after a heavy storm
from that quarter the wind veers to the west or
south-west. Since the last gale, however, the
wind has held steadily in the north-east. As a
result of this,we are enjoying an atmosphere of

extraordinary clearness and purity,
i^ll the
land vapors, smoke and dust, have been driven
far inland, and the air now breathed by ns is as
sweet and pure as though we were inhaling it
from the centre of the Atlantic.
Objects can

will be preaching in the afternoon at 2 p. m.,
a social meeting in the evening at 7 1-2

be seen with the naked eye distinctly at a great
The mountains rise to view with
marvelous beauty, and by the aid of the glass
at the Observatory the panes of glass in the
windows of the house on the summit of Mt.

o’clock.

To-night Dr. T. S. Lambert of New York,
lectures at City Hall on the subject of longer,
ity.
The Cumberland County Musical Association will meet at Pownal, October, 29tb, and
hold a musical festival, at which prominent
musicians from both at home and abroad will
be present. A pleasant time is anticipated.
The Y. M. R. Association have their first
social hop at Cougress Hall on Tuesday evennext. We understand that these hops are

ing
to

be private and first class in every respect.
Dr. Lambert will lecture before one of our

temperance organizations on Snnda.v evening
in City Hall. The public are invited.
Rev. Mr. Gibbs of Congress Square church
the
will, by request, repeat to-moirow forenoon
The
sermon delivered by him last Sunday.
20.
text is from the 1st epistle of St. John, V',

whom lie
‘"For he who loveth not his brother
whom be hath
God
love
he
can
how
hath seen,
on the
The sermon, which touches
not seen.”
time very promievents that are at the present
is spoken of by
nent before the public mind,
as a very
last
Sunday,
it
to
listened
those who
able effort.
breakers
It is a rare sight to see the heavy

the Cnpe Light.
sweep over the rocks at
Somebody has cut down the two splendid
India and
elms that stood near the corner of
Middle streets.
It is infinitely amusing to sec the school boys
act ont the now famous “cat duet.”
Grand Trunk
A countryman went into the
and asked a brakeman to show
yesterday
depot
“Show
the cows.
him the man who caught
the
brakeman.
“Why,
the
said
you what,”
the cows you carry to market.
man who patches
about your cow
Don’t the papers keep talking

catcher?”______
Little

SuKsniXE.-Next Monday, Lillie
by a fall company will

Wilkinson, supported
the sensational drama of
nrescnt at Music Hall
Tickets are now ready at
-Little Sunshine.”
the box office,
__.

Coffin & Libby lest
Police Notes.-Dow,
from the cellar
stored
goods
of
about SCO worth
was
It
boys work.
heir office on Thursday.

$

MATTERS IN MAINE.

appears to be well patronized.
Probably the
handsome eyes and witching beauty of Miss
Sarab has a good deal to do with it.
At the

THE

St. Dominic’s sodality table,

a large
number of
articles were drawn.
Mrs, Emery drew a
splendid toilet cushion, Mrs. Duddy of Cape
Elizabeth, a quilt. This is one of the finest
tables at the fair, and Miss Gillen, who had
charge of it last evening, exhibits her wares

Cloning

Somers 295, Capt.
McMahan 83. Cant. Fessenden 5, Lieut. Gatley
487, Lieut, Doyle, 1. The voting on this gift is
getting to be exciting. On the cane the vote

The defence claim that the rnurdone by some person to the prisoner unknown, and that she went to sleep with Dr.
Baker by her side and was awakened by the
shots, and lied in terror wiihout seeing any perwas

Miss Mink was put in the witness stand
at half past three, aud her examination was
continued for two hours when it was suspended
till to-morrow morning. The prisoner seemed
much affected during tlio opening by her coun-

son.

sel, and shed tears frequently. When called to
testify she had regained her composure and
gave her evidence with self-possession, though

fivecents each.
Officer Totman.—For several days reports
of a damaging, and we think unjust character,

sometimes hesitating for some moments when
asked to detail circumstances of her interviews
with the murdered man. She gave her testimony in a pleasaut and womanly voice, much
in contrast with her reputed character. She
admitted the authorship of the threatening let-

have

been in circulation respecting Mr. Tot.
man, a member of the police. About ten days
siuce he found a man intoxicated in the railroad
station, and instead of arresting him and taking him to the station for safe keeping, he took
his watch, as he says, to prevent it being stolen.
Instead of taking the property to the Deputy on duty, he went directly home, where he
was called upon early for the watch, which he

ters, and spoke of them as calmly as though
they were elegant specimens of polite literature.
It came out in her testimony that she had
instituted legal proceedings against him for
breach of promise soon after their intercourse

evidently intended to take to the statlou. The
teetimony of the owner of the watch as
well as other circumstances, go to show that

began, but the matter was settled between them
without coming to trial.
Iu April and May
last Dr. Baker was in the habit of coming to

may be charged to Totman, it
was not his intention to make himself a thief.
The Committee on Police, we learn, came to
this conclusion after a careful investigation of
whatever else

his case rather than denounce on mere rumor.
We understand that Mr. Totman has tendered his resignation.
City Affairs.

special meeting of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, yesterday noon, George Hall
and Ferdinand Dodge were drawn as petit
jurors for the Superior Court.
The Mayor presented the complaint signed
by a Justice of the Peace, setting forth that
At

a

Mrs. Jane P. Thurston is insane and troublesome. Several parties testified to the violent
character of Mrs, Thurston’s demonstrations,
and the Board signed an order for her committhe Insane Asylum. Subsequently, on
the representations of Bev. Dr. Small and
others that Mrs. Thurston promised to desist
from business houses to their annoyance and
make no further trouble about her absurd
claims, the Board voted to lay the commitment
on tba table.
ment to

Boating Matters.—The regatta committee
of the Maine State Boating Association held a
special meeting at the Preble House last evening, to decide upon the fall regatta. It was
voted to indefinitely postpone the regatta as
there would not be time to arrange for one next
Wednesday, and it is getting too late in tbe
The Gleam
arrange for one later.
Club of Bath, wish to have a single scull come
off between Stevens of the Gleams, H?nry of
the Orients, and Davis of the Emeralds. It is

season

wick.

have the

to

The

race

come

off at Bruns

prizes are to be purchased by the
represented, if the necessary funds

three clubs
can be raised.

Grand Excursion.—We are informed that
parties are arranging for an excursion from
Portland and Boston via New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington and Cincinnati
to St. Louis and return.
The tickets will he
good for a month, allowing parties to spend
the whole time on the way if they choose.—
When the arrangements are completed Messrs.
Rollins, Loring & Adams, No. 22 Exchange
street, will have the tickets for sale. It is expected that the arrangements will he completed by the middle of the month.
Aggregation.
This
Barnum’s
afterthe popular concert troupe give a matinee at Music Hal), and the tickets have been
placed at fifty cents, children twenty-five
cents. It is superfluous to say anything about
this concert. The troupe played here last Mon—

noon

day night to

an overflowing house, and
everyaway delighted and determined to
This
the
go
again.
evening
grand
final concert will be given, and if people want
to get into the hall they must go early.

body

the

distance.

Washington may be counted. From the top of
the Observatory a panorama of enchanting

beauty euthralls the senses.
one's while to go up there if
sweep around the horizon,

It is well

only

worth

to secure one

but

___

Ministerial Blacking.—A certain well
known clergyman from out of town, is in the

Sheriff Hobbs was called and identified

habit, when jn this city, of going into a shoe
on Middle Street, anti blacking his boots
with the private implements of the owner kept
in the back shop. The other day he went in to
black his boots, as usual, and after spending a
good half hour in the exercise of his elbow,
came into the front shop where a number of
gentlemen were congregated, and called attention to the fact, that while the blacking was
exceedingly lustrous, the color verged upon the
It was only from the outbursts of laughlead

store

She said she had a pistol which was given her
in Boston. The letters abound in direct threats
and some of them are grossly obscene in character.
Most of them are without date or sig
nature, but two are signed “L, A. Mink.”
This closed the government testimony, and
the Court adjourned till afternoon.
The defence opened this afternoon. L. M.

Staples, esq., made the opening argument for
the respondent. He called attention to the uneer ain nature of circumstantial
evidence, claiming that every link in its chain must be established beyond doubt, aud cited various cases
wrongful conviction had been obtained
upon evidence of this character. He detailed
the circumstances of the prisoner’s connection
with Dr. Baber, claimiug that she had been
where

seduced by him seven years ago under promise
of marriage at a time when her reputation was
untarnished, and that he had kept up his illicit
connection with her under the repetition of
this promise.
He claimed that'there was a
reconciliation between prisoner and deceased
after the threatening letters were sent, aud that
they had met frequently on intimate terms,
after the date of the last letter (March Gtli) up
to the night of the murder.
On that night the
deceased came to Warren Mink’s house, received an affectionate welcome from the prisoner aud occupied her bed.
Both had been asleep
and Miss Mink was aroused by the sound of the"
pistol shots, and in terror fled from the house
and made her way to Mr. Spear’s iu the manner described.
This was the simple story she
had always told. What passed between them
before the murder was related.
At the conclusion of the opening argument,
Miss Mink was put upon the stand.
She detailed the particulars of her acquaintance and
intercourse with Dr. Baker, giving the general
facts as stated above.
The illicit connection
between them began seven years ago, at which
time he promised her marriage.
He precurred
an abortion upon her person some
time later
and sent her to Bofton for a like purpose last
fall. She had also given birth to a child, of
which he was the father, three years ago.

ter that followed, that he was made to realize
that he had been industriously employed In
blacking his hoots with stove blacking.

Presentation.—Mystic Dodge,

So. 2, X. O

G. T., of this city, last Thursday evening, presented their organist, Miss Alice R. Carle, with
a beautiful and valuable gold bracelet.
The

presentation

was made, in behalf of the
I.odge,
by W. C. T. J. B. Thorndike, who made a few
happy remarks. The worthy recipient, who
had not the slightest suspicion that anything
of this kind was in progress, was taken entirely
by surprise, but gracefully accepted and acknowledged the compliment, and, in lieu of a
speech, sang, in beautiful style, two pretty

songs.

___

Fire Department.—We
“job” in making

there is no
of 81600 to

are

assured that

an

appropriation

localities where
If
case of fire.
it is needed
this pipe is not laid it will cost over $41)00 to
make two reservoirs. It should be further

lay pipe in several
to supply water in

stated that the Water Company has laid all the
pipe that its contract with the city can ask of
it. It is simply a question whether the city
will expend $1600 for a water supply by pipe

»nd hydrants

or

$4000 for reservoirs.

On the 29th of Oct. last he had renewed his
engagement to marry her. From that time till
February he continued to visit her.
When he
ceased his visits and in that month the threatening letters were written. In March he renewed his visits and continued his visits and intercourse with her up to the time of the murder. The prisoner had testified to the circumstances of her intimacy with Dr. Baker up to
the Saturday preceding the tragedy, when the
hour of adjourgmeut having arrivd, her examination

was

suspended.
Drowned.

Augusta, Oct. 10.—Peter Stillings, about 70
years olil, was drowned this afternoon iu a pond
about six miles east of this city. He was out
fishing iu a boat and probably had a fit, as be
was found with his head hanging over into the
water, his body in the boat.
rxo the Associated Press.]
The Turf.
Dockland, Oct. 10.—The trotting matches in
connection with the County Pair tcok place at
the Knox Trotting Park this afternoon. In
the race for horses that never beat .3

minutes,
Jackson, Lady Lenox

Leeds, Stonewall
King; mile heats, best 3

were

and

in 5.
Leeds won
the first heat in 2.5fi, and the third in
2.52J;
Stonewall Jackson won the second in 2.51J, and
the
fourth iu 2.50. The fifth wa« a dead
King
heat between King and Leeds, ip 2.45J.
For the

sweepstakes

the entries were Lightfoot, Bed Jacket, Honest Quaker and King
William.
The first til fee heats were won by

fieing

Lightfoot

in 2.39,2.39,2.37.
It
quite
dark the unfinished race was postponed till tomorrow at 10 o’clock a. m.
Aid for Bates College.
Lewiston, Qct. 10.—The Free Baptist Education Society at its session at Farmington, N.
H., subscribed $25,000 to Bates College.

$8<>00

Only

remains to be raised to secure $150,000 from Boston, $100,000 of which is from Mr.
now

Bates,

MASSACHUSETTS.
Obicene Literature.
Boston, Oct. 10.—The recent arrest of Hunter & Co., of Hinsdale, N. H..by
United States
officers, charged with ciicplating obscene literature through the mails, has been followed by
the arrest of the following parties in Boston,
mostly located on Court street, on similar
charges: Charles Mansfield, Geo. E. Bailey,
C. A. Hill, Dr. Morrill, C. P. Powers, Joseph
Powers, Dr. Beck and Madam Crispipo. Nearly all figure as ‘'doctors" and travel under
aliases. The arrested parties were brought beforh Commissioner Hallett and waived examination. Mansfield, Bailey, Hill and Morrill
were each held in $5009 bail, Powers in $3000,
Madame Crispino in $2009, and Miller and
Beck in $1500. All were locked up, except
Madame Crispino, in default of sureties.

set forth by the

A Lady Header.
Mr. Editor.—I see by the evening paper
that Dr. T. S. Lambert of New York is to lecAs I
ture Saturday evening in the City Hall.
time of his lectures
was in Augusta at tl)e

there, I wish to say to our Portland people that
they will lie well compensated for their trouble
if they take pains to attend at the hall to
morrow evening.

Respectfully,

W. W. Thomas.

Various

jhsc:f.i,i.aj(i:nts Vo I'lv es.

ljeat by steam.
to-day', 100 Ex-

There will he a business meeting of the Class
of ’72 at the armory of the Portland Cadets tonight at 71.

Crop Reports.
Jacksonville, III., Oct. 10.—Reports dated

Auction Sale To-Day.—F. O. Bailey & Co.
commence a 9 o’clock their regular Saturday
sale in store. They will sell
to-day a large lot
of new and second hand
furniture,twenty-eight
carpets, .Nr. &c. At 3 p. m. the fine little
property on the corner of Nelson and Man joy
streets. Saje will bs positive.
Opera Glasses. A large lot of
Opera
suitable for the coming lectures and
concerts, at R. B. Swift’s, 317 Congress street,
under Mechanics’ Hall.
octl0-2t

Glasses,

What is Veoetdje?— It is a compound extracted from harks, roots and herbs. It is Nature’s Remedy.
oc8-\V&S&lwt
For Sale

favorable terms,

valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, iu the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq..

Press office,

on

a

jeli-dtl

TIatirr*,

This being the bjrtiida.v of the great temperance refprmer. Father Matthew, the Catholic
societies in Boston, with delegations from all
parts of the State, are celebrating bv a grand
is delightfui.
parade. The weather
An unknown British schooue- was found botA body
tom up in Broad Sound,near this port.
of a woman, sowewhat mutilated about the
lashed
to the wreck.
found
The
was
head,
body was brought to the city.
Base ball—Bostons 8 Washingtons 2.

Those who hold tickets to either the M. LA. or to the Army and Navy course, can be admitted upon them without additional charge toDr. Lambert’s lectures. See advertisement.

Smith’s bath rooms ape now
He is prepared for any number
change street,

let-

prisoner. The letters are
highly threatening in character. Among the
expressions used are, “You have ruined me,
<oul, body, reputation and mind, and I will put
a ball
through your heart;” “you had better
get your coffin ready, for you will need it very
soon;” “You will need your money, and your
life insurance too, before a year:” “Vengeauce
is mine,” which words were used many times.

to say to your lady readers, go and heap bijtp
I knew that my husband was of a long-lived
stock and was always healthy, but I was more
than pleased to find that he had all the indica-

Oct. 10.

a

been written by the

Mn. Editor! I see by the Adpcrti»:r that Dr.
Lambert will favor the citizens of Portland
with a lecture upon Biometery Saturday evening. As 1 attended in Boston, and was not
only delighted but very much instructed, I wish

lecturer.

learning

ter taken from the Mink house.
The threatening letters, six in number, were
then put into the case and read by the County
Attorney. These letters are admitted to have

The Driver’s Grin.
Mr. Editor: Could something be done, do
you think, to suppress the Driver’s Grin? To he
rattled in a car like dice in a box is a slight thing'
to suffer after one gets used to it.as
arty he Spri ng
street passengers.
To sit on nothing, as bad
of
punishment,
boys used to at school by way
and wait pensively till the car hobbles back to
the rail, is nothing to those who in early life
were, trained to that feat; the subscriber doesn’t
complain of that. Nor is a dislocated, deranged and demoralized frame a consequence
of rail jumping that is worth mentioning. But
when you look wrathfully at the driver’s \yindow, wondering if he may not perchance be
under the guidance of a spirituous influence,
then to see that worthy turn and put his face to
the wintow and exhibit a wide grin of enthusiastic delight and pride; that, Mr. Editor, is
“too much.” If the matter should be presented
to the Horse Railroad Corporation or to the
City Fathers, do you think they would take ac"A Sufferer.
tion?

plainly
Respectfully,

throwing

case.

Mr. Editor,—As there seems to be a misunderstanding in relation to the law against the
killing of wild duck, I would say that the law
is not against the “shooting” of them, but
against the trapping, snaring, netting, or taking of them in any other way than the usual
The tine is
manner of sporting with firearms.
not less than §2 for any such duck so taken,
use
of the
half
for
the
more
than
nor
$15;
complainant and half for the use of the town
where the complaint is made. It is not generally known that the “Summer duck,” the most
beautiful of all our summer visitors, is very
easily snared, and hundreds of them have been
so taken every season by unscrupulous parties
in the .State. The law was passed fur their protection, aud has, I am sorry to say, proved like
I am glad to
many other laws, a dead letter.
see that some one is waking up on the subject,
and would be pleased to see a more vigorous
Z. T.
enforcement of our game laws.

so

night

and

that her brother Roscoe was in the
house went away without coming iu.
[To the Associated Press.!
The articles of clothing which have been the
subject of previous testimony, were put into the

Portland, Oct. 10,1873.

life

house in the

the window as a signal,
when she would open the window and answer
him and come down and let him in. He came
iu this way the Saturday pieceding the murder,

went

tions of long

Mink

something against

to

proposed

Government—Opening of

testimony.

stood. Father Wallace 219, Father O’Callaghan
185, Father Bradley 179, Father Powers 103.
At the Bishop’s table is a “bride” to be voted
to the most popular bachelor in the city. Bishop Bacon offers two gold pins, one a lava and
the other a cameo,both mounted in gold. These
pins are from Pope Pius lX,aud are considered
The chances are sold at tweutya great prize.

show, he should not be denounced as a
criminal. The fact that he is without influential supporters is rather an appeal to the fairminded to at least exercise common charity in

of the

[Special to the Press.l
Rockland, Oct. 10.—At the opening of the
defence in the murder case this afternoon, a
good deal of interest was manifested and a
large number of ladies were present, doubtless
in expectation of hearing the accused give her

belt, Capt.

goes to

TRIAL.

the Defence—The Accneed Teetifle*.

last night about §8000 have been realized and
the fair is but half through.
Thd vote stood
last night on the clock; Montgomery’s 8(1, Emeralds 54, Sheridan’s 20, Longshoremen 14; on

the circumstances.
The action of the officer
merits severe censure, to say the least: but if it
is due to an error of judgment, as the evidenct

MINK

Fifth Day,

with infinite grace. The building was packed
full of" human beings from basement to garret.
It is understood on good authority that up to

the sword and

NEW YORK.

BY TEIEGRAPH.

Duck Killing.
Peksoxal —It has been known to many of
our citizens that Dr. W. W. Green has been
suffering much (luring the summer from poison
introduced into his system through the care-

Rev. T. C. Mackay will officiate at St. Paul’s
Church, to morrow morning and afternoon.
The regular monthly meeting for the promo
lion of holiness, will be held at the Chestnut
There
street church next Monday, the 13th.

and

Catitolic Fair.—Last evening the drawing
of the raffles began at the Misses McGlinchy’6
table. A pair of shirts fell to John York.
A
large guess cake containing a ring at this table

j

October 1st, received at the office of the National Crop Reporter, indicate a slightly increased loss on corn in Illinois, Missouri and
Ohio. Reports from all quarters agree almost
unanimously that there is hut little damage
done by the recent frosts, but confirm the reports of serious injury by frosts iu the latter
part of September, at which time most of the
The result will be a
corn was yet in milk.
great deal of soft corn, much of which cannot
cattle.
be used to feed
Reports from Iowa indicate a loss in corn, as compared with the loss
As far as
of last year, of only 6 1-10 per cent.
can be learned the aggregate increase in wheat
is
than
in
fall
greater
sown tbis
1872, and thus
far m most sections the weather has been favorable to the growth.
Reports from Minnesota, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri and
Kansas, confirm the estimated falling off in
the Irish potato crop in those States, which in
1872 produced over 42,000,000 bushels. The loss
at the given rate would aggregate over 16,000,-

000 bushels.

®»nks Anxious to Resume Currency
Payments.
New York, Oct 10.—There is a very early
prospect of putting au end to the pooling arrangement. Many of the old and prudently
managed banks down town aud nearly all trie
small banks
up town are restive under this arrangement, and desire the liberty of managing
their own greenbacks as well as national batik

notes in their own
way, and to receive and 'pay
them out across their couuters. Their
receipts,
they very properly urge, canuot be made free as
before the suspension, so long as there is a discount on bank checks in Wall street, and while
hey have no anxiety about breaking up the
arrangement for certifying checks payable
through the Clearing House, and settling daily
balances in relief certificates bearing 7 percent,
interest, they do insist upon the resumption in
notes (greenbacks or national) across their own
No day is named for a meeting of
c[‘UIders.
the Clearing Hoaso banks to relax the existing
arrangements, but the probability is that it will
not be later than
Saturday or Monday next.

Increasing

Intercut in the fltokes Case.

The interest in the Stokes case is increasing.
This morning the halls and corridors of the
Court were thronged by persons desirous of
gaining admission. All who could not produce
proper credentials were excluded. The prisoner enteied the Court
shortly before 10 o’clock,
looking pale and somewhat subdued. Some
delay was caused by the absence of the priso-

ner’s counsel.
The Evangelical Alliance.
Delegates to the Evangelical Alliance were
very busy to-day.
At Association Hall, after devotional exererscs. a paper was read by Itev. Joseph Angus,
D. D., Regents Park, London, on “The duty of
the churches in relation to missions.”
The
speaker said more was done in the last century
to give the Bible to the world than in the first
ten "entories of the era.
The conversion of the
world is being enforced by the extent of the
work done and the success achieved.
A naberon “Territorial division of missionary fields of labor,” written by Rev. Rufus
Anderson, D. D., Boston,was read by Rev. Dr.
Clark.
“Obligations of science, literature and commerce to Christian missions.” was the title of
a paper read by Rev. Thomas McEddy, D. D.,
of New York.
The second section of the Alliance met at St.
Paul’s. The church was filled by an immense
crowd.
The first speaker was Rev. Mr. Sbesbadri,
who spoke of Christianity among the Hindoos.
Time failed the speaker to tell the triumphs of
the gospel in India.
The immense audience
were warm in their receptiou of the
speake.
and his words.
Rev. Mr. Woodside spoke of women’s work
in India.
Bishop E. De Schwanitz, D. D., Bethlehem,
Pa., read a paper an “Missionary work among
the most insignificant and degraded tribes of
the heathen world,” after which the section
took a recess till 2 p. m.
In the third section Rev. M. Deliore of France
made a brief speech in French upon Protestant
measures in France, after which the section
adjourned till 2 p. m.
Various Hatters.
At a meeting of the Workingmen’s Council
last night the Secretary was instructed to communicate with Mr. Arch, now in Canada, and
ascertain whether ho intends to be the guest of
the upper classes or of the working people.
The Women’s Centennial Association of
America, an association of American women
which, while commemorative of the immortal
Declaration of Independence aud its centenary,
shall also serve for all time as an incentive to
excellence in the various departments of industry, science, literature and art, held an entertainment last evening at Steinway’s.
Committees of Tammany and Apollo Halls,
to confer with other political organizations relative to the nominations, have been appointed
by each faction, and a coalition between the
two wings is effected.
Police Dismissed nnd Gaa Mliut Off.
10.—The Common
Poughkeepsie, Oct.
Couneil to night, in view of the defeat of the
appropriation asked for at the special election
yesterday, passed resolutions dismissing the police, shut off the street lights and stopping all
labor ou public works and fencing in dangerous
streets aud bridges.

WASHINGTON.
General NpinnerN Report.
York, Oct. 10.—A despatch from
Washington says that tables to accompany the
report of Gen. Spinner have been prepared.
The net receipts of warrants, exclusive of repayments and counter-warrants, were $548,(300,221, and the net expenditures, exclusive of
the same items, $524,044,397. The net receipts
were distributed as follows:
Loans, $214.931,917; customs, $188,039,322; internal revenue,
New

$113,729,314; lands, $2,882,312; miscellaneous,
$29,037,055. The receipts from customs have

decreased since the report of last year, $28,250,000, and those from internal revenue, §16,900,000; increase from miscellaneous sources,
$4,500,000, and from lands, $3u0,000. The expenditures of the diplomatic service have decreased about $300,000, and those of the judiciary increased about the same amount. Ex
penditures on account of the public debt, §343,555,945. against $529,323,414 last year.
The following facts are taken from the forthcoming annual report of United States Treasurer Spinner:
Amount of redemption and destruction of monrys ahil securities during the
fiscal year ending June 30 last, $143,532,157, including tender notes of $04,000,000, and about
$35,000,000 fractional currency. Total amount
destroyed since 1861 to July 1, 1872, $5,935,952
371; balance on hand July 1, 1873, $814,753;
total amount redeemed to July,
$5,936,767,128;
total amount of national bank notes destroyed
to July 1, $9,280,302. The Treasurer says as to
coin certificates there were sent to New York
previous to Juue 30, 1872. $582,110,000; during
the fiscal year, $46,650,000; total sent to New
York. $628,760,000; on baud unissued at New
York, $10,458,000; total issued at New York,
$618,302,000; total redeemed of New York issue $578,842,000; total
outstanding as per public
debt statement July 1,1873, $39,460,000. There
were Issued from Nov. 13, 1865, to June 30
1886, $618,346,900, and redeemed during the
same period, $578,886,000; total outstanding,
$39,460,000; on hand unissued July 1, 1872,
$19,378,500; sent to New York duriug the fiscal
year, $46,650,000;
total, $68,028,500; less
amount issued during tho fiscal year, §57,570,500; on hand iu New York unissued July 1,
1873, $10,458,000; reduced June 28tli and 30th,
1873, $196,000; total on hand June 30, 1873, as
per statement of the Assistant Treasurer, at
New York, $10,884,000 ; 30t!i June, 1872, number of national hanks organized and which had
deposited securities for their circulation, 2007;
number of banks organized in last fiscal year,
108: number of banks to the 30th June,1873,
2llf; number of banks doipg business June 30,
1980; number failed prior to July 1, 1872,
22; tailed in the last fiscal year 4; having no
circulation, securities withdrawn, 12; number
of involuntary liquidations and closed 9; total
number organized 2115; securities held intrust
to secure tho redemption of circulating notes
$390,410,550; to assure public deposits with national hanks $15,560,000: total securities of national hanks at par $418,744,900; number of depositors 158.
Under the fieafi of
special deposits of bonds
by national banks designated by the 'Treasury
as
coin
Department
depcsitories for subscription to the funded loan of 1881, tie Treasurer
says that from Feb. 14th, 1873, to June 30th,
1873, the First National Dank of Washington,
D. C., made deposits of the Union Pacific bonds
with the Department as security for subscriptions to said loan, which were placed in the
custody at this office, namely: Number of deposits made, 92; number of withdrawals, 1.88;
largest amount on deposit May 2d, 1873, $14,277,450; on the 30tli of June, 1873, the amount
ot deposit was $12,774,350, all of which has
The payment of coin
since been withdrawn.
interest on coupon bonds held in trust was made
during the fiscal year by the issue 117 drafts
amounting to $106,987. The number of examinations of securities held intrust for national
banks during the fiscal year, was 1300. The
semi-annual duty paid by national banks during the calender year preceding Jan. 1st, 1873,
was, fer the six months preceding July 1st,

1872, on circulation, $1,618,128; on deposit, $1,572,969; on capital, $197,768. Total, $.3,887,865; for the term of six months preceding Jan.
1st, 1873. on circulation. $l,664.470;on deposit,
$1,572,870; on oapital, $221,115; total, $3,458,455; total duty for the year, $16,846 320. Comparison of duty for 1871 and 18132 is as follows:
Amount received in the year preceding Jan.1st,
1872, $0,505,812; increase of duty iu the last
calender year, §340,508.
The

Back Pay Grain,

The First Comptroller of tho Treasury has
given an opinion different from that ot the
other accqqn{ing olfieers, to the effect that the
appropriation made for back pay and salaries is
not indefinite aud permanent, within the meaning of the act regulating unexpended balances;
that it is only indefinite in amount and not in
time, and consequently that at the end of two
years unexpended balances ot salary will revert
to the

Treasury.

'The yictropolilna Bank,
The report of the examiners of tho Metropolitan Dank is not yet made public, hut there is
good ground for the statement that it shows
that institution to he in a thoroughly sound and
solvent condition.
Treasury Walancw.
The following are the Treasury balances to:
day Currency $9,032,312: special deposits of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of depodt $11,325,000; coin $70,819,898, including
$30,948,400 in coin certificates; outstanding legal
tenders $359,190,488.
Stage Robbed*
San Francisco, Oct. 10.—The outward
bound mail coach near Redding was robbed
this morning by four men. They got Welles,
r argo & Co.’s
box containing nearly $2000 and
about $2000 were taken from the passengers.
The robbers
escaped, but the sheriff and a posse
arc
pursuing them.

FINANCIAL.
The Financial Outlook.

New York, Oc. 10.—Mr. Camp, President
of the Clearing House Association, stated today that financial matters were becoming
bright. The banks are gaining rapidly in
greenbacks and confidence is being speedily restored. The banks, he says, have paid and are
paying more currency than ever before and all
demands for legitimate business purposes are
being supplied. The loan certificates outstanding amount to about $20,000,000, and are being
cancelled as rapidly as the general welfare will
admit of. Mr. Camp is of the opinion that a
speedy cancellation of loan certificates would be
disastrous. He hoped they would all be returned at the latest by Nov. 1st. the date originally
agreed upon,but if at the expiration of that time
tiie associated hanks concluded that the public
welfare demanded a continuance of loan certificates the present policy would be adhered

to. The banks have as yet taken no action relative to a full resumption.

Money Plenty.
London, Oct. 10, 6.30 p. m—There
plentiful supply of money this afternoon.

flour, 121,000 bush wheat, 4
Receipts—6,500 bblsbush
osb corn, 62,000
oats, 3,000 bush rye, 2S,OOu
bush barley,
Sliiuinei>u>-~GDOO bbls flour, 179,000 bush wbe»t,264.OOU hush corn, 00.000 bash oats, 5,000 hush rye, 4b,000
bush barley, 0000 hogs.
101*1)0.Oct. 10. Flour dull and unchanged: extra Spring 5 75 (ja) 6 30. Wheat is dull anil a shade
lower; Amber ^Michigan on spot 1 37 (a 38$c; seller
Nov at 1 40 @ 140J; seller Decl44j;No2 Red on
spot at 1 36 (a! 1 36; seller Nov 1 39. Corn is dull and
lower; high Mixed on spot at 47 @ 47Jc; seller Nov
48J@49c; low Mixed on spot 45J@46c. Oats are
dull and lower; No I at 41J; No 2 at 4 c.
Lake Freights unchanged—to Buflalo 4@4|; to
Oswego 8 ® a.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 8,000 hush wheat, 29,000
bush corn, 4,000 buBh oals.
Sbipineuts-l.OOU bbis flour,13,000 hush wheat, 29,000
bush eorn. 3,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, Oct. 10.—Flour quiet and unchangc<l; extra Spring at 5 50 («*> 6 50. Wheat la quiet an*I
weak; No 1 at I 12*; No 2 at 1 09 cash; 1 07 lor seller
Nov. Outs dull an«l unsettled; No 2 at 321c. Corn
quiet and weak; No 2 Mixed at 43r. Rye is steady;
No l at 67c. Barley in lair demand anti'firm at 1 38

I

ENTERTAINMENTS.

000

was a

The
discount in open market for three months bills
was 515-16 per cent., 1-16
below the bank of

England.

YELLOW FEVEB.
The Disease in Louisinna.
New York, October 10.—Despatches from
Shreveport, La., say that there is no change in
the epidemic.
New cases are reported in the
city and the outskirts, most of which are children.
About 400 cases are now under treatment. Among the deaths are Capt. John \V.
Stuart and a Catholic priest.
Col. I). B. Martin and Capt. Haymakeur are doing well. Some
of the stores are open, but no particular business is
The fever has broken out in
doing.
Mansfield, 40 miles from here. Over fifty families have left the village. More new cases are
reported on the ojber side of the river. Physicians advise absentees not to return home until
the danger is over. Three men, who came here
from New Orleans as nurses, were arrested for
robbing the body of a dead priest of clothing,
The citizens are
money watch and crucifix.
greatly enraged and threaten to hang him.

Spring.
Freights—Wheat

MUSIC

RETURN

SATURDAY,
—

Entire

AM

Cincinnati, Oct: 10.—Despatches from Memphis show that there is no indication of abate-

Tickets now on sale at Stockbrhlge’s.
MATINKE NITlKDil, at
Admission BO cfs., children 1’5 cts.

Evening—at 7
«c7- 5t

LONG

LIVED I

CITY

**^3

—

DR.

OF

3S3B SI

ALTHOUGH NEW TO MOST

ly interesting

while their practical

the M. L. A.

or

the Army and

to

Mendelssohn QnintetteClub

to

^

ocll

SACRED

Hon.

December 2«d,

Wm. Chamberlain,
Fred. Tukey,
AND

MRS. C. K. HAWES, Soprano.
Miss ALICE CARLE, Contralto.
Mr. JOHN MORGAN, Tenor,
Miss. L. CHANDLER,

Accompanist.
Admission 25 cts. Reserved Seats 55 cts., for sale
at Hawes* Music Store, 77 Middle Street. Monday
cell-13-15-16-17-18
morning. 13th inst.

Wilkixsox.

&

Manager

ONE NIGHT ONLY !

Oct.

Monday,

13th.

Norton,Chapman
King, Gilman

LITTLE SUNSHINE,

&
Co. 200
& Co. ^00

—

OI^TIIE

—

WORKING GIRL’S OATH,
WORKING GIRL’S OATH*
which the great natural artiste.

In

LILLIE

meal...2

WILK1XSON,
will enact

King & Gilman,

True,oats... .1
corn-C

corn..

1

Geo W True & Co.
oats.1

KcnseU A Tabor, oats_1
*‘
corn....l

—

Total..
11
1,000 bush cornmeal toGeo W

Little Sanshiiic the Working Girl,
In eouncction with a FULL COMPANY.
Prices as usual—Tickets ready three days in adat Box Office.
Doors opeu at 7};

ocTdlw

Grand

Broker’s Board. Oct. 101.
,.

*.94

IYcmv l'orlc Stock and

the

day. but finally closed at 7 per cent. Greenback*
still quoted at ft to 1 per cent, premium with les*
activity.
Tho following is the Clearing House statement
Currency exchanges, $54,913.821; currency balances,
are

$2,910,8)5; gold exchanges. $2,81^,258; golil balances,

still lower on the street;“ bankers sixty days sterling sold at 103} @ 106}, and sight
at 107. At the close cable transfers were offered at
107. Commercial bills were quoted at 104}
103.—
Merchants have very little money to buy exchange
with at present which accounts for the dull and depressed condition of the market. Gold declined trm
109 to 108®. the closing transactions being at 108ft to>
I08ft. Very little support was accorded the price to
day, and the market dropped off on the annbunce*»
rnent of shipments cf gold from the other side, aod
the talk about specie payments front Washington.
Cash gold was in good supply throughout the day.
The rates paid for carrying to-day were 6, 7, 3,1-32
7 i*er cent.
The day’s business at the Gold Exchange Bank
was as follows:—Gold balances, $970,531; currency
was

!

A_I_R

CITY

The following plan has been adopted by the Committee for tbe disposal of the various articles remaining on their hands:
Ticket* of Admisftion will be 50 cent*,
entitling th** holder to one chance in one
of the 'KnIIIeM. The remaining dinner*
will be Hold in the Hull at 45 cent* each)

And there will be

no

Blanks.

At nine o’clock the drawing will take place, after
which hour no tickets will be fold. All chances remaining unsold at that hour will be held by the
Chairman of the Executive Committee for the benefit
of the Hospital.
Ai the close of the draw ing there will be a

Grand Promenade Concert
the following named genmanagement,
tlemen :
James E. Carter,
Wm. E. Wood.
John A. Emery,
James H. Smith,
H. H. Lowell.
Henry Deering.
E. E. Preble,
Henry T, Carter,

under the

Win. K.

ot

Wood,

Elias
A.

E. Webb.

Thcmas,

Mnaic daring the Evening by Chandler**
Hand.
nc8dtd
Per order Executive Committee.

IfoancMiic

Market*.

New York. Oct. 10.—Evening—Cotton is an \c
lower: sales 1599 bales; Middling uplands 184. Fl air
dull and heavy and 10 and 15c lower, with a limited
demand, chiefly to supply the pressing wants of local
trade; sales 8000 bbls; State at 5 50 @ 7 15; R»rrod
Hoop Ohio 6 30 @ ft 00: Western 5 30 @ 8 00: Southern 6 60 @ 11 00. Wheat dull and heavy and 2 and 3c
lower; the decline in gold and the extreme dullness
in foreign exchange has a very depressing atfect; No 1
Milwaukee Spring 1 45 oj 1 48; No 2 do Milwaukee
Spring 45@ l 46; No 3 do 1 30 @ 1 34; No 2 Chicago
1 37 @ 1 38; common Winter Red Western 1 r.24; fair
White Michigan 1 60; No 1 Iowa Spring at 1 44; No 1
Chicago 1 41; Iowa Spring 1 34 @ 1 83; choice W biteSouthern l 80; sales 48,0')0 bush. Corn lower; steamer Mixed Western 61 ® 63c; do sail 63 (5> 634c; Yellow
644c; sales 58.000 bush. Oat* 2 @ 3c lower; sales 69,000 bush; Winter Western 56 @ 58c; new Mixed Western afloat 53 @ 544c. Beef is quiet. Pork is dull and
unsettled; new mess at 17 00; prime mess 16 50. Lard
lowe: steam at S4 ® 8$c; kettle at 8|c: sales 900 tcs.
Butter steady; Ohio 27 @ 28c; State 29 ® 34c. Whiskey is heavy; Western free at 93 @ 95; sales 350
bbls Rice is quiet: Carolina 84 @ 94c. Sugar dull ;
retining 7| ® 8c; Porto Rico 84 @ 9; Cuba at 8§ ®
84c; Havana White 9| @ lOJe. Co dee dull and uncfiangeil; Rio at 20 @ 214e; Laguayra 21 @ 22; Maraicabo 21 ® 224c; Java 234 ® 254c; St Domingo 194
Molasses dull aru unchanged; Clayed 28 ®
@ 19Jc.
85c; Orleans 60 ® 90c; Porto Rico 30 tag 65c; Muscovado 28 @ 350, Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine is
quiet at 41; Rosin is quiet at 2 80 @ 2 83 for strained.
Petroleum is nominal; refined 16| ® 17c; crude 5J @
8c.
6c. Tallow quiet at 7J
Freights to Liverpool dull;Cotton per sail 4 ® 5-16;
Grain per steamer at 134d.
CHfCAGO.Oct. 10.—Flour Is dull and unchanged ;cxWheat is dull and lower; No
tra Spring 5 50 % 6 00.
1 Sprint at 1 08J; Northwestern l 104; No 2 do 1 U3
1 02 seller all the year; No 3
seller
Nov;
cash;
Spring at 99c @ 1 00; rejected 92c. Corn is dull and
at 364 @ 36Jc for cash or seller
Mixed
2
No
lower;
Oct; 384c do Nov: liigS Mixed 374; rejected 3Gc. Oats
in fair demandand lower ;No 1 at 314c cash or for seller Nov; rejected 29c. Rye dull and lower; No 2 at 64
@ 65c. Barley iu fair demand and lower; No 2 Fall
dosing steady at 1 36; 1 11 for No 3 Spring. ProvisPork lower for futures at 13 00; 13 25 for
ions quiet.
seller Dec. Lard dull and lower at 74 ® 7|c cash or
Bulk Meats are quiet and
Dec.
seller
uncliauged;
Bacon unchanged. Whiskey is steady at 92c.

11)22

Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo 74; Wheat to Buf-

falo 64.

Thursday

LECTURE
GEO. E. BROWN.
WM. E. SIMMONS,
A. K. PAUL,
JOHN

1'O.TI.TiITTEE.
A. I. HODSiJON,

WM. E. THOMES,
jr. G. RICH,
0. RICE,

ocl_tf

For Lake

Winnipiseogee

EXCURSION TICKETS
TO

—

—

Wolfboro anil Centre Harbor via
Alton

Baj-

AND

STEAMER

—

MT. WASHINGTON

$4 FOR THE ROUND TRIP.
Passengers from Portland can go and retorn the
same da.v, and return tickets good until used.
Train
leave the Portland & Rochester depot at 7.45 A. M.
W. H. TURNER,
Superintendent.
Portland. July 15.1873.
tf

AUCTION SALES
F. O. BAILEY &

CO.,

AUCTIONEERS
—ASE—

Commission
F.

Merchants l

O. BAILEY.

C. W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 18 Kxchange street,
M.
commencing ar 1) o’clock
ocSdtf
Consignment solicited.

Real Estate at Auction,
*®11 by public auction on MONDAY,

pha,l
YI7E
▼
Oct.
*

13th, at 10 o'cloek A. M the very desirable and centrally located brick House of eight rooms
No. 5Park Plrce, near corner of Park and Dan forth
streets, a<Ijoiumg the residence of Charles K. Frost.
for a person of limited
Esq. Excellent
means to secure a beautiful home at a low figure.
Terms easv and made known at sale.
V. O. BAILEY Ac CO
Auctioneer*.
Oc8
5t

opportunity

Sale

of

Horses. Cows,

Farming

Hay and

Tools at Auction.

10o'clock A. M.

WEDNESDAY,
1 shall sell at public auction 1 pair
ATinst.,
Horses. 8
40
of

Oet. 15th

large

Hay, Farming
Tools, Furniture. &c, Sale to take place at the reeideuce of (iershom Skillings, 1 te ol Westbrook, deceased. If stormy, sale the first fair dav follow ng.
PATIENCE SKILLINGS, Executrix.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.

black

•

tons

ows,

6t

OClO

Administrator’s Sale

THOMAS NAST,

...48

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds........0!
Union Pacific do. 74ft
Union Pacific land grants.65
Union Pacific income bonds..
50

deliver his celebrated lecture upon “Lost Arts.’

The full PORTI AND BAND wPl furnish music
before each lecture.
Season T ckets, admitting to the entire course of
lectures and concerts, 82.00, tor sale at usual places.
Member’s Tickets, 81-00, <e«*ch meuiter entitled te
two) to be obtained of the Treasuier, Thos. J. Little.
Evening T lekets from 50 cents to 8100. Reserved seats tor the course at 81.00 each. Sale to com
nicnce on
Evening, Oct. 23. at 8 o’clock, at
Army and Navy Hall, after which date the plan
of seats can be found at Rand & Thornes’, next door
to Music Hall entrance.
Encouraged by the liberal patronage and unprecendcnted success of the past, the Committee have
secured at great expense the above combination ot
musical and literary celebrities, believing that the
public will fully sustain tLeir efforts to make the
Lyceum as attractive as possible.
Sale of course tickes will necessarily be limited and
a large port ion of the Hall will be retained for renewed seats.

HALL.

Westrt-n Union Telegraph Co.64
Pacific Mail,
331
N. Y. Centra* and Hudson River consolidated.... 91ft

Erie preferred. 68}
Union Pacific stock... 19}
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail

WENDELL PHILLIPS
will

14th, at

Oct.

Stocks:

Erie.

trated upon the black board.
January Jlnf,

promptly.

Hospital

Sako.”

scientific lecture—“From Monad to Man”—illus-

HOLT, Business Agent.

The Executive Committee of the Maine General
Hospital Fair respectfully nnnonnc** that all ariicU s
remaining at the close of the Fair, including all undrawn raffles, will be disposed ot on*the evening of

quotations of Government

United States coupon 6*8,1881,.114
United States 5-20’s 18C2.106}
United States 5-20*8 1864.107ft
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.4.,.108
United States 5-20*8 1865, new,.
.110}
United States 5-20’s 1867,.
ni
United States 5-20*8 1868. .110}
United States 5*s. new.
106}
United States 10-40’s.,ex-coupons..
....114}
Currency 6’*.
....Ill
The following were the closing quotations
of

at 8

own

Prof. Edward S. Morse.
A

TUESDAY, Oct. 14th.

balances, $1X89,036.

The Asst. Treasurer to-day paid out $28,000 on account of interest and $61,000 in redemption of 5 L0
bonds. Customs receipts $215,000.

N. II.

Closing Night! |

F

$627,974.

Foreign Exchange lower and almost unsaleable.—
Bankers reduced the rates to 106} and 107} but the

commence

Maine General

@ 94}

money Market.
New York, Oct. 10— Mnmina.—Money ft per cent,
and interest. Gold at 108ft. Sterling Exchange. loDg,
106| @ 107}.
New York. Oct. 10—Evening.— Money ranged
from 1-1G to an ft per cent, during the greater part of

Lecture—“For your

vance

Boaton Stock List.

[Sales
Eastern Railroad.

neor

January 8lh«

LITTLE SUNSHINE,

:

R. R.

Total.4

A

—

Mr. Wilkinson, respectfully announces that he has
purchased the sole right to produce in New England
the popular New York weekly story.

GRAND TRUNK R. R.

ANNA E. DICKINSON.

Amphion Quartette Club,
—

Dougherty,

Daniel

of Philadelphia. Subject, Orators and Oratory.

OCTOBER 19th.
SCHANDLER’S BAND,
Wm. Dayey,
Morgan,

18th,

November

HALL

John

SMITH.

M.

H.

—AT—

Son.100
W&CR Milliken. .100

Waldron & True.150 sacks bran.

Boston, (25th season),
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POETRY.

towards the first ledge, and then, as
my eyes fell on two light objects stretched
upon the ledge; with the wind and rain
whrling about them, my heart nearly stopped its beat, and the breath went out of my

The Indian Summer.
BY J. C. G.

body.

BRAIN AKD.

What Is there saddening In the autumn leaves?
H ivo hey that “green su 1 yellow melancholy”
Tli it the sit et jo t spake of? Had he seeu
Our variegated >voo 13, when first the host
Turns into beauty all October’s charms—
Wuen the dreuu fever ouiis us—when the storm*
Or the wild erjuiii jx, with all Us wet
H us left the land, as the diet
deluge left It.
bright bow of mauv colon; b mg
5 ilh athe
torest tops he had not
Up,®
sighed.
Ihe moon stavs longest tor the hunter now:
1 be trees, cast down their
truitage, and rhe blithe
squirrel hoards his wintei store;
avi j,
>> lule man
enjr*y« the breeze that sweeps along
1 he bright, blue
sky above him, and that bends
Magnificently all the forest’s pride,
Or whispers through the
evergreens, and asks,
What is there saddening in the autumn leaves?’*
From St

Paul

Paul’s Monthly Magazine.

Templer;

a

Prose

Idyll.

too near the treacherous point of the
had broken away its crumbling
aptx. There below were the bruised bushes
to show how the cart had turned over—cart,
the horse and precious freight—and, for the
rest, by some God s chance, there, before my
eyes, were the two figures lying upon the
ledge. As tor the cart and marc.
1 remember how, when seeing that sight
and taking into my soul all that it implied,
there seemed to well up within me a fonntaiii
ot devotion and resolve, such as I had never
felt before. Of a sudden it was as if I had
become possessed with a supernatural
power.
My heart grew like steel. I forgot in the
mastering enthusiasm of the moment, my
poor nerveless body; and the soul within me,
big with the idea of saving those two loved
and precious lives, seemed to swell with a

chasm, and

dying hour of daypalling upon my soul.—I bring to memory
this nig it thirty years ago.
A. uight so like
lothisone—as wild, as cold, as joy-killing,
with just such a grey-clouded, liarsh-breatb'd

sunset, the sun unseen, it3 heat unfelt, aud
all Nature shudder ng because the Angel of
toe North had wrapped it in his deadly embrace.
The shadow of the uight hath ever since
been around me: I have dwelt in it, walked
in it, worked in it, and out of it have been
evolved, for good or evil, all the issues of my
life.
Thirtv years ago, this November day, I,
Tempter, son of a Yorkshire farmer,
living far up near the Durham border, inwards a mile or two from the great eternal
rocks that breast the waves of the Northern
sea. had waudered to some familiar caverns,
deep under the jutting cliffs, whole I loved to
sit and bear the sea bellowing through the
res muding vaults, or hearken to the curlew s
Paul

or watch the scurrying gales, as they
wuirlert past thick and misty—while through
a i above it all rolled the c :aseless noises of
the distant wives murihuring in their deepen to.ies ami clapping their hands to God.
queer bookish fellow was I, not overloved of my father, who strengthened his
hands and loins io win his bread, and little
cared lor my idle fin ;e s and mooning brains
about his house.
But he had to yield to the
necessity of my laziness. 1 was deformed in
the shoulders, and my pale taco marked me
out as a weakling, tie m four brawny, Herculean youthi who were the pride or our homes end.
H iw much they four loved and pitied
me! How gentle they were ro their “gentle
man b other, as they used to call me—giveu
to b>oks aud lounging, while they worked
la \i ami sw -atfiiily, tendins and tore'ng the
fii ful, oft in too thankless soil, under the invidious sky.
My mother was <1 'ad—died in bearing me.
Noblest of lliese noble brothers was the
eldest. I see him now—Harold —with his
great ruddy face, ard broad torch ad. ami the
curly auburn hair aud ihc brown eyes, deep
and lustrous, and the well-knit, massive form.
I *si? tii'i that tair girl he brought ftom Devon, .vhktiei' he wont to serve bis tarin appie.nti.vsbip, flaxen haired, blue-eyed, coraltipped beauty that she was, and so tender
and lragile, out big folk for awhile looked at
tid-r wuh gentle awe,
knowing not what to do
wtro iter or how to treat her.
As if seme
rare D-esdeu v.i-e had fallen into t ic hands
°l
brutish binds, wiio reeoguized only its
beautv, n it its use, and cherished it fearfully,
with a feeling something between
worship
and wonder.
Fondly did I love Eva with a pure brotherly love—and more fondly still 1 loved Eveline, the double image of her father and
mother, the pet of all our hearts.
Anti it is of this night thirty years
ago, the
bright, fair figures stand out to my eyes as
real as at the time, against the background
of gray and black and stormy eve. O
bright,
fair figu.es, long since translated and transfigured, where my eyes can no more behold
your beauty 1
The morning had risen as glum and cold as
the evening afterwards went out. Fast drove
the steel-shaded clouds, harsh was the voice
and angry the breath of the wind. A sort of
day we loved much, when I could get down
on tLe shore behind some
rock, and shelter
myself from the chilling blasts. Eve intended to go to N—, a town twelve miles
off,
down in a little vale, that carried a small
stream to the sea. where a few houses and
fishermen’s huts sheltered a community
quaint and quiet living mostly on the trade
done with the surrounding thinly populated

scr am,

district.
Part of the way was over a
hill, nearly
four miles from our house, and aloug its top,

where it was seraped away in a huge Titanic
break straight down to the sea. Great rocks
jutted out here and there, and many a cave
and fissure pitted its black
face; below, was
a pavement of tremendous
fragments strewn
and piled with ibe
strengthful abandon of
Nature, amoug which the high tide surged
and boiled and hissed. Over this
hill, down
again, to a valley and then along the shore
round the next headland went the road to

N—.

They had promised Eva the light twowheeled cart; and Eveline, who was to have
a new dress, the main
object of the journey,

to accompany'her. A farmer’s wile
thinks little of such
an excursion, and,
though the giants humorously warned Eva,
at breakfast, of the roughness ot the day,
they never thought of dissuac ing her from
the drive. I offered to go with her as far as
the cliff, about four miles,
taking with me
my dinner and some books, and to wait her
return in the early aftsrnoon. So Harold
brought round the eart, with the patient old
mare, and lifted in Eva and Eveline, and last
of all, iu the wautonness of
strength, me,
amidst jokes and laughter, and away we
went.
I wandered about above and below, and
by
and by sat down secure in a favorite cave,
reached by a path from the top, which only a
light body and cunning hands and feet could
safely use. My eyes, veary with reading,
had been resting
steeply on the weird, troubled scene beyond; my ear had been lulled
by
the thunder of the waves on those
glistening
rock i. I knew not the hour, but £ was so
intimate with Nature, I telt sure that Eva
should loua since have been with me on her
way home.
Twice had I gone out and struggled up to
the highest point of the cliff, whence I ought
to have seen her
cartclimbiug the hill. After
noon ..he weather had grown colder,
angrier,
an.) more gloomy.
Grand indeed were the
waves, with their tossing manes of snowy
foam under that black sky.
As I descended the second time
disappointed to iny cave, I .-aw, with alarm, the
north and east growing moie
desperately
dark—the c.ouds quickened their speed to a
riotous rate—and the drizzle blew cold and
hard up in my face.
"‘Oooin, Eva!' I said, “coom along soon,
Eva and Eveline. Storm and hi :bl are behind ye. C.om on sate and
speedby,
my
1
J
was

dm lings I”
ijy and by the storm drove up fell and fu-

O how the mens cr sea lashed out
and roared amain 1
The i.c ur drifts ot rain
da» i«J past iny cave’s m 111'. : and
flung '.heir
e-'lif drops had into
my face as I shrank to
i hr .arthereml.
1
said T. peering out
Nay,
anxiou-lv,
save thee, Eva.
Mayst thou not leave
the shelter of the cosy haven till this be
over.’'
1 grow uneasy. There was
danger now,
so Vicious was 'lie gaie, tn
climbing even the
tow feet between me and the top;
hut, alter
waiting vainly a long time for a lull, and finding that t e air grew darker and darker an.1
the stoi ni more tierce. I braved uiy heart for
another eif <rt and want up again.
Whiff— whirl— vhat a gust!
It nearly
blew me otf my feet. I stoud as manfully as
I could, and tri-d to make out the line of
road. I could not see a hundred
yards. The
ni.st, rain and fading darkness veiled every
feature of the landscape from my sight. 1 lis
ieued trembling.
*G°d help ikelM I
cred; “Oh! where art
thou, Eva?” O little Eveline, evangel,
where arc now thy little face anil
feet, the
sunshine and the music of our home?”
At this moment I heard a shrill
cry coming
rough the storm. It was a sea mew surely ?
not lar troin me, and it was
sharp
rious.

_

^seamed
anil
so inhuman.

now

another

voic^dsinHino-reasted
winjeP?lre«tedy ^ storm dowr
V“ '°f
the
0n

hill

E'dlSfSv.Sf.S
•“vr”#1 r“—rTi
a.4h,

hundred yards-and I heard
the shriek
mote snbdued, but this time
quite
te
Yet I could see
me.
nothing in the road
art' U
It
war certainly the cry of a child

clo-Te

‘•Good heavens! Amlbewi'cbed! it is t„
my ear. Eva! Eveline!”
The little
cry
again. I looked about me. 1 was stand i n a
at a well-known point of the road.
Here
there jutted up two great pinnacles of rock
named the Danish twins, and the road-maker
had carried his road round them on the land
side
Betwixt the pinnacles, which were
about twenty feet apart, was a chasm which
t ame
up to the edge of the road, in the shape
ot a letter Y,
sloping gradually from the apex.
Around its slips and sides were
mingled togetnfsr rocks and brushwood and broom. It
sloped down some fifteen leet towards a broad
a
vantage place sheltered by
theB„i"
W,1Pre 1 ,,ad often stood and
eazed
w
fSNn°"3 P^0,Pect; and then there

4 f shic
of two hundtd,:PH,a'
,ov"thp|-'k«
ljet, down to
the
onstrous rocks that
(t.ed

t.

the wild wind carrying away my cries
from me, on its wings, God kne-v whither.
1 thought, ‘I would ipend my last breath to
save them.”
And so thiuking, as my voice
grew weaker and I ielt myself to be dying—
I conceutrat-’d my strength in one last effort:
Yes! O thank God, there was a responsive cry close at hand! Voices and lights,
and in a minute or two the four strong men
with Harold at their head had reached me!
“Paul, for God’s sake, Paul, what does this
mean ?
Where are they ?”
He had geutl; taken up my head, while
the lantern glo.v fell upon my ghastly face
and on my glazed eyes. I could not answer
him. I simply clasped my hands in token of
thankfulness.
The strong man wrung his hands.
“Give him br indy, quick. Do you know
where they are?” I tried to nod, “He does.
O Paul, wake up and tell us.
Nay, look

“Eva 1” I shouted in the mad noise of the
elements.

of the

wa"? a®a!rl! And

ingly,

giant's strength.

Thirty years ago!.And now as
the wild, grey sky is fast glooming to utter
darkness and' the ragg d clouds, urged ou by
the mad North-East winu,are hurrying across
the smooth face of heaven, and I feel all the

faifto6/6

deaclness—to my vtrv soul.
‘‘Paul, tor God’s sake save u«, quick I”
I couid just itt my head. It was all I could
do. Toe numb, still', bruised limbs 1 no longer had power over. There was
only one more
effort left to ine. 1 shrieked with all my remaining strength like tbe the voice 1 had
heard—like a maniac; shrieked out unceas-

come

Tue

depression

I

1 stooped down and examined the road.
’Twas clear enough what had happened.
Here \va- the mark ot the wheel which had

BY EDWARD JENKINS.

chill and

were bleeding. Tbe cold
driving into my exposed body made my teeth chatter. At
length I swooned in good earnest.
I know not how
long I had lain thus, when
suddenly 1 woke up, with a vividness that
was startling.
I thought I heard a terr hie
shriek, which pierced through swoon and

threw up their jagged po nts
below
I leaned over the
lip of the upper end of
the chasm,
peering down through bush aud

larger of

the two dim figures did not
move.
The smaller I thought I could see
take an arm from ilie other’s neck. Then it
cried out piping and shrill:—
“Uncle Paul! Uncle Pau—u—u—1!”
“Eveline 1” I cried, “darling Eveline, keep
still for God's sake! What’s mamma doing?
“O, O, O Uncle Paul, come here!”
Down I dashed in a stupid frenzy, headlong aud careless, and missing my giasp of a
bush, stumbled and fell. A sharp scarp of
rock received my thigh on its point, rent it
down for twenty inches, and let me
drop on
mvback, roughly on the ledge, beside the

here, look here, brothers! How dreadful!”
They looked at my bleeding hauds, 'lien at
my knees, then at the bloody wrappings
round my thigh. I began to revive. Iu a
few minutes I told them
slowly where I had

left Eva and Eveline.
“Where did you hurt yourself?”
“There. At the Hurrv Scar, below the
Twins.”
“Have you come all the way like this ?
I uodaeU.
“O well done, Paul, bravely done!” cried
the lusty giants in a chorus, aud I swooned
*
*
*
away for joy.
Long was I the hero of that homestead,
where by-aud by another little Evangel came

figures.

it was many minutes
senses.
All the while
on us three. I came to

with her arms round

before I recovered my

the

pitiless storm heat
myself to find Eveline
mv neck, calling still,

“Uncle Paul!”
The blood was running copiously from my
wound. I tore the skirt from the little girl
and bound up my thigh as well as I could. I
felt that their lives depended on mine. When
I turned to look at Eva, I found her
lovely
face palid and wet, her clothes and hair
drenched with rain.
On her right temple
was a bruise.
She showed no signs of life. I

to look upon the uncle wh., had saved her
life. Sweet, sweet and priceless to me are
the memories of the grateful devotion of them
all to me—still further wrecked and weakened
by the terrors of that night. For my wounded thigh long kept me in peril of my life, and
when it was healed, had so shrunK up, I
could only walk with the help of crutches.

RAILROADS.

e71T.

OQDFNSBUKG

PORTLAND &

RAILROADS,

_STEAMERS._

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

PORTLAND

CHANGE OF TING.

FALL AHRANGEMENT.

and after Monday. Sept. 15,1573
until further notice trains wili
as follows:
£*ir^sS^l®ave»
—-Portland for Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations at 7.10 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
Le ive Upper Bartlett for Portland at 6 A. M. and
12.25 P. M.
Connection* by 1 P. 1*1. from Portlandt
At Sebago Lake with steamer for Naples, Bridgton
and Harrison; at Baldwin with stages for Cornish,
Porter, Kezar Falls and Freedom; at Brownfield with
stages for Denmark and Brid ton; at Fryeourg with
stages for Lovell and North Lovell.
Stages for Crawford House leave Upper Bartlett on
arrival of trains from Portland uutil October 1st.
Connections in Portland
by all trains with the Bos on & Maine Railroad to or
from Boston and all points South and West; by 12.25
P. M. from Upper Bartlett w«th Steamers of Portland Steam Packet Co., leaving Portland for Boston
at 7.00 P. M. daily.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, whoie all trains of P. & O. R. R. arrive and
depa't.
Freight trains leave Portland nt 7.20 A. M. for
North Conway, returning leave North Conway tt 1.30
P. M.

J.

augJOti

MAINE CENTRAL

ocGtc

RAILROAD. KNOX
...

Halifax at 1:05 p. m.
For Lewiston, Batb and Angnsta at 5.20 p
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p. m.
Trains

are

Dae at

and Rockland.

Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Maehias, Mount Desert Vlnal Haven,
Hurricane and Dlx Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 a. m., and 1.00
M.

P.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinville, Northport. South Thorcaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Wash-

m-

Thursdays and Saturdays.
ington. Tuesdays,tor
St. George daily.
At Tnomaston
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jotierson and Whitcfleld, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waidoboro* for North Waldoboro’, Washington*

Portland.

From Angnsta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:55 a. ra.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at
v
2:45 p.m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 5:"5 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. in.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
cheekedthrough to Honlton, Calais, St. John, Hali-

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pcmaquid, dailv.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at .ow rates*
JvgQiltf_C. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.

fax, Dover, Foxcroft. Rockland, <Src.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First Div.
Augusta, July 1 .1873
jy28tf

SATE TIME AND MONEY !

CEN^

EASTERN & MAINE

W.

I>.

EHPUO\

Lowcot

vived.
“Bravo, Paul 1
the

a

push

on.

1 was so encouraged that I did the next
mile almost rapidly. My thoughts went hack
to the two poor things behind me— ‘Oh!
shall I be in time?”—and- they* went onto
the house before me. with the five sturdy, unconscious men, who, had they known, would
have swept along this road with
great rapid
strides, and have born my beauties in their
arms
home
to
lile
and
warmth.
giant
So I seemed to walk and leap and praise
God for the help of the staff.
But in the
aith of it I was doing too much. I was us
ing my strengsh at a' terrible rate. When I
knew I had gone more lhan another mile, my
steps slackened, and with my heart palpitating and my breath gone, 1 tumble 1 on the
ground. The shock wrung from me an irrepressible shriek of agony.
“O via dolorosa! I cannot go on. This
anguish is gieater than I can bear. God himself seems nhiless, as his storm comes down
so
ruthlessly, and the awful gloom drapes
and stifles my ardor and my nope. 0 via
emcis/”
These lasl words reminded me of the Great
human Kedemptor.
“Is it not so, ever?'1 I
said. “Is not the way of love the way of
■

tears?”

Here was I wailing over my own
anguish,
and there were the throe lives, and the "voices
ever in
in
my ear, yet uuregaroed
that moment of -chi-h
depression. “God help von.
Uncle Paul.” I staggered
to
agaiu
ray t<;<
a d
with desperate slowness and
patience
hastened along—that torn hip
excruciating
me at every movement.
How I got on I know not. Weakness and
pain were fait subdumg my zeal. So how
often succumbs the noblest soul to bodily anguish I I must have become delirious. I
shouted attd sang—adjured my own body to
be patient—I called aloud to heaven to help

t^

roc.

per eent.

7

LITTLE

&

CO..

lioHton, Albany

and

I said,

shall be saved. Paul. God help you,
And then I stumbled again, coming
cruelly to the ground. The staff flew out of
my hand, and I sank down with a groan,
thinking that at lost God had deserted me.
“Oh I” I said, “1 had hoped that this poor

“They

Paul.’’

—

Gojd gonds

90 per eent. and accraed interest in cur
rency; secured by First Mortgage; executed to
Farmer*’ Uonn and Trust Co. of New
York, covering Company’s Line, its Franchises,
Equipments, Real aim Personal Estate, at the rate of
$15,000 per mile on the Road extending from
Cincinnati to Catlctltiburg. the terminus of
Chesapeake and Ohio Road, 14t> miles.
Governments, State, City, Railroad or anv other
marketable socarities taken in exchange, at highest
market rate9, without coinmiMiou. and K.. A
G. E. R Routt* forwarded free of charge to
purchasei. Pamphlets, Hap* and full information will be furnished on application to
at

Will. FISHER * SONS,
33 Mouth Mt., ItAf
IOOKE,
Bankers, Stoek one! Koto Brokers, and Fiscal Agents
of ike

Governments and Kailmarkets of the U. S.
—Or lo Banks and Bankers throughout the couneel9d4wt
try-_
dealeisin
Company;
uies In ail the

seeni

way

AUKNTS

WANTED for the new book,
ADVENTURES OF

LIFE AND

KIT

CARSON

by bis comrade and friend, D. IV. C. Peters, Brevet
Lt. Col. and Surgeon, U. S. A
from facts dictated
by bim«elf. Tile only True and Authentic life of
America's greatest HUNTER, TRAPPER, SCOUT
and GUIDE ever published.
It contains full and
complete descrip ions of the Indian Tribes of the
FAR WEST, as seen by K0 Carsob, who lived among
them all his life. It gives a full, reliable account of
the MODOCS and the MODOC WAR. As a work of
HISTORY, it iR invaluable. A grand opportunity
for agents to make money. Our iilnstrati d circulars
sent Iren to ali applicants. Write and securo territory at once.
DUSTIN, GILMAN & CO.,
seplSMw_Hartford, Conn.

Only 35 HOURS from BOSTON

to

CHICAGO,

via

MICHIGAN CENTRAL
—AND—

Gre«at Western Railway

Line,

For Chicago.

Milwaukee, St. Paul, St.
Jjouis, Omaha, San Francisco, and
all Point** Wc«l,
Northwest,
and

Southwest,

or

Expedition

Tho most Direct and Short Linos to Florida,
Char cston, Stivnnuah and all Nonthcrn
P«i»:8s.
Through tickets* to Heir Vnrli. Philnilrlphin,
Inailiniori* anti Washington via the Stonington. Pail River an! Norwich Steamboat lines or Ihe
all Rai! Pouto* via Worcester and
Springfield and
the Shore Line®.
Travellers who wish for RELIABLE information
nre desired to cull at our olEce and
pri cure Time
Tables, Mars. &c. Our arrangements (as for ihe
past twelve years) are such as t enable us to afford
every facility. and have- no motive to deceive
I ickets to Boston via Railroads and Steamers.
S€3°
dtf
_

NEVER
STegleet
Couch. Nothing is more certain to
lay the foundation lor future evil consequences.
n

j
\

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

liJpediti

ns

to the

Arm

World

iorm

the

Earliest Times Profusely illustrated.
A cents
Wanted. Address,
Philadelphia Kook
* ompntiy. Philadelphia.
sei>19ttw

10 PER CENT. NET.
THE 10IVA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
Invest money on tirst-clars it.al Estate at lo
percent,
interest, net. [.ayablc semiannoallv is New York and
will garantee toe collect!.n of ail leans made
through
ils t gem-y. All charges nai by the lmi-rower.
write, before investing, for New York an I New Rnulawl references, nd full particulars. Samuel Merrill. 'Jate Governor of Iowa,) President.
Address
.JAMES B. HARTWELL, See’y, Draw 10" Dcs Jiloi-

Plca'se

nes,

Iowa,_

“
The
cure

sc;.20t4w

CAMPHOR INE”

Greatest Di so very of the Age for the relief and
of

3C8i«

chronic

m:«l urate*

Pain iu t'liml* Bnvk. or
*prniitH,
Biirab«* Miff Joint*. MraiiiM, (*lfinilu3»r
Nmlling*.
Inflammation,
Nenraiaia,
■SiiikkOiiMy fl’ntnrrh* Arc*
Will not grease or
st,tin the most delicate faoric, which makes it a luxurv m every
family. Try it and be convince l of its
cencs per bottle.
REUBEN
HO\ 1, Prop,Price25
r, 203 Greenwich St.. N. Y.
ee2Ut4w

are a sure cure for al1 diseases of the
Respiratorv Organs, See Throat, Olds, Croup, Diphtheria. Asthma.
Catarrh, Horseues9, Dryness of the Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tubes, and all diseases of the
Lungs.
Tu ail cases ot sudden cold, however
taken, Ihese
TABLETS should be promptly and freely used. Thev
equalize ‘lie circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and will, in a very short time re-

store

itherrecious

them

My heart grew stronger at the thought I
dragged myself along on hands and knees
weeping, with anguish, as I went, but praying and hoping still. I cannot describe tlie
horrors of tint part of iny way.
A good

deal of it I must have gone on unconscious.
I was losing my reason. Hands and knees

Co.

Inside lines* between.
Portland and
Rnugor, Hit. Desert
Harbins.

and all

pain is

action to the affected organs.
Wells’ CarS>ciir Tnblcts are put up only in
blue boxes. Take no substitutes. Iff. ey can’t be
fr'lind at your druggists send at onrn tolhe Agent
is* New York, who will forward them by return
mail.
Won’t he deceived bv Imitation*.
Sold by all d» uggistR.
Price 25 "ems a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.

geI*-0

____d4wt

77th

Thousand in Press—First Itlouth.

or

RICHMOND,

4

days,

Southwest

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splencii
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of am route from Portland to the West.
J^PtTLLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

trains.
15 ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examica-.
tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 m value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate oi
oue passenger for every §500 additional value.
C. J. BUYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
tt
Portland, Sept. 12. 1873.

BOSTON

&

—Tt.

MAINE

R.—-

PORTLAND TO

BOSTON

VIA
Old Orchard, Saco. Rid 'eford. Kcnncbunk, Rover. Great Foils. Exeter.
XXnverhill and Lawrence.

FAST

EXPRESS.

Catalogue.

making

the time in

PARLOR
ATTACHED

TO

TRAIN

taF-'
*3^o*phca,cr ”nd A,ton BnY tG
Wolfboro and

Center Harbor via
A,'°“

Agents and Canvasser
wanted.—“Lectures and
Sermonsof Rev. W. M. Punshon, LL.D. Best
and Cheapest Family Bibles. Maps,
Charts,
Pictures, Golden Tens, Sewing Silk and Linen
Thread. Apply for terms to L. L. Guernsey, Pub.,
Concord A7. 11.
oclt4w

MAIDS

Teachers, Students, Clergymen, Postmasters, and
Young Men, and Men and Women of

wide awake
all classes:
You can

easily earn a first-class Sewing Machine;
Books sufficient to stock a Libarary; or home
valuable Pictures to beautify your homes; or a nice
Stereoscope; or a good time keeper (Clock or Witch);
or a Music
Box; or a Gold Pen ; or a Photographic
Album; or a Stand Kerosere Lamp for your Parlor;
or a Fine
Accordeon; or Webster’s Illustrated
Quarto Dictionary; or Roger’s World Renowned Statuary Groups; or a Fine Violin; ora R mington
Riflo Cane; or Remington Double Barrel Breach
Loader Shot Gun; or a Cabinet Orgau worth $140;
by simply working up your unoccupied time in a
way explained in the circulars of the M. H. P. Co.
Perfectly legitimate and respectable; many wou d
Addr ess M. H. P. CO., *129 East
say hilanthroi ic.
18t St., New York.
oc2t4w
or

BROADWAY AND 31ST STREET,

NEW YORK.

EXCEJEtSSOft TICKETS.

circular.___oc2t12w
VTciitaolseod and their
luler-rrlatioust Love, Kt« Law

es% efc.
Agents nre
bl.i we
work a

Belling from 15 to -J3 copies of this
seud a canvassing book free to
*

FREE^7*i^

iTCH
AW
V

For Sew York,

WATERS’ COXCERTU 1’AULOR OROAXS

and

Riddcfurd

Returning, leave BidoVford

Albany. Philadelphia.
1

^
man

AND

-i

Style

ALL POINTS

same

53

placed in any
Organ. It is produced by
an
extrasetnfrerdspeculiarly voiced, the

SOUTH AXS) WEST.

scp20diw

The

The t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10
30 A
JL connecting with train tor New York
via Nbnr,.
“ofe
Bine at 11.10 A. M.
The t0.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston In
s asnn
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New
York vP.
^

forr-N?w Yok vfaWitU

BOILERS

Haskins Machine Co.

are

Stonington

ties and to standard, gangng go
that all parts are interchangeable. Can be run with greater
safety and less expense than any
01 her engine manufactured. Sizes from
to 20 horse-power.
WARE ROOMS, No. 46 CORTLANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for
circular.

WORKING CLASS >VSjS,fif
stnicwons

jraJaable

Lines.

ccomroodation.
*Fast Express.
Passenger Depot In Portland, Coramcreial street.
Portland &

package ol cowls sent free by
K,x
stamp, if.
rotrNG
(™tDretur0
luur'u &
* rn
113 Greenwich
CO.,’inS
St„ j. y,
bc20Mw

Ogdenoburg

K. It. passe tiger trains

depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, Havma rket Square
Freight received at Portland * Og densbtire »'
Freight Depot, West Commercial stri let, until 4'
rive at and

M.

Freight

station

Nil It-

ISO, while its MI.
ITATtO\ of the HIJIJJUT VOICE is NCTerms liberal.

:||PERB.

A GREAT

and Norwich

t1

«c29t8w

NO lib

fit

trai™

The *3.20 P. SI. train (Fast Express)
arrives In
Boston at 6.50 P. JT., countering with trains lor New
c
fork via Springfield at 9 00 P. M.
Passtngers ticketed and Baggage checked throueh
K
by either route.
AH Trains stop at Fxeter tor refreshments at
First Clans Dining Room*,

made in quanti-

Zand

Fall Kivcr,

Fitchburg, Maw.. Manu’rs

of
Vertical nnd II rrizoutal
HVf2 %!*I EW«I.-VIC».
Our COMBINED ENGINES ft

(^boat)

E1TECT rtf tvhich is
■TiOtsT CMARITI i VO

in Boston, Causewav, street

'AS. T. PURSER, Ben. Supt.,

Won

ir

BSK*!®-.
grf
Broadwav.

K. Y., u*a
zr~—
PIANOS and ORGAN* rj first,
class makers, including WATERS’, at ex.
trcineiy loxvprices for cask,or part cash,and
balance in small monthly raiments. New 7m
Ociavc first-class PIANOS, ail modern
improvements, far PAT3 rash. ORGANS 15Octave, MO. DOtJHEE-REED ORGANS,

dispose qf500

_

RiGG;4-STOP

S3 10;S-STOP, SPAS, and upwards. JI.LVSTIIA TED CA TALOGVES HAILED. A large
di. cottnt to Ministers, Churches, (tvndav-Schnals, Temperances
Societies, Lodges, etc AGENTS WANTED.

ocS_
n

pi

t&REMEBY!
Extract of Roots awl Herbs which almost invaria

The only Perfect Base Burner in the
It gives perfect satisfaction,
market.
and with a saving in fuel of at least onethird. All in want of a First Class heating Stove should uot fail to see the Morning Glory before pnrehasslng.
Also, The Morning Glory Cook—acknowledged by all the best operating
Stove in the market.
He can show you more conveniences
and more advantages in these Stoves than
any other Stove or Rauge in the New
England States.

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.
Steamer
CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Farnham. Jr., Master, will
on and after 30th inst.* leave Atlantic Wharf every Wednesday at
The

—

■■i

f>

o’clock, A. M., for Boothbay, Round Pond and

Wald.-bnro, and every Saturday at 7 o’clock A. M.,
Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills anil Damariscotta.
Refuming, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every
Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. Al., connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received alter One
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.
Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO.,
for

C. W.

Furnaces, Ranges, Stoves &c.
Tin Ware

—AJTD—

PHILA DELPHI!

Wo

&

No. 3 Washington Street,

Sat’d’y.

Insurance

■

COR. CONGRESS ST.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 j,.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Phila10

sep27

coclSm

a. m.

one

half the rate ol

sailing vessels.
West by the Penn. R. R„

once.

Friiplions, Timples, Blotches and all impnrtiea
bursting *br< ugh the skin or otherwise,
by following the directions on the bottle
Kidney, Bladder and Urhiary derangemeuts it lias no equal; one bottle will convince the

ot trie blood,
cured readily

most

sceptical.

"

°rmM’ expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
Pile*: one bottle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies faiie i.
Nervon* Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache.
<Src., eased immediately.
Rh< innitti«0i. Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Afflictions removed or
greutly relieved by this invaluable

medicine.
Bro tie
hill*.Catarrh,
cured or much relieved.

Convulsions,

variably

but.let) ot the

cured

H.

At their Great

FLINT & CO..
Mcdlea Depot 193 and 197 Broad

i

itOOT^Htf©

BITTERS,

R. I.

SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

W. F.

Phillip* &

Co. & J.Vi. Perkins & Co

au'-S_POBTI.km

Providence

.Hoalioa

ROLLS,

Mom

ONE TRIPPER WEEK.

T-tvADE

side wheel Steamship
FAi.MOUTH.Capt. W.A. Colby,
willlcave Railroad wharf, Poitlaml. every TUKSDAY, ai 5.30 P
-M-, (or on arrival of train leav-

the Nova Scotia

DAYS,

at 8.30 P. M.
For freight and further Information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, o*
G^Exeursion Tickets to Halifax and Return good
until Nov. hs—at reduced rates.
JOHN POUTEOUS. Agent.
mar25dtf

dyspepsia,

Tlie Old Union

Passenger Ticket Agency!
—

heretofore at

"WIlEIiE

STREET,

—

,

and all complaints arising from an impure state o
the Blood, or the deranged e« ndition of the Stomach
Liver, Bowels or Kidney*.
This Preparation i* purely Vegetable, containing
in
a
Extract*
highly concentrated form of Roots"
Herbs and Barks—among which are Sarsaparilla
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian, Wild Cherry. Orange, Mandrake, Anise. Juniper Beriiee, i^c.-mak
ing a fine Tonic alterative ami Laxative Medicine
which never fails to give tone and strength to the system debilitated by disease. AS A BLOOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAL.
FLINT & GOLDTH WAIT,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Salem. Mae*.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines generally.

49 1-2 EXCHANGE
STREET.

Jan30d3wisto8tf

SCALE IX

BOILERS'

I will Remove and
Preveni
SCALE in any Steam
Boilers, oi
make no charge.

Gr Ij rJ’ T

mv3dtf^

1X01?

Pmi.ADEr.PniA.

PA.

First
ONE
for

Class HACK and Runners. Suitable
two horses. Enquire ot DANIEL F.

one or

ANIGHTS, 31 Oxford Bt., Portland, Me.

oc7*2w

NAdju>tabl«

Cart id

ClaAMP,
fiioiiu
I'

PROVIDENCE

TOOL

riiim*

CO.,

Providence, R. I_
II
WORK, Arch,
44

Brond

nan.
tleowly

*_

S B U R G

Harrison, Bradford & Co’

TRADE

aud

MARK.

fiS H, u E

,

B’«»n LAUNDRY
USE,

\ L!EER’r\ S»J.,
TOR SALE IN

BOSTOi\

PORTLAND BY

SMITH. GAGE & CO 02 Com’l Sf
INS * CO.. 80 Com-.
St.. HOYT
_

T

w

I'tSqq.
Si
jpTWSuani

STEEL PENS.

EORD,

For Sale Cheap.

S'

KATADYSINF. WATER—The Great Medicine OF Nature. Indorsed by the Highest Medical Authorities. Restores Muscular Power to tin
Paralytic, Youthful Vigor to the Aged, and Develops the Young at a Critical Period; Dis-olv, ,
Calculi and “Chalky” Depositg; Cures Gout
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia. Gravel. Diabetes, Diseases of the IvldnevB, Diver a»d Skin,
Abdominal Drops”. Chronic Diarrhoea, Constipation, Asthma, Nervousness, Sleeplessness, General DeblUly, ami nearly eveiy class of Chronic Disease.
Pamphlets containing History of theSprlng
and Testimonials from Medical Journals, Eminent Physicians and Distinguished Citizens, sent
free l>v mail bv WHITNEY PROS., General
Agents,'227 South Front St., Philadelphia. Fot
au6d3m
sale by all Druggist.

Address,

GEO. W,

Morula*!

\

tfcod&w i2w

au26

CO.,

Spiaal
cons,

Proprietors,

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA
And toe West, South and Northwest, mav procnre
Through Tickets at the lowest rates, via the MichiCentral and Great Western (via Suspension
gan
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York cltvl
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, or Rock Waml, ®
cago & North W estern, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all o'her nolnts
P
For Tickets apply to tho Old
Agency :1
W. D. EITTEE V-

Double

lief of

JAUNDICE, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS. WEAK
NESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE, COUGHS. COLDS, HEARTBURN. BILIOUS
ATTACKS.
COLIC,
CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
AND DULLNESS OF THE HEAD, LIVER COMPLAINTS, PILES, PIMPLES,
BOILS. SOUK STOMACH. CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESS. HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,
COSTIV ENESS.I N DIGESTION,

Kailway, tor Windsor, Truro, Now Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Liudsev’s Stages for
Cane B-eton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURS-

row as

Bar»kle|

MAItK.

Which has stood the test tor more than 50 years is
acknowledged the most reliable Medicine for the re-

new

Boston at noon.)
FDR HALIFAX DIRECT

Is

p.hIAw1Sw35

Wringer.

connection* to Prince Edward I*,
land and L'npe Breton.

NO. 191-2 EXCHANGE

few

S.

treet, Providence,

TO

close connections with

a

Sold by nil Drn&sigtft and Dfnlcn in
Jlfdiriun.

DIRECT1

The

by taking

Quaker Litters.
DiftlrulticN. so prevalent, among
Am rican ladies, yield
readily to this invaluable median the Quaker Bitters.
Billiout. Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so
prevalent in m.Tiy pans <»f our couutry, completely
eradicated by the use of tire Quaker Bitters
»l»c Aged find in the Quaker Bitters
ju*t th
article th^y land in need of in tb ir declining
years.
It quicken* the blood and cheers the
mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
No Owe can remain long unwell
(unless afflicte
wirh an Incurable di-ease,) after
taking a few bottio
of the Quaker Bitters.

DR.

Halifax Nova Scotia,
With

Hysteric*

and

PREPARED BY

South
of Commission.
and

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON,
Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Barton.
Jn23-ly
LINE

Assort-

CO NOT FORGET THE PEACE !

Wharfage.
From
delphia, at

in fine
ment.

Steamship Line.

WedVy

at

cureu

E'emnlr

BOSTON

Leave each port every

OSGOOR,

ably cure tho following complaints:—
K?yMprp«iii, Heart Burn. Liver Complaints, and
Loss ot Appetite cartel by taking a lew bottles.
Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

OitHrnH Rrri.tl.inji, Pain in the
Lungs, Side
an
Chest almost I

SOLE AGENT FOB PORTLAND.

Commercial St.
apr24ti
23,1873._
145

Portland, April

t4w

For Sale.
Cash, an excellent paying, light mannfacturing 'msiness in best operation, with nr without
stock. Only persons meaning business need apply,
134 Broadway t3d floor), South Boston, Moss.
6t
OCS

GREAT!

SMEDlCALi

Central Wharf. Boston.

ever
1

A

:

SAMPSON, Agent.

toe

most beautiful in
and perfect in tone
ever made. The (! o IN
CEItl'O STOP is the best

are

Baltimore, Washington,

Morning Glory Stove.

Steamships:—

jnne2tf

Making

Work

GOODS.

BTJY THE GENUINE

Portland,

William Lawrence,” Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loveland.
"Black-stone," Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot tile Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburo and
Richmond, by river or rail; and bv the Va. Jb Term.
Air Live to all pointB in Virginia,
Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Xkirolino
by the Balt. &■ Ohio R. It. to Washington and 11
places West.
Through rates given to South anu West.
Fine Passenger accomruocations.
Fare including Berth ard Meal., to Norfolk
*15.01,1
line 48 hours; to Baltimore *15, time Go hours.
For farther information
apply to

ng

Canrassing Bonks sent free for

at 111.25 P JJ
Hrnrboro. Old O ren.ird. Saco, Bid.
deford aatl Ki niiciiunC 1.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kenucbnuk t7.30 A. M.

Orchard, Saco

31AGEE

ALL

solS 12 m

ac-

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.

all purposes requiring small powMore than 100 engines, from
Semi fir illustrated
2 to ion hors,.-power, m use.

A*'‘M.J t-Agratis to
live
who will act as our agent. Business every
light and
honorable. $3u0 made In 5 days saleable as flour
Everybody buys it. Can’t do without it. Must huvo0
it, No Gift Enterprise, no Hnn:bug.
oc4t4w
KENNEDY & CO.. Pittsburg. Pa.

t.®°'

FOR

end

»T.,

any book agent. Address, staling experience etc
National Publishing Co. Philadelphia, Pa. oc3ttw

AGENT

SON,

STREET,

EXCHANGE
SOLE

&

Tickets to New York via the various

er.

day,

12

(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

MAIL.

Superior Steam Engines and
Boilfds, bv special machinery
and duplication ot parts. They are
Safe, I com ntical. Easily I ainaged and not liable to derangement,
Their Combined Engine and
Boileb is peculiarly adapted to

diy:

our

Korfolk and Baltimore and Washington
1>. C. Steamship Line.

Proprietor
oc2Hw_
N.Y. SAFETY STUM POW ER CO.

Manhord.

NOTES

N.

CITY,

alternately, leaving

run

Freight for ihe
by eonnectin lines forwarded tree

COItKKR OF

Po»

APPARATUS

Lines, for sale at reduced xates.
Freight taken at low rates.
W. 1j. BILIJNOS. Ayrnt
J. B. COYLK JR., General Agent.mch30tf

House,

iil'IlOPKAY PLAY.

i7Icilual

Portland Io Wolflioro and return, Price 84 61- in
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
Bor Milton and Union t9.15 A. JI., *3.2o
p.

will

From

Oil

HEATING

the maiket to the following well known citizens of

(^“Tickets and State Rooms for sale at No 74
Exchange Street.

—

Fowler’s Great

FOREST

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
days nt n P. M. Fare $1.50.

“ISTTSIVUSSi”
API
4
1^ |N

Prof.

Healing Apparatus.

A.T 7 O’CLOCK X>. M.

Druggis._ocl

ls>A. M.,

t6,,15,andr«)™5-A'M:ahi“KlOUfrOIn

B,d

Tablets.

COU RTIi % 1% D
NEW
YOB* It.

A.

SUPERIOR

E.

PUT UP ONLY IN BUTE BOXFS.
ATR1EDANB SERE REMEDY.
Sold by
t4w

3 0

perfectly

a

Hon. Wm. Deering, Hon. Bion Bradbury, Capt. John W. Dcering. J. I*. Baxter. Esq., Lew Ip Whitney,
Esq., Hiram Peirce. Epq., Duran & Co.. Fred Hale, Esq., 11. G. Beatley, Esq., J. M. Fitiehl, Esq.. A. A.
Carter, F. Will
Strout, Esq., Wm. Hammond, Esq., John W. White. Esq., I)r. B. B. Fn-n r, Capt. Henry
Libby, Esq.. Chas. E\ Partridge, Esq.. Geo. C. Hopkins, E^sq., Gen. s. J Anderson, Win. Henry Anderson
Eeq., Mannasseh Smith, Esq., Henry Dunn, Esq., Oiin Hooper, Esq., Westley Jones, Eaq.^Chas. F. Moulon, Esq., and many others.

NEA-GO
1NG STEAMERS

FRANKLIN WHARF,

TU08. D. W INCHESTER,

SEPT 29th. 187:*.
Pa«ni*M r Tmiiw leave Port,«"d for Boston 10.15, 16.15 A. M.
*3.20 (Parlor Cars). *c P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Bailor Cars)
A. ■!., 116.30, t:l,.’)0, *6.00 1\ ,vl.
Trains from Boston arc due at Fortlnnd
nt 16.30 1,55, 8.10. 9.45 P. M.
nn<l Uoneord, N. H.. and
t e NORTH via V.& P. K. *1.
nt ciou
Junction
♦6.15A. M., *3.20P. 11.
For l.owll -All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowel
Manchester and « oncord via Lawrence

For

Use

CARS
T TIS

DISEASES,

Winchester

in

until 4

Having commodious Cabin and State Room

PALLY,

long felt want, that of

..

JOHN JBROOKS and

Through

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

OLD

BEST

bostonT

commodations,

a

Economical and Durable

our

FURNACE

proposed

sep‘--6osU’A R. STUBBS. Agent.

rw

IRON

'True Method of Burning Coal with the Greatest Economy.

days.

THE

take pleasure in calling Lkc attention of the pnblic to

It has been discovered by actual experiment that. Carbonic Acid Gn* will pass readily through Cart
Iron when healed to a certain temperature. To obviate tlii.-* difficulty the MAGEE FURNACE CO
have made a Furnace of Heavy Wrought lion, riveted (irmly together, after the manner o
a Steam Boiler, and we
guarantee that no jas or dust can possibly escape nno the air Chamber.
We append the following interesting r.-j*ort of the School H uni of tlic City oi Chelsea concerning a testing
of the MAGEE FU KM AC 14 with loose of other makes:
“The Carter School House was originally furnished with four furnaces by a Boston dealer, but it was soon
found that the rooms could not be warmed with them. It seems the agreement, was that n money should
be paid till the furnaces were tested and satiaiaciion given. Satisfaction was never given, and when it was
to take the furnaces out it was discovered that the ciiy had pah I for them and tuey must be a lot
to the city. They were removes I. Tw*now furnace* of Magee «& Co. and two of another c >mpany were
then placed in the building. Magee preferred to have his placed on the north side of the building, where
had been most difficult 10 warm tt e building. Coal to the amount of forty ton.' was placed on each side of
the cellar, and notice was to be taken at the close of winter how the cool lore he »•:. t. Tl e Magee furnace
were run g week before and lour days alter the others, and at the close it w;a> found ti c other furnaces had
consumed all the ctal, ami the Magee furnaces have six tons yet to the r credit.
With the original furnaces there was consumed ninety tons*ofcoal; wPh the present furnaces but seventy
lour tons, although last wiuter was by far I he coldest one. The Prudential Coir.mitiee was >ustrueted to
where they are used
convey to Mr. Magee their thanks for ihe [»riect satisfaction rendere t h. hi- luma
in the schools. This is considered a great ‘liumph for the Magee Company.’*
During the past year we have set over SIXTY' of these furnace*, aud would refer all desiring tho

Connections made at Eastport tor St. Andrews,
Rnbbiuston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, W ndson, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
She liac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., aud Suiu-

for

we

PLATE

Healthy,

On and after Monday September
29th the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the SteamCity of Portland, Capt. S. H.
E***^"rPike, will leave Rnilroaa Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

days of sailiug

MAINE

The many years that tie MAGEE FURNACE* have been in use■, and the ui;u »nn satisfy tion tbo
have given, warrants us in affirming that the principle upon which they are c-instructed, and by which th
fire is controlled, is the only

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

on

annual advertisement,

assured that itsupplliea

ARRANGEMENT.

P. E. I.
^^*Freipht received
o’clock P. M.

our

NEW

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

---’

Carbolic

In this,

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Ueu Ag’t.
May 19. 1873.
mylOtf

merdde,

CO.

Magee Plate Iron Furnace !

The

Portland.

same

&

PORTLAND

au4tf

Will leave Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,! Millbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Mondav and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
same evening, connecting with the Pullman Night
Train ami early Morning Trains for Boston.
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or

FALL

BROS

Sound

S45S in S davs. selling
A perfect Thesaurus
OfflilTl’tt
Stfll'V
N
Vlitdll
|—I US
.oi Exploration, Discovery and Adventure
upon, and the Wonders
Beneath tho Great Oceans. JJivina,
Dredging,
7 clcqraplunq, the. 445
spirited Engravings. Price
extremely low Sells amazingly fast. Strike quick
lnr choice held. Address HUBBARD
BROS., Fob’s
53 Washington St„ Boston.
se20|4w

AND ALL THKOAT

IN TITTER
MARKET SQUARE.

29

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,

anil another

Send for

NUTTER BROS & Co., are Sole AgcrtH In the City forBarstow’s Celebrated MVr■■right Iron Furnace. Cal'
Examine. Every Furnace Warranted

and

evening, at 10 o’clock,
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincoln ville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport,
Winterport and Hampuen.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named lauding, arriving in Portland at
o’clock P. M.

Remarkable Success.
in

Wells’

in the

Northwest, West and

and

Will eave Railroad Wharf,
every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY

healthy

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
To Canada, Octroi
Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St. I.omin, Oinirba,
Saginaw, St Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Fraucixco.

Fo.

my tide unable to

m"n

Portland, Bangor and Mathias Steamboat

TABLETS.

Foi’

Unheb the late Capt. Hall, ms untimely
Death. Ke askable Rescue of tof Crew from
n Floatim* EieldofIce.
iso a IIistory of all
the

N. B.—The Steamer Chase will for the present run
in connection with the Franconia and Chesapeake,
between Portland and New York, making
tri-weekly
communication.
sel6

and St. John, Dig by,
Windsor autl Halifax.

DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO..
ocl
NEW YORK.
4wt

Three Honrs and Thirty Minutes.

Slintory of

The Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, is
iitted up with nne acconimoilations for passengers,
making this tne rnosi convenient and comiortabie
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Ponlaud
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Mav 9-dtf

Eaatport, Calais

the Great Southern Mail Route and
ATLANTIC COAST LINE.

Or

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

The

Polaris

Leave Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P.
M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

via the

Fort Wayne &’ Chicago Railways

Agent* Wanted.

w!s ICE RAFT!
Thrilling
A.U OOTcini au:l

Steamers Chesapeake and Fianfurther notice, run
will,

until
coni.
a* follows:

Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburg,

—

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays excepted), arriving in Boston at 6.5U,

weak, and worthless life might have been redeemed from its abjectness in my brother’s
sigh in my own consciousness, in God’s estimation—by the saving of those three lives.
Gladly then would I have lain down to die
rewarded by the manly shout of my manly
brothers: “O well done, Paul; well done!
But, as it se.med, it was not to be. I iay on
move.
The groans I could
not repress answered the wild menace of the
and
said—“I
winds,
yield ye all.”
I groped for the staff. It was
past recovery.
\ ainly I tried to get upon
my feet without it.
My wounded leg was now useless.
Then I was tempted to lie still there and
die.
The life was
gradually chilling in me.
My head swam! I nearly swooned But
again there came before
my vision the two
,ivcsto be s ved, there
nn
t<
8e behind me—in trout of me the
noble beaus to be blest.
“O Paul, if
every step were
with great drops of blood, and bloody, vea
every move
*
6> 11 W''ru tby meeU to s'«e

AND

.

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

Niagara Falls.

74 EXCHANGE ST.

COMPANY,

Coupons payable February and Angnet in
Gold in New York or Baltimore.
For ‘Sale

God hath sent

stall' to lean upon.”

& Or eat Eastern

FIRST MORTGAGE

Steamship Co.

OF

Passenger Offices,

RAILWAY

Maine

the

at

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE,
Via

----—

■

the.

na

Procure Tickets by the

HORSE-SHOEING,”

Kentucky

N

The Steamer

IN"o. 49 1-2 Exchange Street,

Shoe.

jv29__ft

Low

nn

OLD.UNION TICKET OFFICE

-_

WASHINGTONa.ni> in-ViSe

And it formed a sort of burden and r*frain, keeping time with e y trembling footsteps as l labored along. It was so dark I
could never have kept the road had it not
been very familiar to me. An a5e seemed to
have passed when I kuew, by a change in the
level, fiat I had gone only one mile. Sly
heart began to sink, and I sat down a moment to rest. The stiffness and soreness of
my wound were keenly brought home to me
by the act. Could I possibly go three miles
more in my present state?
I ran over in my
mind the difficulties of the way. There was
not a hut or a house between me and home.
A long piece of commoD, a deep din in the
road, and a bill, up which I had often bounded—these things lay before me, and here was
I groaning with pain and the very life flickering in me.
“But,” I said, ‘Harold’s wife and Harold's
child must be saved. Courage, Paul. ‘God
bless you, Paul! God h"lp you. uncle Paul!’
As I put my hand on the ground to raise
myself, it lighted on a round object. I seized
aud 'clt it. It was some wayfarer's staff.
He had gone <>n his jouruey, but he had left
this here for me,—I thought.
My spirit re-

Running between Providence
Philadelphia everv WEDNESDAY aud SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and
rom Portland and all other
points in Maino. with
Philadelphia and bevond. Tnrough rates are giveu to
Philadelphia and ail points reached jy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. IDs., and to all
the principal cilies in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full imforination given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE
dr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers.
Janll ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
and

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,
ftaicn

SIAHNE.!#A\N

Paul!”

Iron Line of Steamers !

TRAL RAILROAD.

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

Clyde’s

CITY

....

Horse

& LINCOLN RAELKOAD.

ral1 route to
g ,r,1fet
Wiseasset, New
IWSSSffISSSSCMtl®. Lamar-scotta, Waliloboro,
ftL'L'"-~-~^-..-~Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

Portland for Bangor,
Houltcn, Calais and St.John at 12:15
a. ni. (sleeping and day ears on this
train.)
For Baih, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowliegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at 7:00 a. m.
For Batti, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfield,
Winthrop, Skowbegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Trains leave

COinmENCiNG SEPT. 29, 1873.}
chafed her hands. 1 breathed into her cold
Passenger trains leave Portland dai#
*
-B
*
lips. 1 drageed her in under some sheltciing
1.KSifwTslSiSIly, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunhushes and urged the little one to
Nevertheless from that, night, the imbecilihelp ‘me
lays excepted) at *1.30 a. M. tf>. 15 A.
rub her mamma's hands. At
M.. t9.10 A. M., H3.15 P. M.. tfi.OOP. M.
length there ity ot my past years went away. I had
Bangor for Portland. Portsmouth and Boswere symptoms ot lite, and
by aud by she learned a lesson in the mysteries of life. It tonLeave
A.
at HS.OO
M., 112.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
ipened her eyes and spoke to me.. Site could were possible, I had then discovered, that
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30.
lie there conscious, but she could not move.
even I should hold in my hand the
||8.30A. M. H2.30, t3.15. *8.00 P. M.
precious
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
I knew why
there was a fourth, a hid- balances of human fates, and with weakling
Houlton, Calais aud St. John at *8.00 P. M.
den life iu the balance that night.
hut determined zeal, there were
left to
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
yet
We could now scarcely see each other’s me by
Providence, powers of good," of rescue and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
faces. I drew the child in under the brush
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at flO.OO, 010.35
from evil.
A. M.; ||2.55 P. M., t5.40 P.M., *10.05 P. M.
and tied her to her mother. I besought them
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton,
both not to stir hand or loot. 1 took off
my
Calais and St John at *10.05 P. M.
coal aud threw it ovet them. I buttoned
Leave Portland tor Lewiston. Bath, Rockland, Aumy
waistcoat about the little one. And then I
gusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor
at t7.00 A. RI.
resolved, wounded and halt-naked as I was,
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farto try and got to
Wiunersly, our home, for
mington. Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
There was no dwelling nearer.
help
Leave Portland f*r Bath, k ewiston, Rockland, AuI
Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter,Bangor, St. John
hoped that Huiolu’s anxiety it igbl bring him
THE CHEAPEST & BEST. gusta,
and Halifax at j|l.Q5 P. M.
out in search of us, and that I should meet
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at f5.20 P. M.
him on the way. By this
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
time, what with
loss of blood and the forlorn
Cures and Prevents
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t7.15 A. M., reresponsibility ot
turning at 5.15 P. M.
my situation, I began to feel giddy and weak.
The 6.15, 9-10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Then I knelt down and prayed. 1 know
all Diseases Incident Portland,
ami the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
not what 1 said.
I only know I pleaded tor
make close connections to New York by one or
their precious lives—ami ottered
to the Horse’s Foot. other of die routes from Boston. Passeugers ticketmy own as a
ed through by either route
ransom lor them it it
might be. I only know, I
The G 15 A M. trai
arrives in Boston at 10.4° A.
JUST * UBLISHED:
(Patented.)
that iu the course of that transcendent
apM„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
peal I seemed to see new light and gain new
Line at 11.10 A. M.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
“RATIONAL
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
strength, though the sharp pain in my-thigh with plates, illustrating how to perforin
operations
train for New York, all rail also with the 5.30 P M.
warned me that the work I i.ad to do would
and care f-K>t troubles. Sent bv mail on
ot
>eceipt
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
one dollar.
task my very life. Then 1 ki-se<l them both
Send stamp ^-or circular to GOUPENStwiingtvm and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
OUOH HOhSE-SHOE. 41 !»ey St., N. Y.
—I could no longer see their faces—and comj\231l2w
arrives i> Boston in reason to connect with traiua
lor New York via Springfield at 9 P. JYJ.
mending them lo the God ot the winds and
The 9.10 A. At. and 3.15 P M. trains from Portland
storms, I essayed to climb to the top of the
connect at Conway Junction with tlieGreat balls and
clitt.
into the rough bushes, among the
I Conway Railroad.
MAGNET.C MOVEMENT CURE
thornv broom, gra ping and
The 7.30 A. M. train from Boston arrives m Portletting go—feelland in season fc- passengers to take the cars of the
LOCATED AT
ing and doubting—step by step upward I
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for Naples,
fought my way. I forgot the anguish ot my
TAKRYTOWN ON THE HUDSON.
Bridgton, North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
wound, in the freshness of my spiiited re- ;
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
Complex restoration 10 health by the laying on of
s dve to save the dear ones
below. Twice or hands guarante d to selected cases. No drugs used. the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
thrice X heard Eva s gentle voice
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. Con- all parts of Canada Last
me
cheering
The 12.30 P. M. train from Boston connects with
sumption, Ct rebro-spinal meningitis. Spinal Curvaand saying—
tnre.;. Irritations. Softening ot the Brain, all forms of
steamet Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax, N. S.
“Are you tip yet, Paul ? Save
Dyspepsia, Rli.umatisni, Chills aud Eever, other
us, Paul.
Through ticket s are sold in Portland and Baggage
Liver Complications; specific in Uterine
God help you, Paul.”
checke
through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, HalDifficulties,
1 aralysis. Bed-ridrieu from various
and
all
ifax,
Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &e.
I kept my groans quiet,
causes,
thrilling as was my lorn s of acute and chionic diseases
♦Pullman sleeping car express rram. N. B.
This
successfully
Twice
1
missed my hold and nearly
pain.
treated at their Institution, where
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
spacious ro.mis
can be had.
fell backwards, twice recovered witli
Hygienic board, invigorating atmos- morning.
bleeding phere, pleasant
t Accommodation train
walks, picturesque and beautiful surhand-: and fainting breath, but my soul w as
Come and sec ever dav. or address Drs.
roundings
IlFast Express.
strong and hopeful.
C. C. cS: P. A. F. Dusknbury, Tarrytowu. .\. Y.. or
J. PRESCOTT,
“God bless you, Uncle Paul! Save us,
16 \\ 24th. St.. N. Y. City,
and Fri'lavs, or
Monday's
Supt. Eastern P.ailroad,
Uncle Paul. God help you, Uncle Paul!” address Post-Office box 3.YS N. Y.
aul3J12wf
L. L. LINCOLN,
Sunt. First Biv. M. C, R. R.
echoed a tiny voice, aud iny heart leaned to
CEO. BACH ELDER,
hear it.
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
“Paul, weakling, now for a steady, deterAGEN1S WANTED lor a coni£.lete history of our
National Capital. Its origin,
mined heart. They must and shall he savgrowth, excellencies,
abuses, beauties, and personages are all portrayed m GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ed 1”
that graphic style which has placed the
author, Geo.
At length I stood on the brink. The most
Alf. Townsend, among the foremost
ALTERATION OF TRAIN!*.
newspaper
dangerous part of my work was over. For correspondents of the time. It gives bold, startling,
truthful, inside views of Washington life, and Conthe sake of their lives it had been
WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.
carefully gressional and Lobbying Jobbery. Books
and slowly dune.
ready for
But the exertion lelt me
delivery. Address.
On and alter Monday, Sept. 15th,
feebler. I had to stop and adjust Lhe bandage.
sept8't4w JAMES BETTS & CO., Hartford. Ct.
will run as follows:
}? *!??r|^?|lSTrains
The lacerated thigh was so painful, I could
Mail train for Gorham and accommo9 fiA In Four Week* Canvn'ming
"dation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
scarcely bear to touch it. With a grim resowas one agent’s profit on
Bryant’s
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ..stopping at all stations to
lution I clenched my teeth, and drew the
Library of Poetry and Song; §7o in one
I stand Pnrd.) conncrtimr with night mail train ior
cloth tight, until the anguish was intolerable.
on The Aew Houskeeper's Manual,
by Miss Beeclier
Quebec. Montreal and the West.
and
Mrs.
Stowe.
Anv
active
man
or woman oau
I hoped to stay the bleeding.
Accommodation train tor Gorham and way stahave an agency
J. B. FORD & CO., New York,
tions, 5.25 P. M.
“Good God, how shall I ever do these four
boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
sel8t4w
Trains will arrive as follows.
miles?”
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
RENT for a "I!—One Agent in four
I had not even a Stic < to lean upon, to re8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
weeks made a profit of $412.80, selling Bryant’s
lieve my leg. Yet I set out briskly. On ray
Montreal,
Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Literary of Poetry and Song; $70 in one week on
Accomfdation train from South Paris aud way
back was hurled the fury of the storm as I
The New Housekeeper's Manual, by Miss Beecher
Stations
6.15
p. in.
Mrs. Stowe. Any live man or woman can have
stumped and limped toiltully along. Every aud
an agency
J. B. FORD & CO., New York, Boston,
step was a fresh agony. But every moment
Chicago, or San Francisco
sepl8t4w
I seemed to bear:
“Save us, Paul! God help you, Uucle
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Portland

leave

Limiugton, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton. Bonny Eagle
and Liinington .daily.
At Oeutre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld, ParBap stield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate davs.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsflold,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland, Sept. 13,1S73.

trains

Passenger

Wrought Iron Furnace !

PHILADELPHIA.

On

for Rochester androtcrmeulate stations
"af 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winulpiseogee
Railroad lor Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad lorConwav.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railruada.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. AS,
Leave .Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland tor Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham. Standish, and No.

Still .Ahead of Competition, Barstow’s
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—
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MISCELLAN EOUS.

Special attention called to the well-known numbers

505—95—28—20 & 22.
Factory, Mt. Vernon; Office, 75 John St«,
»UT

NEW YORK,

3m

For Sale by E. A. JOY. Fluent Block. Oppoidtt
unSidam
New City Hall, Portland, Maine,

